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HALLUCINATIONS,
- INTRODUCTION. At

all epochs in the history of man, in every climate,
under the most opposite forms of government, and

with every variety of religion,

we constantly

find the

same belief in spirits and apparitions. The source of
an opinion so universal must evidently be sought for
in the mental constitution of man, where there predominates an irresistible craving after the unknown,
and a belief in the supernatural, which manifests itself
in the multitude by a love of the marvellous.
The
savage who dreams of the Great Spirit, and of boundless hunting-grounds in a future life
the Arab who
wanders in the enchanted palaces of the Thousand and
One Nights; the Indian who loses himself in the in;

carnations of

Brama

the inhabitant of the civilized

;

world who professes to believe nothing, yet secretly
consults the fortune-teller, or demands from magnetism what it cannot afford him all obey the same
;

want

—that of believing something.

At first, it seems astonishing that such opinions
should have obtained so much influence, and one is
to ask, if man is a compound of errors, or
the sport of illusions but a deeper investigation of
the question will convince us that these opinions
are only deviations from the religious sentiment.

tempted

;

History and tradition alike inform us that man
came forth pure, but free, from the hands of his
Creator.
And as long as reason was his guide, he

B
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both from errors and from superstitions bul
the abuse of his liberty, and the laps(
of time, he had forgotten who gave him life, and fo:
what purpose it was given him, he became the slav
of the passions which he could no longer control, an
thenceforward went further and further astray. Toi
mented, on the one hand, by the thought of what h
once had been, enchanted by the pleasures of th
imagination on the other, he plunged into an unrea
world of his own creation.
The imagination, that wildest of our faculties, i
perpetually endeavouring to break away from the tie
which bind it to reason and when it has succeedec
in this, there are no fables, no strange beliefs, nc

was

safe

;

when through

;

singular illusions, or extravagant dreams, that it wil
" We love better to believe than tc
not propagate.
examine," says Bacon,* and this inclination especially
¥ev>
prevails in the infancy of the human mind.
periods have been more favourable to the triumphs oi
the imagination than that of the Middle Ages they
seem to have been the centre of every kind of fanThe air was filled with marvellous
tastic creation.
birds, the earth overrun with terrible animals, the
seas peopled with monstrous fishes, while in its unexplored regions men told of magnificent countries,
and new terrestrial paradises. Notions thus extravagant, developed amidst the irruptions of devastating
barbarians, and a general apprehension that the world
was about to end, suggested the idea of an invisible
and supernatural power, which nothing could resist.
Men thus predisposed listened with eagerness to tales
of ghosts and witches even the narrator recoiled from
the creations which terrified his hearers.
The explanation given by Malebranche of the way
in which such opinions became established seems to
us so just, that we here reproduce it. A shepherd in
;

;

* Bacon

:

De

Dignitate

et

Augment.

Scient. lib. v. cap. v.

f

;
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cottage relates, after supper, to his wife and chil-

meeting.

His

efiects of wine,

he be-

dren, his adventures at a witches'

imagination

is

warmed by the

been present at these
imaginary meetings, and he tells his tale in a forcible
and impressive manner. The result is not doubtful,
the children and the wife are utterly terror-stricken,
and fully believe all that they have just heard. It is the
father, the husband, whom they love and respect, who
is speaking of what he has seen and taken part in
why should they doubt him ? These tales are deeply
impressed upon their memories, tjiey accumulate the
fear passes away, but the conviction remains, and at
length curiosity attracts them to the place.
They
anoint themselves, they go to rest, and their dreams
bring the scene circumstantially before them.*
On
waking up, they question each other, and mutually
relate what they have seen they thus confirm their
previous opinions, whilst he who has the strongest
imagination exercises the greatest influence over the
others, and soon permanently fixes the details of the
unreal narrative.
Thus the sorceries in which the
shepherd has taken part are an established fav t, and
lieves that he has repeatedly

;

;

other inventions will follow in time, if his hearers
have but an imagination of sufficient force and liveliness, and are not deterred by fear from relating
similar adventures.
Such is in fact the origin of many errors. Once
they have originated they are repeated they become
;

formed into a system of doctrines and opinions which
enter into the mind with its earliest impressions,
subject the strongest intellects to their influence,

and continue

for ages, until

* The fact of these anointings

+ Malebranche
chapitre dernier,

is

well established.
de la Verite, t. i.
edition Charpentier

De la Recherche
De V Imagination,

:

1843.

B2

reason reasserts her

lib.
:

11,

Paris,

4
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rights,

and forces the imagination to

retire within

its!"

proper limits.

When

in this

as admitted facts

way

false impressions

by whole

are received

nations, and enter into

the teaching of lectures, books, pictures, sculptures,
in a word of every agent at work in the social
system, they are so generally diffused, that no individual can escape them by his own unaided powers.
The great intellects of such periods participate to a
certain extent in the opinions and prejudices of their
contemporaries but these false notions do not influence
These persons represent some idea
their conduct.
which is useful or necessary to the age an idea of
which, if I may use the expression, they are the
embodiment, and which Heaven has commissioned
them to announce. What they do they are impelled
to do by a force which they cannot resist the tasks
they set themselves are an evidence that man's
loftiest powers are at work in them.
propose to apply these principles to our present subject, combining with them certain psychoare surrounded by an external
logical facts.
world, which finds an avenue by every sense, and
fills our brain with countless sensations and images,
which an emotion of the mind, a passion, a state of
abstraction or disease may reproduce in an instant,
Hence the desire
in all their variety and colouring.
we feel to call up images of the past. These vivid
reminiscences which affect us in two different ways,
according as they appear to us false or real, conBut the
stitute the phenomenon of hallucinations.
senses are not the only sources of our ideas there
are others w hich originate in the soul itself, or are
derived from God these are general notions, ideas
pure, which cannot be imaged, and cannot become
the subjects of hallucinations, except by an abuse of
;

—

;

We

We

;

r

;

the process of abstraction

;

if

they assume a definite

INTRODUCTlv
hape and form this

but a

is

re.

fection of our nature, the spiritual p
no way concerned in the operation.

Sensible

objects

the exclusive

are

fc

hallucinations, anything

which can effect
impression on the mind, may, under certain
stances, produce an image, a sound, an odou
Thus,

up

when

a

man

has for a long time given hin,

to habits of profound meditation, he frequent,

perceives the idea with which he was occupied clothe
itself in a material form as the mental labour ceases
;

the vision disappears, and he explains it to himself
by certain natural laws. But, if this man lives at a
time when the belief in the appearance of spirits,

demons, ghosts, and phantoms is general, then the
becomes to him a reality but with this difference, that if his mind is sound, and his reasoning
powers in a healthy state, the apparition has no
influence on his conduct, and he performs his duties
in life just as well as the man who has no hallucina-

vision

tions at

;

all.

This remark applies with greater force to the
hallucinations of celebrated men.
To have emancipated themselves from the general belief of their
time would have required them to be of a different
nature, particularly when that belief contained nothing

In adopting these opinions they
shared the mistake of society at large; but their
enterprises, their actions, their doctrines, were those
of philosophers, of moralists, and of benefactors of
They fulfilled a necessary mission, and
their race.
their names are justly inscribed amongst those of
whom humanity is proud.
circumstance, which should particularly be borne
in mind, is, that in the majority of these cases, the
hallucination did but help them to realize their idea.
reprehensible.

A

Those

illustrious

men, who have been

so unjustly

;

& JCTIOK.

/commenced by originating and
marked by the impress of their
only after having thought over

as

roundly, and

when

their

minds had

— and withpossible — that they

/ghest pitch of enthusiasm

out no great work is
idea clothed in a material form.

The

iT

,ilucination,"
,ter,

was not in

ie result

esides,

;me

who can

difference

first,

this case a sign of insanity,

of long continued meditation,

yhe present day,

The

which we make use of for want

help being struck with the ex-

between these persons and those of

who

are subject to hallucinations ?

powerful, strong, logical, show themselves

they are the repreof a new idea
the others are cunning, weak, and vacillating they
are the expression of no want, their mission, if they
possess any, has neither usefulness nor aim.
The
hallucinations of the one were the consequences of
the period in which the persons lived they exercised
no influence over their reason while those of the
others are derived from the diseased condition of the
individual, and are more or less complicated with
full of greatness in their actions

;

sentatives of a period, of a need

felt,

;

—

;

insanity.

"When we study the life of a great man we must
never forget that it consists of a history and of a
The history is the undying, the spiritual
biography.
part; the biography is the perishable part.
If we
attempt to judge of one without the other we deceive
ourselves,

and we deceive others.

The

aspirations of

genius give rise to phenomena which deviate from the
common course they are the rough material, the irregularities in the marble, which disappear beneath
the chisel of the sculptor, to leave only his masterpiece in view; they are, if you please, hallucinations;
but they have no influence on the truths taught—
;
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these existed both before and after the disappearance
of what was only the means through which they were

Now, an idea, like man himself,
given to the world.
consists of two parts, the one spiritual, the other
material a hallucination, considered in relation to its
characteristic phenomenon, is, according to our notion,
the reproduction of the sensible sign of the idea. In
the thinker it is the highest possible state of tension
a state of positive
of which his mind is capable
ecstasy.
This opinion is directly opposed to that of
M. Baillarger, who attributes it to a kind of arrest of
the attention we shall discuss the merits of this
;

—

;

In societies, whose convictions are
theory hereafter.
strong and deep, where the imagination has not been
enlightened by the aid of science, the hallucination
is the reflection of these general beliefs; but in neither
case does it offer an obstacle to the free exercise of
the reason.
Hence it is certain that the most

men have been liable to hallucinations,
without their conduct offering any signs of mental
celebrated

alienation.
If, however, we strongly protest against the charge
of insanity brought against these lofty intellects, we
are fully aware that hallucinations, complicated with
the loss of the reason, have existed in some whose

names are famous in history.
The necessity of believing

When

is

characteristic of our

guided by faith and
reason combined it conducts us safely to the goal
towards which we all tend bat, if it rests exclusively
upon one or the other of these principles, the greatest
Paith apart from reason
errors are likely to ensue.
leads to superstition, and reason without faith almost
always results in pride.
The hallucinations which
arise from these two sources of error are as numerous and as various as the ideas and the daily occupations of the individual.
The desire of ill-regulated
species.

this impulse is

;
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knowledge produces all kinds of anomalies. The
want of perpetual excitement leads even enlightened
nations into the greatest absurdities, and will always
ensure the temporary success of the charlatan, until
some new passion leads them to abandon the one of
which they were enamoured. It is impossible even
to glance at the hallucinations arising from these two
sources, for they are as numerous as the combinations of thought
as diverse as the shades of indi-

—

vidual character.

However much the mind may be concerned in the
production of hallucinations, they cannot all be referred to this source there are others which are produced by disease, by certain substances introduced
The phenomena remain esseninto the body, &c.
tially the same, but the cause of them is different.
For this reason we have divided hallucinations into
two classes those depending on moral causes, and
"When treatthose depending upon physical causes.
ing of the causes, and of hallucinations, in their relations to psychology, history, morality, and religion, we
shall enter into the details which the importance of
the subject demands.
In discussing a question of this kind, it is only
reasonable to ask us our opinion concerning the appaIt neither accords with our
ritions of Scripture.
principles or our convictions to avoid a reply.
"We
admit the authenticity of the statements in the Bible
and the !New Testament; we believe in the divine
interposition in the establishment of a religion, whose
founder proclaimed his mission by destroying the
worship of false gods, by the abolition of slavery, and
the family
by the establishment of one brotherhood
But, just as we have maintained that in
of man.
profane history we meet with instances of hallucinations co-existing with a sound state of mind, because
they were the result of certain received opinions,
;

—

—
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while there were others combined with insanity arising from the diseased condition of the individual, so
in the same way we believe that many religious persons have been subject to hallucinations, which were
connected with the opinions, the errors, and the prejudices of the age, without their reason being affected,
whilstothers were the victims of a diseased imagination.
It is only bjr examining these different elements that
we can hope to approximate to a true solution of the
question.
Our most general laws partake of our imperfections, and are perpetually liable to exceptions.
If, then, we briefly sum up the principal points of
this chapter, we perceive that the feeling of the un-

man attaches himself, and from which
want of something in which to believe, a
love of the marvellous, a desire for knowledge, and a
craving after excitement, is itself only a weakened
known

to which

arises the

condition of the religious sentiment.

When

the pathway of truth and sound philosophy
abandoned, the reason having become uncertain
and vacillating gives full scope for the play of the
imagination, which indulges itself in the production
The imaginaof paradoxes, dreams, and chimeras.
tion being thus mistress of the situation, developes a
number of false ideas, which are afterwards embodied
into a system, and lay the foundation of further
is

errors.

Ideas are the food of the understanding they
form a mysterious bond between the soul and the
body, and they affect man in two ways by their
abstract nature, and by the material form which represents them.
If a moral or a physical cause acts
with sufficient power on the idea to present it in a
;

—

visible form, as in the

the image which

phenomenon

of hallucination,

produced, the idea itself can
never come under the cognizance of the senses. Thus,
when the ideas become disturbed, it is the organ and
it is

is

:
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not the mind which is in fault.
The instrument is*
out of order, the mind which directs it is sound the
latter may remain inactive, but it is never altered.
Sometimes, indeed, it breaks its way through every
obstacle, and shows that it has preserved all its
energy notwithstanding its long repose. In the sick
man governed by a phantom, it still continues its
operations with perfect regularity.
When the forgetfulness of first principles has given
rise to a number of false ideas, and imbued the mind
with certain popular, but superstitious errors, it is
the outward forms associated with these ideas which
present themselves to the hallucinated, just as in
other cases it is the objects which surrounded the
;

individual in his daily

life

that are represented.

The

produced by hallucination are of two kinds
in the one case, they do not affect the reason in the
other, they superinduce a disordered state of the
effects

;

intellect.

Lastly, whilst fully recognising the authority of

must not be forgotten that it is itself
and may therefore be commanded to
course, and yield to a higher authority.

the reason,

under
stay

it

restraint,
its

Agreeing with Bossuet, that religion is not required
to submit to its questioning beyond a certain point,
we admit as authentic the apparitions of Scripture,
and separate them entirely from the hallucinations of
religious persons, derived from certain popular beliefs
which are not incompatible with reason.
These preliminaries being established, we proceed
to describe the general arrangement of the work.
The definition of a hallucination ought to precede
its history, and it is with this that the book commences.
If hallucinations were simple facts they would not
require an elaborate classification but they are far
from being so. This peculiar condition of the mind
;
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presents itself under a variety of different aspects. It

may

co-exist with sanity, or it may constitute a form
of insanity it is often entirely concealed by a morbid
state of the sensations. It almost always accompanies
;

insanity,

of which

it

is

then only a symptom.

exists in nightmares, dreams,

—
—

and

ecstasy.

It

Certain

nervous diseases such as epilepsy, hysteria, and
hypochondriasis are often complicated with it lastly,
it is observed in acute, chronic, inflammatory, and
other affections.
These various forms have led us to
;

establish ten divisions.

The

first

exist with a

contains those hallucinations which co-

The facts adduced
show that the reproduction

sound state of mind.

in support of this clearly

of the cerebral images

may

take place without dethey will hereafter enable
us to explain the hallucinations of those illustrious
men who have been falsely charged with insanity.
The second section comprises simple hallucinations,
but which are associated with a greater or less amount
The individuals are conof mental derangement.
vinced that they see, hear, smell, taste, or touch
things which are imperceptible to those around them.
These false sensations may exist even where the
organs of the senses are defective.
Thus the blind
will state that they have seen angels and devils. The
deaf will repeat conversations in which they profess to
have just taken a part.
A single hallucination may
exist, or several at the same time
all the senses are
liable to be affected by them.
In the third section are classed those hallucinations
which are associated with another error of the senses,
to which the name of illusion has been given both
these states consist of false impressions of the senses.
In the first case there is a vision without the presence
of any material object to produce it, while in the
second the object exists, but it produces an impression

rangement of the

intellect

;

;

;
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—

a man assumes the appearance of a woman a piece of wood becomes a hideous
monster.
Illusions sometimes appear in the manner
of an epidemic.
The occurrence of these epidemics is
not rare in history. Every sense is subject to illusions, and all of them may be so at the same time.
Not unfrequently illusions are accompanied by reprehensible and dangerous acts.
Hallucinations are especially frequent in insanity.
The fourth section contains those which are combined
with monomania and other forms of insanity.
The
kinds of monomania most liable to this complication
are lypemania, delirium tremens, demonomania, erotomania, nostalgia, &c.
species of demonomania
formerly prevailed to a considerable extent, in which
the persons who were attacked imagined they had
relations with demons who were termed Incubi and
Succubi. To this division belong those hallucinations
which show themselves in that particular form of
insanity which is known as stupidity.

different to the reality
;

A

The fourth

section also contains the hallucinations

which accompany mania, they are very frequently
combined with illusions, or these two conditions may
The hallucinations which show
occur alternately.
themselves in delirium tremens, and in the frenzy
arising from narcotic poisons, form the subject of the

we have considered it right to separate
the hallucinations which arise from the use of these
substances, because they are not necessarily accompanied by insanity they are spoken of in that part
of our work which treats of the causes of hallucina-

fifth section;

;

tions.

In the

sixth section are arranged those hallucina-

tions which are complicated with catalepsy, epilepsy,
hysteria, hypochondriasis, &c.

The

hallucinations of night-mare

the seventh section.

It

is

and dreams form

evident that night-mare, in

;

.yTEODUCTIOlS'.
certain respects, resembles insanity, and that
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it is

observed in this disorder. It is the same with regard
to dreams, which bear a strong analogy to hallucinaThe study of the physiology of dreams has
tions.
supplied us with certain facts of peculiar interest
the presentiments which happen in this state are, we
conceive, explained in most instances by the existence
of hallucinations. Nevertheless, presentiments do not

occur exclusively in dreams, nor can they always be
explained by hallucinations.
Lastly, we have shown
that nocturnal hallucinations have sometimes occurred
in the form of an epidemic.
There is a singular condition of the mind, known
under the name of ecstasy, which has justly attracted
the attention of all observers.
The hallucinations
which are one of its distinctive characters we have
placed in the eighth, section.
The concentration of
the mind upon one particular object for a long time
may give rise to an ecstatic condition of the brain, in
which an image of the object is produced, and re-acts
upon the mind as if it really existed. It is to this
mental state that the visions of celebrated men are to
have several times noticed the ocbe referred.

We

currence of ecstasy in children, and have also seen it
in catalepsy, hysteria, exaggerated states of mysticism,

and in

insanity.

Certain peculiar phenomena, such as prevision,
'liirvoyance, second-sight, animal magnetism, and
somnambulism, seem to us to be commonly due to a
state of ecstasy. The effect of cold may be to produce
this state of the nervous system.
The ecstatic state
h'*s been observed in all ages, and lately occurred in
several thousand persons in Sweden.
The hallucinations observed in these different conditions of the
Qt '3rvous system, especially in somnambulism, may
gi ve rise to conduct

which would entail a grave

sponsibility on the individual.

re-

;

INTBODUCTION,
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The ninth section contains those hallucinations which
are complicated with febrile disorders, or with acute r
inflammatory, chronic, or other diseases, and with
certain conditions of the atmosphere.
Lastly, in the tenth section we have associated the
epidemic hallucinations and illusions to which we
have previously referred.
This classification includes all the varieties of hallucinations which have come under our own notice,
and to it we think may be referred all that are likely

to occur.

The numerous

divisions

we have

established

show

that hallucinations arise from different causes. Their
primary division into moral and physical, as indicated
at the

commencement of this chapter, are the centres
number of secondary causes. As

to which converge a

in insanity, the dominant ideas have considerable influence on the nature of the hallucination thus when
;

a belief in demonology, sorcery, magic, lycanthropy,
or vampirism prevails, men see devils, sorcerers, wereThe character of the halluciwolves, vampires, &c.
nations also varies with the kind of civilization thus,
with the Greeks they assumed the form of pans,
;

and naiads with the Romans that of genii
and in the Middle Ages that of angels, saints, and
In our own times every possible combination
devils.

fauns,

;

When
of the ideas may lay the foundation of them.
physical causes give rise to hallucinations, the lattt?
will have corresponding characters.
Properly speaking, only the secondary causes t>f
hallucinations are treated of in the preceding paragraph, it is necessary that they should be considered
from a more elevated point of view and this hi&
been attempted in a chapter especially devoted i o
their physiological, historical, moral, and religions'
In the first part of this chapter we ha\ '©
aspects.
endeavoured to show that the primary cause of ha If
;

15
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lucinations lies in the violation of certain leading prin-

and in an ill-regulated condition of the ideas,
which ultimately result in an abnormal reproduction
After entering upon a more
of their sensible signs.
extended consideration of the nature of ideas, of
ciples,

their subdivisions, of the principal operations of the

mind which

are concerned in the production of hal-

lucinations,

we have shown

that these ought

fre-

quently to be regarded as occurring in an almost
normal state of things, as we have pointed out when
speaking of physiological ecstasy.
This mode of
regarding hallucinations enables us to explain how it
is that many celebrated men have been subject to
them, and yet must not be looked upon as having been
insane.
The examples of Loyola, of Luther, of Joan
of Arc, are decisive proofs of the correctness of this
opinion.

All our arguments are especially intended to show
that these illustrious persons were the impersonation
of an epoch, of some special idea that they fulfilled
some useful and necessary mission, and that their
;

hallucinations were altogether different from those

which are observed in the present day.
In this
chapter we have also endeavoured to distinguish
between the apparitions of Scripture and those of
profane history, as well as those of many Christians.
If we are not mistaken, we have thus presented the
doctrine of hallucinations in a more complete form
than has hitherto been done.

Examinations after death of the bodies of the insane afford no satisfactory information with respect
tc hallucinations
and we participate in the opinion
of most medical men on this point, that the patho;

logical

anatomy of hallucinations

is still

to be accom-

plished.

Until lately any special treatment for hallucinations
can scarcely be said to have existed. Leuret, in pro-

—
16
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testing against this error, has proved that the hallucinated, when properly managed, are capable of being
cured.

While acknowledging the

talents of this
necessary to restrict the
employment of his method at the same time, we can
refer to facts in justification of the treatment we have
proposed, and which seems to us to be capable of a
more general application.
Our task would not have been completed unless
we had examined the subject of hallucinations in their
It is
relation to our civil and criminal institutions.
shown by numerous examples that the hallucinated
may, under the influence of their false impressions,
commit dangerous and even criminal acts. This fact
is placed beyond a doubt in the course of this work.
It was therefore most important to establish characters which should serve to distinguish true cases
of hallucination from those which are simulated.
These characters are obtained by inquiring into the
history of the case, by interrogating, by examining
the writings, and by prolonged observation of the
By the use of these means we consider
individual.
that magistrates, as well as medical men, have the
power of distinguishing between the hallucinated and
The question of confinement is previously
criminals.
discussed when speaking of the treatment, but it is
Useful in a great number of
there reconsidered.
cases, especially when the person is dangerous, ft
could not be enforced in others without great injury
Lastly, we have terminated this
to the individual.
chapter by proving that the capability of making a
will remains in those cases where the hallucinations
do not influence the acts of the individual. But we
have shown that this is no longer the case where the
affections of the hallucinated have become perverted
as, for example, when he believes a relative is transformed into the devil, or that he charges himself with
practitioner,

we have found

it

;
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electricity for tlie purpose of poisoning his food or of
tormenting him, &c.
In the composition of a work like the present the
author should endeavour to interest as well as to

instruct his readers.

The favourable reception we

have met with leads us to hope that these two conditions have been fulfilled.
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CHAPTER

I.

definition and division of hallucinations.

There is no question in the psychological history of
man more curious than that which relates to the
subject of hallucinations.

To

see

what no other eye

beholds, to hear sounds which no other ear perceives,
to be convinced of the reality of sensations which

others regard with incredulity, is surely a matter for
examination full of interest.
Instances of hallucinations have been recorded in the annals of every nation,
they have occurred in the lives of many illustrious
persons, and been believed in from the remotest ages
they have undoubtedly been much diminished by the
progress of science yet, even in the present day, the
part they play in many psychological phenomena,
their occurrence in various diseases, and especially in
mental affections, renders their study of the highest
importance.
What, then, is a hallucination, and how is it to be
denned ? Does it present itself alone, or complicated
Such are the questions with
with other diseases ?
which we must commence our inquiry.
Amongst the ancients, Aristotle, Zeno, and Chrysippus, were partially acquainted with these false perceptions, and they endeavoured to distinguish between
them and true perceptions moreover, they pointed
out three kinds of hallucinations those of sight, of
but they did not observe all
hearing, and of smell
their degrees, nor all the conditions under which taey
;

;

;

—

;

occur.

Arnold, in our opinion, was the first who gave a
" Ideal
nearly correct definition of hallucinations
:

—

J
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insanity," he says, "

is that state of mind in which a
person imagines he sees, hears, or otherwise perceives,
or converses with, persons or things, which either
have no external existence to his senses at that time,
or have no such external existence as they are then
conceived to have or, if he perceives external objects
as they really exist, has yet erroneous and absurd
ideas of his own form and other sensible qualities."*
This definition, although somewhat long, distinguishes between hallucinations and illusions, as well
;

as errors of personality.

Alexander Crichton, who wrote about the same
time, defined a hallucination, or an illusion, as " Error
of mind, in which

ideal

objects are mistaken for

or in which real objects are falsely represented, without general derangement of the mental

realities

;

faculties." f

By the word hallucination Ferriar understands
every false impression, from the appearance of a fly,
dancing before the eyes, up to the most hideous
spectre.

According to Hibbert hallucinations are " nothing
ideas, or the recollected images of the
mind, which have been rendered more vivid than

more than

actual impressions."

who was the first in France to give a
meaning to the word hallucination, applied it
to those phenomena which did not depend upon any
local derangement of the organs of the senses, a
wrong association of the ideas, or upon the imagination, but solely upon some special, and, as yet, unEsquirol,

definite

known

lesion of the brain.

He

defined a hallucina-

* Arnold: Observations on ike Nature, Kinds, Causes, and Prevention, of Insanity
Two vols. 8vo. p. 55. London: 1806.
T Alex. Crichton: An Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of
\iental Derangement. Two vols. 8vo, vol.ii. p. 342. London 179S.
% Samuel Hibbert Sketches of the Philosophy of Apparitions.
gjcond edition, p. 1.
London 1825.
.

:

:

:
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tion as a cerebral or mental phenomenon, occurring
independently of the senses, and consisting of external
impressions which the patient believes he experiences,
although there is no external agent acting on his
In another part of the same work he says,
senses.
" The pretended sensations of the hallucinated are
images or ideas, reproduced by the memory, associated
together by the imagination, and which become impersonated by habit."
Darwin, and after him M. Foville, regards hallucinations as resulting from structural changes in the
organs of the senses.
According to this hypothesis
there is always a false perception.
It is, however,
impossible to adopt this theory in regard to those
hallucinations which are in perfect accordance with
the habitual ideas of the individual, and with the

opinions of the period.

M. Lelut considers a hallucination as a phenomenon
intermediate between the actual sensation and the
conception of the idea. According to this writer, it is
a spontaneous conversion of the thought into sensations,

which are most frequently external.

Between a sensation and the conception, says M.
Leuret, there is an intermediate phenomenon, which

men

medical
tion.

much

A

have designated by the term hallucina-

hallucination resembles a sensation, in as

as that, like the latter,

it

gives rise to the idea

of some external body acting on the senses
in that this external object does not exist.

;

it differs

Like the
produces

but, instead of ideas it
mind, it creates
images images which, to the hallucinated, are the
;

—

same

as real objects.*

M. Aubanel,

in his excellent thesis on hallucinations^ regards this phenomenon as a special form or
* Leuret
1884.

:

Fragments Psychologiques sur la

t Aubanel: Essai sur

les

Folie, p. 133. Paris.

Hallucinations. These.

Paris: 183),

—
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man converts the
insane conceptions of his mind into actual sensations,
or who, in consequence of these same conceptions,
negatives his true sensations by assimilating them to
variety of mental disease, in which a

his perverted ideas.

M. Baillarger admits two kinds of hallucinations
the one complete, arising from the combined influence
of the imagination and the organs of the senses these
hallucinations he terms psycho-sensorial ; the other,
being due solely to the involuntary exercise of the
memory and the imagination, and denominated psychical hallucinations.
He defines a psycho-sensorial
hallucination as the perception of a sensation, independent of all external excitement of the organs of
the senses and as arising from the involuntary exercise of the memory and the imagination.
Psychical
hallucinations may be defined as purely intellectual
perceptions, arising from the involuntary exercise of
the memory and the imagination
they differ from
the preceding in not producing any internal excitement of the organs of the senses.*
Dendy, in his Philosophy of 3fystery, defines illusive perception, or ocular spectra, as the conversion
of natural objects into phantoms and illusive conception, or spectral illusion, as the creation of phanHe adds, in the first class there is no real or
toms.
palpable object or, if there be, it is not what it ap-'
;

;

;

;

;

pears.f

Taking

as our basis the

nations and "illusions,

we

symptomatology of

halluci-

define a hallucination as the

perception of the sensible signs of the idea

;

and an

illusion as the false appreciation of real sensations.

* Baillarger: Des Hallucinations, des Causes qui

les

produisent

Maladies qiCelles caracterisent. Memoires de VAcademie
de Medecine, t. xii. Paris 1846.
t Walter Cooper Dendy The Philosophy of Mystery, p. 125.
London 1841.

et des'

:

:

:
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When we consider this phenomenon in a psychological
point of view we shall explain our meaning, by showing that the spiritual portion of an idea that is, its

—

—

essence never forms a part of the hallucination, and
that the sensible sign alone constitutes its foundation.

The classification of hallucinations should be
founded upon a previous examination of them, in
their simple and complicated conditions but this
manner of proceeding, although most methodical,
would be attended with serious difficulties in the understanding of the work the reader would be prevented from comprehending at once the general plan;
his mind would be lost in the details, and all our
endeavours would fail to do more than to leave a
feeble impression.
For this reason we proceed at
once to describe our classification, having first pointed
out the divisions which have been generally adopted.
Esquirol only admits mental hallucinations, which
;

;

are therefore cerebral or idiopathic.

M. Leuret has divided hallucinations into those
which occur in the waking state, and into those which
take place during sleep

;

the latter are

commonly

termed visions. He includes incubi and succubi*
amongst the hallucinations of sleep.
M. Aubanel, who does not separate hallucinations
from illusions, has proposed the following divisions
1. The hallucinated are fully aware of the nature
of the phenomena to which they are liable, and they
:

them to the state of the mind, or to a diseased condition of the imagination the intellect is

attribute

;

* In the present day the term incuhus is usually applied to the
night-mare, but formerly it referred to imaginary fiends or spectres,
to whom strange powers are attributed by the writers on demoniacal
Many noble families were supposed to have their origin
agency.
from the connexion of incubi with females, as in the well-known
The succubus
instance of Robert of Normandy, called le Diable.
was a similar fiend of the female sex.
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and sometimes extraordinarily de-

veloped.
2.

The hallucinated do not perceive that

may

their

without the intervention
of the organs of the senses, and they regulate their
actions in obedience to the phenomena which affect
them.
3. The hallucinated fully believe in the intervention of their senses, and in the reality of the external
impressions which they experience.
These divisions only include those cases where the
hallucinations exist without any other disorder.
With regard to the hallucinations, which are complicated with insanity, M. Aubanel distinguishes a
sensorial monomania, in which "the hallucinations
are always in accordance with a regular series of
ideas, and do not exhibit that disorder and incoherence which is met with in the insane, and a sensorial mania," manifested by numerous and various
forms of hallucinations, sometimes well-defined, but
more frequently confused, and having the common
character of constituting of themselves a species of
insanity that is to say, they are inconsistent and irregular, like the acts and words of the maniac during

false impressions

arise

—

his delirium.

Dr. Paterson, profiting by the labours of Ferriar,
Hibbert, and Abercrombie, as well as by his own
researches, begins by dividing hallucinations into
1. Those of wakefulness.
2.
two great sections
Those of sleep. Afterwards he proposes a new classification, the most complete that has hitherto been
It consists of seven sections,
published in England.
which comprise nearly all the known forms of halone of these admits the co-existence of
lucinations
hallucinations with the reason.*
:

;

* Paterson
On Spectral Illusions.
Journal," No. CLIV., 1843.
:

"

Edin. Med. and Surg.
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Like most

of the writers who have preceded
includes hallucinations with illu-

him Dr. Paterson
sions.

The classification that we ourselves propose is much
more extended. We distinguish between hallucinations and illusions, for, although they constantly approximate to each other, they have a different origin.
After pointing out the characters by which they may
be distinguished we shall, when speaking of hallucinations, also mention what is most important in the
history of illusions: there are many cases in which
these aberrations of the mind cannot be distinguished
from each other. The same remark will apply to the
division of hallucinations into idiopathic and symptomatic, which, although useful for scientific purposes,
cannot be strictly maintained throughout their history.

These distinctions having been established we shall
arrange hallucinations into ten sections, as shown in
Many of these, in consequence
the following table.
of their importance, are further subdivided
:

Section 1. Hallucinations
co-existing

sound state of mind
1.

of sight.

with a

Corrected by the
understanding

comprising
hallucinations

„ hearing,
„ smell,

^ „
,,

,

2.

Not

corrected

taste,

touch.
of all the

senses.*

Section 2. Simple hallucinations, constituting of themselves a form of insanity, but uncomplicated

with monomania, mania, dementia, &c.
Section 3. Hallucinations in their relations to illusions.
* This subdivision will apply to all the other sections.
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Section 4. Complicated hallucinations, constituting of

themselves a form of insanity, and combined
1.

With monomania.

2.

„

stupidity.

3.

„

4.

„
„

mania.
dementia.

5.

imbecility.

with delirium tremens,
drunkenness, and the effects of narcotic and
poisonous substances.

Section 5.

Hallucinations

Hallucinations with nervous diseases, but
not complicated with monomania, mania, or
dementia.

Section 6.

1.

With

catalepsy.

2.

„

epilepsy.

3.

„

hysteria.

4.

„

5.

„

hypochondriasis.
hydrophobia.

Section 7. Hallucinations with nightmare and dreams.

Section 8. Hallucinations with ecstasy.
Section 9. Hallucinations with febrile diseases, inflam-

mations,

acute,

and with certain
1.

With

chronic,

and other

affections,

states of the atmosphere.

acute delirium.
fever.

2.

„

3.

„

cerebral diseases.

4.

„

parenchymatous inflammations.

5.

„

typhoid fever.

6.

„

intermittent fevers.

7.

„

gout, chlorosis, pellagra, &c.

8.

„

last stages of hectic diseases.

9.

„

syncope, asphyxia, convalescence,

10.

„

atmospheric influences, &c.

&c.
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Section 10. Epidemic hallucinations.*

The sub-divisions which we have here established
seem to include all the known varieties of hallucinations. In investigating a subject
which isundoubtedly
the most interesting branch of mental pathology, and is

—

connected with medicine, philosophy, history, morality,
religion
our rule must be to select the most
authentic cases, and those best adapted to establish
a correct theory of hallucinations, to avoid an unnecessary accumulation of facts and, while we have recourse to our own experience, at the same time to
avail ourselves of the labours of other writers on the
same subject, whether of our own or of other coun-

and

—

;

tries.
* Hallucinations and illusions, in their epidemic forms, are
noticed in the chapters containing those divisions of the subject,
with which they are most intimately related, and it was therefore

unnecessary to devote a special chapter to them.
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CHAPTER

II.

HALLUCINATIONS CO-EXISTING WITH SANITY.

The proposition contained in this work, which has
been most controverted, is that hallucinations may
In
co-exist with the due exercise of the reason.
order to produce all the evidence, of which this proposition

is

capable,

it is

necessary to enter upon the

science of psychology, to analyse the different con-

which hallucinations may present themnormal manner, and then to illustrate the
argument by a series of well-selected cases. Before
commencing these inquiries it is important to point;
out a source of error inseparable from the subject,
and by which many persons are liable to be led
astray I allude to the analogies which exist between
reason and insanity.
So long as we remain at a distance from that undefined line, which separates these
two conditions, error is impossible but no sooner do
we approach it than confusion commences, and it
becomes extremely difficult to distinguish between
true ideas and false ideas between what is real, and
what does not exist.
Let us take an example. The belief in a God is
universal, and justice is regarded as one of his essential attributes if the nature of this justice is judged
of on the verge of insanity it is converted into inflexible severity
it
becomes a source of terror,
punishment, and damnation, and not unfrequently it
leads to the commission of suicide.
There is no idea
which, when it has been drawn into this vortex of
the mind, may not be thus terribly transformed. The
same phenomenon may occur with respect to images.
ditions under
selves in a

—

;

;

;

;
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In many cases they are visible to the external senses,
but are recognised as the result of things that have
passed, or as creations of the mind and sometimes
they are looked upon as the effects of a supernatural
power but they continue to possess this character in
common, that they do not exercise any injurious influence over the conduct.
This is no longer the case
when the mind mistakes the image for a real object,
to which it becomes an obedient slave the hallucination, which was at first physiological, passes into a
pathological state, and with that commences a state
;

;

;

of insanity.
The existence of images, or rather of physiological
is placed beyond a doubt by numerous
both of a physical and of a moral nature. They
indeed be produced by an illusion of the organ

hallucinations,*
facts,

may

of vision or of hearing.
Brewster, in his Letters on Natural Magic,~\ relates
an experiment of Newton, which shows that every
one has the power of producing hallucinations at his
pleasure.

This philosopher, after having regarded

some time an image of the sun in a looking-glass,
was much surprised, on directing his eyes towards the
dark part of the room, to see a spectre of the sun
reproduced bit by bit until it shone with all the vividness and all the colours of the real object.
The hallucination afterwards recurred wherever he was in
for

the dark.
Paterson remarks that the same phenomenon takes
place on looking fixedly at a window in a strong
light, and then at a wall
a spectral impression of
the window, with its panes and bars, soon presents
itself. J
To these examples may be added that of
;

* These remarks are equally applicable to illusions.

+

Sir David Brewster
don: 1832.

X Paterson

:

Opus

:

cit.

Letters on

Natural Magic,

p. 23.

Lon-

\
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persons, who, having concentrated their attention on
a particular landscape, or a mountain, which they

have met with in their travels, are able to reproduce
them with the greatest exactness.
The state of reverie has been experienced by every
one, and

is

a condition which shows

how

easily hal-

lucinations may be produced.
" Nothing," says Meister, " so well illustrates the

nature of our thinking faculties as to consider them
in the different conditions of waking and of sleeping,

and in that intermediate

state

waking, where the external

between sleeping and

senses

are in a

more

perfect state of quiet and rest, than in the most pro-

found repose when the active inner sense is cut off
from the external world, and we doubt whether we
;

are in a state of sleep or meditation. This condition
usually precedes or follows that of sleep, sometimes
arises from prolonged meditation on one object,
or on one idea, especially when we are placed amidst
the silence of nature, in the recesses of a forest, or
are surrounded by the darkness of night.
Under
these circumstances a single impression or a single
it

us, and takes exclusive
possession of our thoughts at such times the understanding acts only by its own intuitive powers.

image becomes arrested before
;

Entire scenes, broken or connected pictures, pass
slowly or rapidly before the vision of our inner
fancy we behold, and behold with the
sense.
most perfect reality, things which we have never
They are, in truth, phantoms which the power
seen.
of our imagination has invoked around us, happy or
miserable, beneath the charm of its magic.
" I am convinced that devotees, lovers, would-be
prophets, illuminati, Swedenborgians, are all indebted
to illusions for their miracles, their presentiments,
their visions, their prophecies, their intercourse with

We

angelic beings, and their visits to heaven and to hell;

30
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in a word, for all the extravagances and superstitions
At the same time I
of their contagious reveries.
have no hesitation in declaring that, under the same

circumstances, men of genius have conceived the
greatest beauties and the most original portion of
their writings that the geometrician has discovered
;

the
the long sough t-for solution of his problem
metaphysician constructed the most ingenious of his
the poet been inspired with his most
theories
the musician with his most exeffective verses
the statesman with
pressive and brilliant passages
expedients that all his experience had failed to discover and the general of an army with that comprehensive glance which decides the battle, and secures
;

;

;

;

;

for

him the victory."*

Here, again, we perceive the effect of that narrow
limit which separates the ideal from the true, and as
the state of reverie occupies the one side or the
other, so it becomes a source of greatness or of folly.
Carried away by these day-dreams, these castles in
the air, which substitute the most pleasing illusions
for the sad realities of life, our thoughts expand,
chimeras become realities, and all the objects of our
wishes present themselves before us in visible forms.
"What man is there who has not summoned before
him the image of his beloved, or, if enamoured of
glory, who has not heard the sound of the trumpet,
and the cries of the combatants ?
All who have lived in the East, or written on that
marvellous country, have spoken of the powerful inIt is
fluence of the climate over its inhabitants.
said there are productions of that country which throw
the mind into a state of ecstasy. " For my part,"

observes M. Paul de Molenes, " I always thought
that the heavens beneath which the Arab spreads his
tent were the most certain source of reverie which
* Meister: Lettres sur V Imagination, p. 19.

Paris, an. vii.
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the human soul could imbue itself with. The Oriental
is unacquainted with the debasing and loquacious
frenzy of wine, of spirits, of beer, or of any of those
liquors which distort the features, disturb the reason,
and impede the tongue but he possesses the secret
of that glorious and silent inspiration derived from
the heavens, from solitude and space things which
are divine, and impart an august appearance to the
countenance, illuminate the thoughts by the transplendent scenes which meet the vision, and impose
a sacred silence on the lips, broken only at rare intervals by a few short sentences.
It is of this
glorious inspiration, which those who have once
experienced it will never forego, that the narrative of
Chambi* is filled. Amongst the mysterious events
which are described in these wanderings there is one
that has particularly struck me.
Chambi relates,
that on the occasion of one of their numerous halts
during the journey, the same kind of gentle and
fraternal excitement of the feelings seized upon him
species of invisible mirage
and all his companions.
revealed to the whole caravan the image of their
absent country, and threw the souls of these pilgrims
into an indescribable state of tenderness.
What
breath from heaven filled all these hearts with the
;

;

A

same emotion at that particular time, and inspired
minds with the same thought ? This is one of
the secrets of Grod and the desert.
But I love the
country, and I love the book where similar mysteries
f"
are offered for our contemplation.

their

This
"

is also

the opinion of

The Oriental," he
The keff is
voluptuous.

M. Combes,

observes, "

is

junior.

indolent and

as necessary to his existence

* Chambi.
Sid-el- Adj -Mohammed, member of the tribe of
Chambas.
t Des Outrages du General Daumas (Article de M. Paul de
Molenes), Journal des Debats du 4 Mars, 1851.
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lie eats or the clothes which cover him.
Arab, be he rich or poor, who cannot take his
But you
keff during the journey is a miserable man.
will ask, What is this keff? There is no word in our
language which corresponds to it, and even the
Italians, when they translate it by the words far
niente, give but a very imperfect idea of its true
meaning. The keff is a state of reverie: it is the
it is a kind of beatitude in which
ecstasy of repose
one is plunged, and desires never to leave. The
Oriental seldom thinks the act of thinking fatigues
him too much. During the keff, of which the hours
are fixed, and of which he will never voluntarily
deprive himself on any account, his dreamy and
capricious imagination is without an object or a
purpose he delights to let it wander in an ideal
In those
world, and to fill itself with vain chimeras.
hours of ecstasy every Oriental is a poet but he is
the poet of egotism, and produces nothing."*
It is to this power of the imagination that we are
indebted for those marvellous tales which are the
It is this which peoples the
delight of the Oriental.
interior of the earth with genii, with magicians, with
palaces filled with treasures, and converts every
European, hunting amongst ruins for the relics of
the past, into a magician about to invoke the guardian
genius of the place, and possess himself of its

as the bread

An

;

:

:

;

treasures.

The

state of reverie

is,

therefore, highly favourable

to the production of physiological hallucinations, and
explains how, in powerful thinkers, it becomes the

source of their greatest achievements.
Our object here is merely to show that hallucinations may co-exist with a sound state of the reason.

The two divisions we have established are distinguished from each other by the different intensity and
*

Combes

fils

:

Voyage en Egypte

et

en Ntkbie.

—
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phenomena which they
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exhibit.

image may preserve
all the force of the original object, but it is usually
recognised as a production of the imagination, and its
duration is short in insanity, on the contrary, the
pictures of the brain have greater power than even
they become detached from the indireal objects
vidual, they assume an independent existence, and
derange the faculties of his mind.
"Where the reason

is

retained, the

:

;

The study of psychology proves,
hallucinations

may

man

exist in

therefore, that

without the

intellect-

We

proceed, then, to relate some
being disordered.
curious cases in support of this proposition, dividing
them into two series : (1) where the hallucinations are

corrected by the judgment

(2)

:

tions are not so corrected

;

where the hallucina-

but in both series the

reason remains unaffected.
Subdivision I. Hallucinations co-existing with a
sound state of the intellect, and corrected by the judgThe hallucinations belonging to this division
ment.
may exist for a long time. In some instances they
can be produced by an eifort of the will.
Example 1. " A painter who succeeded to a large
portion of the practice, and (as he thought) to more
than all the talent of Sir Joshua Keynolds, was so
extensively employed, that he informed me," says Dr.
Wigan, " he had once painted (large and small) three
hundred portraits in one year. This would seem
physically impossible but the secret of his rapidity

—

;

was this he required
but one sitting, and painted with miraculous facility.
I myself saw him execute a kit-cat portrait of a gentleman well known to me in little more than eight
hours it was minutely finished, and a most striking

and of

his astonishing success

:

;

likeness.
" On asking
sitter

him

to explain

it,

he

said,

'

When

a

came, I looked at him attentively for half-an-

D
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hour, sketching from time to time on the canvas.

—I

I

put away my canvas, and took
another sitter.
When I wished to resume my first
portrait, I tooJc the man and sat him in the chair, where
I saw him as distinctly as if he had been before me in
I may almost say more vividly.
his own proper person
I looked from time to time at the imaginary figure,
then worked with my pencil, then referred to the
countenance, and so on, just as. I should have done
had the sitter been there. When I looked at the chair,
I saw the man ! This made me very popular and, as
I always succeeded in the likeness, people were very
glad to be spared the tedious sittings of other painters.
I gained a great deal of money, and was very careful
Well for me and my children that it was so.
of it.
Gradually I began to lose the distinction between
the imaginary figure and the real person, and sometimes disputed with sitters that they had been with
me the day before. At last I was sure of it, and
then and then all is confusion. I suppose they
took the alarm. I recollect nothing more I lost my
The whole
senses was thirty years in an asylum.
period, except the last six months of my confinement,
is a dead blank in my memory, though sometimes,
when people describe their visits, I have a sort of
imperfect remembrance of them but I must not dwell

wanted no more

—

;

—
—

—

on these

subjects.'

—

;

It

is

"

an extraordinary

man resumed

fact that

when

this gentle-

his pencil, after a lapse of thirty years,

he painted nearly as well

as

when

insanity compelled

His imagination was still
exceedingly vivid, as was proved by the portrait I saw
him execute, for he had only two sittings of half-anhour each the latter solely for the dress and for the
eyebrows, which he could not fix in his memory.
It was found that the excitement threatened
danger, and he was persuaded to discontinue the

him

to discontinue

;

it.
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but a short time

afterwards.*

This power of evoking spectres and of peopling a
may go so far as to transform the persons
who are present into phantoms.
Example 2. Hyacinthe Langlois, a distinguished
artist of !Rouen, who was very intimate with Talma,
told me that this great actor had informed him, that
when he entered on the stage he was able, by the
power of his will, to banish from his sight the dress
of his numerous and brilliant audience, and to substitute in the place of these living persons so many
skeletons.
"When his imagination had thus filled the
solitude

theatre with these singular spectators, the emotions

which he experienced gave such an impulse to his
acting as to produce the most startling effects.
The hallucination is thus, in some cases, under the
control of the will, and would seem to be excited
instantaneously.

A

although recognised and appreby the person who is the subject of it,
may, by its vividness and long continuance, produce
so depressing an influence on the mind as to be the
hallucination,

ciated as such

cause of suicide.
3. "I knew," says Wigan, "a very inand amiable man, who had the power of
thus placing before his own eyes himself, and often
laughed heartily at his double, who always seemed to
laugh in turn. This was long a subject of amusement
and joke but the ultimate result was lamentable. He
became gradually convinced that he was haunted by

Example

telligent

;

grammar for the sake of clearly
expressing his idea) by his self.
This other self
would argue with him pertinaciously, and, to his great

himself, or (to violate

mortification, sometimes refute him, which, as he
* A. L. Wigan, M.D.: A New View of Insanity.
London 1844.
of the Mind, p. 123.
:

D 2

was

The Duality

—

—
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very proud of his logical powers, humiliated him exceedingly.
He was eccentric, but was never placed
in confinement or subjected to the slightest restraint.
At length, worn out by the annoyance, he deliberately
resolved not to enter on another year of existence
paid all his debts wrapped up in separate papers the
amount of the weekly demands waited, pistol in hand,
the night of the 31st of December, and as the clock
struck twelve, fired it into his mouth." *
Example 4. The following case, related by a medical
man of high repute, and an intimate friend of Sir
"Walter Scott, is, without exception, one of the most
remarkable instances of a hallucination which has
ever been recorded
" It was the fortune of this gentleman to be called
into attend the illness of a person, now long deceased,
who in his lifetime stood, as I understand, high in a
particular department of the law, which often placed
the property of others at his discretion and control,
and whose conduct, therefore, being open to public
observation, he had for many years borne the character of a man of unusual steadiness, good sense, and
integrity.
He was at the time of my friend's visits

—

—

:

confined principally to his sick-room, sometimes to
bed, yet occasionally attending to business, and exert-

ing his mind, apparently with all its usual strength
and energy, to the conduct of important affairs entrusted to him nor did there, to a superficial observer,
appear anything in his conduct, while so engaged,
that could argue vacillation of intellect or depression
His outward symptoms of malady argued
of mind.
no acute or alarming disease. But slowness of pulse,
absence of appetite, difficulty of digestion, and constant depression of spirits, seemed to draw their
origin from some hidden cause which the patient was
determined to conceal. The deep gloom of the un;

*

Wigan

:

Opus

cit. p.

126.

—
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gentleman the embarrassment, which he
could not conceal from his friendly physician the
briefness and obvious constraint with which he answered the interrogations of his medical adviser,
reduced my friend to take other methods for proseHe applied to the sufferer's
cuting his iuquiries.
family, to learn, if possible, the source of that secret
grief which was gnawing the heart and sucking the
life-blood of his unfortunate patient. The persons applied to, after conversing together previously, denied
all knowledge of any cause for the burthen which
fortunate

—

obviously affected their relative.

"The

medical gentleman had finally recourse to
argument with the invalid himself, and urged
to him the folly of devoting himself to a lingering and
melancholy death. He specially pressed upon him
the injury which he was doing to his own character,
by suffering it to be inferred that the secret cause of
his dejection and its consequences was something too
scandalous or flagitious to be made known, bequeathing in this manner to his family a suspected and dja?
honoured name. The patient, more moved by this
species of appeal than by any which had yet been
serious

urged, expressed his desire to speak out frankly to
Every one else was removed, and the door
Dr.
.

of the sick-room made secure, when he began his
confession in the following manner
"
You cannot, my dear friend, be more conscious
than I, that I am in the course of dying under the
oppression of the fatal disease which consumes my
vital powers
but neither can you understand the
:

'

;

my

complaint and manner in which it acts
you did, 1 fear, could your zeal and
skill avail to rid me of it.'
It is possible,' said the
physician, that my skill may not equal my wish of
serving you yet medical science has many resources,
of which those unacquainted with its powers can never

nature of

upon me

;

nor, if

'

'

;
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form an estimate. But, until you plainly tell me the
symptoms of your complaint, it is impossible for either
of us to say what may or may not be in my power,
or within that of medicine.'
I may answer you/
replied the patient,
that my case is not a singular
one, since we read of it in the famous novel of Le
Sage. Tou remember, doubtless, the disease of which
the Duke d'Olivarez is there stated to have died?'
Of the idea,' answered the medical gentleman, that
he was haunted by an apparition, to the actual existence of which he gave no credit, but died, nevertheless, because he was overcome and heart-broken by
I, my dearest doctor,' said
its imaginary presence.'
the sick man, am in that very case and so painful
and abhorrent is the presence of the persecuting
vision, that my reason is totally inadequate to combat
the effects of my morbid imagination, and I am sensible I am dying a wasted victim of imaginary disease/
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

The medical man listened with anxiety to his patient's
statement, and for the present judiciously avoiding
any contradiction of the sick man' s preconceived fancy,
contented himself with more minute inquiry into the
nature of the apparition with which he conceived
himself haunted, and into the history of the mode by
which so singular a disease had made itself master of
his imagination, secured, as it seemed, by strong
powers of the understanding against an attack so
The sick person replied by stating that
irregular.
its advances were gradual, and at first not of a terrible,
or even disagreeable, character. To illustrate this, he
gave the following account of the progress of his
disease.

"

'

My visions/

years since,

he said, commenced two or three
when I found myself from time to time
'

embarrassed by the presence of a large cat, which
came and disappeared I could not exactly tell how,
till the truth was finally forced upon me, and I was

—
;
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compelled to regard it as no domestic household cat,
but as a bubble of the elements, which had no existence, save in my deranged visual organs or depraved
imagination.
Still, as I am rather a friend to cats, I
was able to endure with much equanimity the presence
of my imaginary attendant, and it had become almost

me when within the course of a few
months it gave place to, or was succeeded by, a spectre
of a more important sort, or which at least had a more
imposing appearance. This was no other than the

indifferent to

;

apparition of a gentleman-usher, dressed as

if

to wait

a Lord High
Commissioner of the Kirk, or any other who bears

upon a Lord-Lieutenant of
on

his

Ireland,

brow the rank and stamp of delegated sove-

reignty.
" This personage, arrayed in a court dress, with
'

bag and sword, tamboured waistcoat, and chapeauhras, glided beside

and, whether in

me

like the ghost of

my own

Beau Nash

house or in another, ascended
the stairs before me, as if to announce me in the
drawing-room
and sometimes appeared to mingle
with the company, though it was sufficiently evident
that they were not aware of his presence, and that I
alone was sensible of the visionary honours which
this imaginary being seemed desirous to render me.
This freak of the fancy did not produce much impression on me,* though it led me to entertain doubts
on the nature of my disorder, and alarm for the effect
it might produce upon my intellects. But that modification of my disease also had its appointed duration.
After a few months the phantom of the gentlemanusher was seen no more, but was succeeded by one
horrible to the sight and distressing to the imagination, being no other than the image of death itself
Alone or in company,'
the apparition of a skeleton.
said the unfortunate invalid, the presence of this last
phantom never quits me.
I in vain tell myself a
;

'

40
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hundred times over that it is no reality, but merely
an image summoned up by the morbid acutenejs of
my own excited imagination, and deranged orgars of
sight.
But what avail such reflections, while the
emblem at once and presage of mortality is before ny
eyes, and while I feel myself, though in fancy only,
the companion of a phantom representing a ghastly
inhabitant of the grave, even while I yet breathe on
the earth ? Science, philosophy, even religion, has no
cure for such a disorder and I feel too surely that I
shall die the victim to so melancholy a disease, although
I have no belief whatever in the reality of the phan;

tom which it places before me/
"The physician was distressed to perceive, from
these details, how strongly this visionary apparition
was fixed in the imagination of his patient.
He
ingeniously urged the sick man, who was then in bed,
with questions concerning the circumstances of the
phantom's appearance, trusting he might lead him, as
a sensible man, into such contradictions and inconmight bring his common sense, which
seemed to be unimpaired, so strongly into the field as
might combat successfully the fantastic disorder which
This skeleton, then,'
produced such fatal effects.
said the doctor, seems to you to be always present
It is my fate, unhappily,' answered
to your eyes ?'
sistencies as

'

'

'

Then I underthe invalid, always to see it.'
it is now present
stand,' continued the physician,
To my imagination it certo your imagination ?'
And in what
tainly is so,' replied the sick man.
part of the chamber do you now conceive the appariImmetion to appear ?' the physician inquired.
diately at the foot of my bed, where the curtains are
the skeleton,
left a little open,' answered the invalid
to my thinking, is placed between them, and fills the
You say you are sensible of the
vacant space.'
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'
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delusion,' said his friend;* 'have you firmness to
Can you
convince yourself of the truth of this ?
take courage enough to rise and place yourself in the
spot so seeming to be occupied, and convince yourself
of the illusion ?'
The poor man sighed, and shook
we
his head negatively.
Well,' said the doctor,
will try the experiment otherwise.'
Accordingly, he
rose from his chair by the bedside, and placing himself between the two half-drawn curtains at the foot
of the bed, indicated as the place occupied by the
'

asked

apparition,
'

Not

entirely

your person

is

the

if

so,'

'

was

spectre

replied

the

betwixt him and

me

still

;

visible.

because
but I observe his

patient,

'

skull peering over your shoulder.'
" It is alleged the man of science started
instant, despite philosophy,

on the
on receiving an answer

such

minuteness, that the ideal
person.
He resorted to
other means of investigation and cure, but with
equally indifferent success.
The patient sunk into
deeper and deeper dejection, and died in the same
distress of mind in which he had spent the latter
months of his life and his case remains a melancholy
instance of the power of the imagination to kill the
asserting,

with

spectre was close to his

own

;

body, even when its fantastic terrors cannot overcome
the intellect of the unfortunate persons who suffer
them. The patient, in the present case, sunk under
his malady and the circumstance of his singular disorder remaining concealed, he did not, by his death
and last illness, lose any of the well-merited reputation for prudence and sagacity which had attended
him during the whole course of his life."f
;

* In dreams we are frequently conscious that the apparition
freezes us with terror has no existence, and yet we cannot
rid ourselves of the alarm which possesses us.
f Walter Scott Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft, p. 27.
London 1830.

which

:

:
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In many cases the hallucination depends upon inOne of the most interestiug accounts of
such a case is that which was published some years
ago, by Nicolai, a bookseller at Berlin.
-- Example 5. " In the last ten months of the year
1790 I uuderwent several very severe trials, which
.greatly agitated me.
From the month of September
in particular repeated shocks of misfortune had
befallen me, which produced the deepest sorrow>
It
had been usual for me to lose blood by venesection
twice a year.
This was done once on the 9th of
July, 1790, but towards the close of the year it was
disposition.

omitted.
" In the

two months of the year 1791 I was
my mind by several incidents of a
very disagreeable nature and on the 24th of February a circumstance occurred which irritated me

much

first

affected in

;

extremely.

At ten

o'clock in the forenoon

my

wife

and another person came to console me I was in a
violent perturbation of mind, owing to a series of
incidents which had altogether wounded my moral
feelings, and from which I saw no possibility of relief,
:

when suddenly I

observed, at the distance of ten
paces from me, a figure the figure of a deceased
person.
I pointed at it, and asked my wife whether

—

she did not see it.
She saw nothing, but being much
alarmed, endeavoured to compose me, and sent for

the physician.
The figure remained some seven or
eight minutes, and at length I became a little more
calm; and as I was extremely exhausted, I soon afterwards fell into a troubled kind of slumber, which
lasted for half-an-hour.
" In the afternoon, a little after four o'clock, the

which I had seen in the morning again apI was alone when this happened a circumstance which, as may be easily conceived, could not
be very agreeable. I went, therefore, to the apart*
figure

peared.

—

—
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ment of my

wife, to

also the figure

sometimes

it

whom

I related

it.

But
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thither

pursued me. Sometimes it was present,
vanished but it was always the same
;

A

standing figure.

little

after

stalking figures also appeared

;

six

o'clock several

but they had no con-

nexion with the standing figure.
" After I had recovered from the first impression
of terror I never felt myself particularly agitated by
these apparitions, as I considered them to be what
they really were the extraordinary consequences of
indisposition on the contrary, I endeavoured as much
as possible to preserve my composure of mind, that I
might remain distinctly conscious of what passed
within me.
I could trace no connexion with the
various figures that thus appeared and disappeared to
my sight, either with my state of mind, or with my
employment, and the other thoughts which engaged

—

;

my
"

to

attention.

The

me

figure of the deceased person never appeared

after the first dreadful

day

;

but several other

showed themselves afterwards very distinctly
sometimes such as I knew mostly, however, of persons I did not know and amongst those known to me
were the semblances of both living and deceased
persons, but mostly the former; and I made the
figures

—

;

observation that acquaintances with whom I daily
conversed never appeared to me as phantasms it was
always such as were at a distance.
I afterwards
endeavoured, at my own pleasure, to call forth
;

whom I, for that
imagination in the most
lively manner but in vain. For, however accurately
I pictured to my mind the figures of such persons, I
never once could succeed in my desire of seeing them
externally, though I had some short time before seen
them as phantoms, and they had perhaps afterwards
unexpectedly presented themselves to me in the same
phantoms of several acquaintances,
reason, represented to
;

my
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I was always able to distinguish with the
phantasms from phenomena. I
knew extremely well when it only appeared to me
that the door was opened, and a phantom entered,

manner.

greatest precision

and when the door really was opened, and any person
came in.
" It is also to be noted that these figures appeared
to me at all times, and under the most different circumstances, equally distinct and clear.
"Whether I
was alone or in company, by broad daylight equally
as in the night-time, in my own as well as in my
neighbour's house yet when I was at another person's
house they were less frequent and when I walked
the public street they seldom appeared.
When I
shut my eyes sometimes the figures disappeared, sometimes they remained even after I had closed them.
;

;

If they vanished in the former case, on opening

my

eyes again, nearly the same figures appeared which I
-

had seen before.
" For the most

part, I saw human figures of both
they commonly passed to and fro, as if they
had no connexion with each other, like people at a
sometimes they appeared to
fair, where all is bustle
Once or twice I
have business with one another.
saw amongst them persons on horseback, and dogs
and birds these figures all appeared to me in their
natural size, and as distinctly as if they had existed
in real life, with the several tints on the uncovered
parts of their body, and with all the different kinds
and colours of clothes. But I think, however, that
the colours were somewhat paler than they are in

sexes

:

;

;

nature.
" About four weeks afterwards the

numbers of the
phantasms increased, and I began to hear them speak
sometimes the phantasms spoke with one another,
but for the most part they addressed themselves to
me these speeches were in general short, and never
;

:
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Intelligent and
contained anything disagreeable.
respected friends often appeared to me, who endeavoured to console ine in my grief, which still left deep
traces on my mind.
" Though at this time I enjoyed rather a

good state

of health, both in body and mind, and had become so
very familiar with these phantasms, that at last they
did not excite the least disagreeable emotion, never-

endeavoured to rid myself of them by
It was decided that leeches should
be applied to the anus. This was performed on the
20th of April, 1791, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
I was alone with the surgeon, but during the operation the room swarmed with human forms of every
description, which crowded fast on one another this
continued till half-past four o'clock, exactly the time
when the digestion commences. I then observed that
the figures began to move more slowly soon afterwards the colours became gradually paler, and at about
half-past six o'clock all the figures were entirely
white they moved very little, although their forms
appeared perfectly distinct.
The figures did not
move off, neither did they vanish, but in this instance
they dissolved immediately into air of some even
whole pieces remained for a length of time, which
also by degrees were lost to the eye.
At about eight
o'clock there did not remain a vestige of any of them,
and I have never since experienced any appearance of
theless

I

suitable remedies.

;

;

;

;

the same kind.
"

Twice or thrice since that time I have felt a promay be so allowed to express myself, or
a sensation as if I saw something, which in a moment
again was gone."*
~VVe would especially direct the attention of the
pensity, if I

reader to the physiology of these hallucinations of
sight and hearing, in a man who carefully analyzed
* Nicholson''s Journal, vol.

vi. p.

161.

3803.
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and observed, that his astonishing disorder of the mind conld only be explained by the
mental anxiety he had undergone, and by the disturbance in the cerebral circulation which was prohis sensations,

duced by

it.

" On the 26th of December, 1830,"
6.
says Dr. Brewster, " Mrs. A. was standing near the

Example

fire

on the point of going up-stairs to
she heard, as she supposed, her husband's

in the hall, and

dress,

when

by name,
come here come
She imagined that he was calling at the
door to have it opened, but, upon going there and
opening the door, she was surprised to find no one
there.
Upon returning to the fire she again heard
the same voice calling out very distinctly and loudly,
come, come here
She then opened two
doors of the same room, and upon seeing no person she returned to the fire-place
After a few
moments she heard the same voice still calling,
come to me, come
come away
in a
loud, plaintive, and somewhat impatient tone.
She
answered as loudly, Where are you ? I don't know
where you are
still imagining that he was somewhere in search of her but receiving no answer, she

voice calling her
to

me

'

,

!

!'

'

!'

,

'

!'

!

,

'

;'

;

shortly

went

house, about

up-stairs.

On Mr.

A.'s return to the

half-an-hour afterwards,

she inquired
her so often, and she was, of course,
greatly surprised to learn that he had not been near
the house at the time.
" Subsequently, Mrs, A. had numerous other illusions, some of them of a much more alarming character." Brewster adds, " that during the six weeks
within which the three first illusions took place, Mrs.
A. had been considerably reduced and weakened by
a troublesome cough. Her general health had not
been strong, and long experience put it beyond a
doubt that her indisposition arose from a disordered

why he had called
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Her nervous system
and the account of any person
having suffered severe pain by accident or otherwise
occasionally produced acute twinges of pain in the
corresponding parts of her person.
She would talk
in her sleep with great fluency, and repeat long passages of poetry, particularly when she was unwell.
state of the digestive organs.

was highly

"

sensitive,

From the very commencement of

the spectral

illu-

by Mrs. A., both she and her husband
were well aware of their nature and origin, and both
of them paid the most minute attention to the circumstances which accompanied them, for the purpose
of ascertaining their connexion with the state of
health under which they appeared." *
Example 7. " During my attendance at school I
was in frequent intercourse with a boy, whom I shall
call D.; he was, in short, my intimate acquaintance
in boyhood for many years, until, by the continued
sions seen

dissipation of an infatuated father, the circumstances

of the family began to decline, and step by step they
became reduced to the greatest wretchedness. In the
course of a few years D. was sent to sea, as the
speediest method of getting rid of him. I consequently
lost sight of him for many years, until at length I heard
that he had returned to his wretched home, labouring
under symptoms of advanced consumption. He was
attended during his illness by Dr. C, and three
months after his return home he died. I was requested to attend the inspection of the body, and it

be believed that many reflections of a
sad and painful nature occurred to me, producing an
impression on my mind which several years failed to

will readily

This occurred in 1835, and three years
afterwards, the circumstances of the family having

dissipate.

continued the same, their unhappy case was again
called to

me

in the following singular
* Brewster

:

Opus

cit.

manner

pp. 39-48.

:

— One
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evening, at the time when I was daily in the habit of
seeing spectral illusions, I was engaged in reading
Tytler's Life of the Admirable Crichton, for a considerable time after the rest of the family had retired

and after I had finished my book, and
was on the point of proceeding to my bedroom, I saw
a letter lying on a side -table, which proved to be an

for the night

;

invitation to attend the funeral of D.'s mother.

This
intimation I had had of her death and
painful circumstances connected with her un-

was the

many

first

;

happy

life, which need not be mentioned here, imI proceeded to my bedmediately occurred to me.
room, reflecting on these circumstances, undressed myself, and had extinguished the candle, when I felt my
left arm suddenly grasped a little below the shoulder,
and forcibly pressed to my side. I struggled to free

myself for a time, calling aloud, Let go my arm,'
when I distinctly heard the words Don't be afraid,'
uttered in a low tone. I immediately said, Allow me
'

'

'

to light the candle,'

when

I felt

my arm

released,

and

I then proceeded to another part of the room for
means to light the candle, never for a moment doubting but that some one was in the room. I at the
same time felt an uneasy giddiness and faintness,
which almost overpowered me. I succeeded, however,
in lighting the candle, and, turning towards the door,
I beheld the figure of the deceased D. standing before
me. It was dim and indistinct, as if a haze had been
between us, but at the same time perfectly defined.
Ey an impulse I cannot account for, I stepped towards
it with the candle in my hand it immediately receded
at the same rate as I advanced, and proceeding thus,
with the face always towards me, it passed through
;

the door slowly
lobby,

when

it

down-stairs until

stood

I

still.

we came

passed

close

to the

to

it,

and opened the street door but at this moment I
became so giddy that I sank down on one of the
;
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chairs, and let fall the candle.
I cannot say how
long I remained in this situation, but, on recovering,
I felt a violent pain over my eyebrows, with considerable sickness, and indistinctness of vision.
I passed
a feverish and restless night, and continued in an uneasy state during the following day.
I was always

able to distinguish the different colours of the clothes,

and I had never seen the individual during: life
dressed in a similar way.
In all its characters it
approximated the illusions of fever more than any
other which I have witnessed, and I never for a moment could have considered it a real object. It is
difficult, in this instance, to find any other exciting
cause, except the pain felt in my arm, which I now
refer to cramp of the triceps muscle acting on the
peculiar state of mind incident to spectral illusions,
together with a powerful imagination, already greatly
excited by the peculiar circumstance of the case.
I
may state that I have felt the same feeling in the
arm since, without associating it with any similar consequences." *

Example

8. Along with the preceding case we
place one that has been published by Bostock.
" I was labouring," says this physiologist, " under a

may

symptoms of general debility,
and with a severe
pain of the head, which was confined to a small spot
fever attended with

especially of the nervous system,

situated above the right temple. After having passed
a sleepless night, and being reduced to a state of considerable exhaustion, I first perceived figures presenting themselves before me, which I immediately recognised as similar to those described by Nicolai; and
upon which, as I was free from delirium, and as they
were visible for about three days and nights, with
little

tions.

intermission, 1

was able to make

my

observa-

There were two circumstances which appeared
* Paterson

:

Loc.

E

cit. p.

84.
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to me very remarkable first, that the spectral appearances always followed the motion of the eyes
and secondly, that the objects which were the best
defined, and remained the longest visible, were such
as I had no recollection of ever having previously seen.
For about twenty-four hours I had constantly before
me a human figure, the features and dress of which
:

;

were as distinctly visible as that of any real existence,
and of which, after an interval of many years, I still
retain the most lively impression; yet, neither at the
time nor since, have I been able to discover any person
whom I had previously seen that resembled it.
" During one part of this disease, after the disappearance of this stationary phantom, I had a very
singular and amusing imagery presented to me.
It
appeared as

if a

faces or figures,

number

of objects, principally

on a small

scale,

human

were placed before

me, and gradually removed, like a succession of meThey were all of the same size, and apdallions.
peared to be all situated at the same distance from
the face. After one had been seen for a few minutes
it became fainter, and then another, which was more
vivid, seemed to be laid upon it or substituted in its
place, which in its turn was superseded by a new appearance. During all this succession of scenery I do
not recollect that, in a single instance I saw any
object with which I had been previously acquainted
nor, as far as I am aware, were the representations of
any of those objects, with which my mind was the
most occupied at other times, presented to me they
appeared to be invariably new creations, or at least
new combinations, of which I could not trace the
;

;

original materials."*
"
If it is asked,' adds Conolly,
'

'

how

it

was that

Nicolai and the English physiologist did not lose their
reason,' the ready answer will be, they never believed
'

* Bostock

:

System of Physiology,

vol.

iii.

p. 204.

—

—
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But why did they
in the reality of these visions.'
And why does the madman believe in their
not ?
The evidence to both is the same
real existence ?

No evidence one would
Were not ]ST icolai and Dr.
think could be better.
Bostock rather to be called mad for not believing
The explanation
their senses than others who do ?
The printer of Berlin, and the
must be this.
physician in London, retained the power of comparison they compared certain objects represented
to their sight with other objects represented to the
same sense, and concluded that so many persons as
they represented to them could not pass through their
chamber they compared with those actually present,
and whose inattention to the spectres they concluded
to be a proof of their non-existence to their eyes
they compared the visual objects of delusion with the
the plain evidence of sense.

:

;

;

impression of other senses, of hearing, and of touch,
and acquired further evidence, that the whole was
deception. This is exactly what madmen cannot do."
These examples, therefore, lead us to suspect what
many other examples will be brought to show, that
madness consists of a loss or impairment of one or
more of the mental faculties, accompanied by the loss
of comparison.*
state of weakness, of convalescence,
of fainting, and the condition which precedes the act of

A

drowning, will sometimes give rise to hallucinations.
Leuret, in his Fragments Psychologiques, relates a
circumstance which happened to himself:

Example 9. " I was attacked," says this physician,
" with influenza, and my medical attendants ordered
quarter of an hour after the operame to be bled.

A

tion I became faint, without entirely losing
sciousness
hours.

;

my

con-

continued for more than eight
some one first came to my assistance

this state

When
An

* Conolly
Inquiry concerning the Indications of Insanity ,
London: 1830.
p. 112.
:

E 2

;
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I distinctly heard the noise of a bottle being placed
on the table by the side of rny bed, and soon after-

wards a crepitating sound, like that which arises from
the action of strong acid on a piece of carbonate of
lime.
I thought that some acid had been spilt on
the marble table, and I admonished the persons in
attendance of their carelessness. At first they thought
I was dreaming, then, that I was delirious they next
endeavoured to undeceive me, and assured me that
there was no bottle on the table, nor had any acid
been spilt. I was then aware that I had been the
subject of a hallucination, and believed in what I was
But the noise
told rather than in what I had heard.
was so distinct that, had it not been for my experience amongst the hallucinated, I should, like them,
;

have been deceived by this singular phenomenon."
M. Andral experienced a similar illusion it seemed
to him during some minutes that a dead body was
stretched out in the room, where he was confined to
This vision
his bed on account of indisposition.
arose from the vivid recollection of the effect produced upon him by the sight of a dead body the first
time he entered a lecture-room.
It frequently happens after having held the head
down for some time, that on raising it up we feel
ourselves giddy and bewildered we see bright lights
before our eyes, and experience a disagreeable singing
In some persons this position will give
in the ears.
;

;

rise to hallucinations.
woman
Example 10. "

A
was engaged to clean a
house which had for some time been uninhabited
and when she was employed in washing the stairs she
saw, on accidentally lifting her head, the feet and legs
of a gigantic woman and, greatly alarmed at such an
apparition, fled from the house without waiting for
the further development of the figure."*
;

* Conolly:

Opus

cit.

p. 101.

—

;
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A gentleman of high attainments was constantlyhaunted by a spectre when he retired to rest, which
seemed to attempt his life. "When he raised himself
in bed, the phantom vanished, but reappeared as he
resumed the recumbent posture.*
Great excitement, a pre-occupied state of the mind,
or an association of ideas, that cannot always be explained, may reproduce an event which has been forgotten, and give rise to a vivid external picture of it
this is shown by the following case which was
recorded by the medical man to whom it occurred.
Example 11. " A middle-aged respectably-dressed
man, a stranger in Edinburgh, expired suddenly in
an omnibus. The body was placed in the policeThe next day I was ordered to make an
office.
examination, and report on the cause of death.
" On entering the apartment where the body lay,
clad as when in life, and attired as for a journey, I
was informed of the affecting incident narrated above,
and I naturally felt deeply interested by a calamity
in itself so appalling, and probably most painfully
eventful to others."

The circumstance had, however, passed out of the
mind of the writer, when it was recalled to him in
the following manner
:

" I

had been employed for a few days in writing on
a professional subject and it so happened that, of a
forenoon, when thus engaged, on raising my eyes
from the paper, the vision of the dead stranger stood
;

before me, with a distinctness of outline as perfect
as when I first saw him extended on a board.
His

very apparel was identical, only that the broad-brim
hat, which was formerly by his side, now covered his
head his eyes were directed towards me the peculiar
benignity of expression, which before struck me so
;

;

* Dendy

:

Opus

cit.

p. 290.
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much, now beamed from his countenance. In a few
minutes he disappeared."*
All mental labour, by over-exciting the brain, is
liable to give rise to hallucinations. "We have known
many persons, and amongst others a medical man,
who, when it was night, distinctly heard voices calling
to them
some would stop to reply, or would go to
;

This
the door, believing they heard the bell ring.
disposition seems to us not uncommon in persons
who are in the habit of talking aloud to themselves.

We

read in Abercombie's work,
Example 12.
the case of a gentleman " who has been all his life
To
affected by the appearance of spectral figures.
such an extent does this peculiarity exist that, if he
meets a friend in the street, he cannot at first satisfy
himself whether he really sees the individual or a
By close attention he can remark a
spectral figure.
difference between them, in the outline of the real
figure being more distinctly defined than that of the
spectral but in general he takes means for correcting
his visual impression by touching the figure, or byHe has also
listening to the sound of his footsteps.
;

the power of calling up spectral figures at his will,
by directing his attention steadily to the conception
of his own mind and this may consist either of a
figure or a scene which he has seen, or it may be a
composition created by his imagination. But, though
he has the faculty of producing the illusion, he has
no power of vanishing it and, when he has called up
any particular spectral figure or scene, he never can say
how long it may continue to haunt him. The gentleman is in the prime of life, of sound mind, in good
;

;

health,

and engaged in business.
* Paterson

:

Loc.

cit. p.

Another of
86.

his

—

f
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family has been affected in the same manner, though
in a slight degree."*

Subdivision II. Hallucinations co-existing with a
sound state of the intellect, but not corrected by the
judgment. 4— In a letter addressed some years back to
M. Bernard d'Apt, who had requested me to give
him my opinion on spiritualism, I frankly acknowThis
ledged my sympathies for that great creed.
question has also been examined by M. Guizot with
his usual ability.
With him we believe that the
It is in
very existence of society depends upon it.
vain that

modern philosophy, which,

in

spite of its

positiveness, is unable to explain the actual cause of

any single phenomenon, attempts to reject the superthis element shows itself everywhere, and is

natural

;

deeply rooted in the hearts of all.
The greatest intellects are frequently its most fervent disciples.
Dr. Sigmond, in his remarks on hallucinations, goes
even further, for he says, " there is scarcely a man of
eminence who has written his biography, or laid
open the secrets of his inmost soul, but has acknowledged some preternatural event in his life the most
sceptical have felt, at some period or other, a mental
emotion, either a fantasia or a hallucination."
It is thus that hallucinations are often mistaken
for realities, however improbable they may seem to
those who experience them but, at the same time,
the reason is not affected by them.
The iu dividual
has witnessed a remarkable event, of which he gives
some explanation more or less plausible, but privately,
through a particular disposition of the mind ; from a
tendency to superstition, or rather to the supernatural, he is led to regard it as the forerunner of
;

;

* Abercrombie Inquiries concerning the Intellectual Powers,
Eleventh edition. London 1841.
f Forbes Winslow's Psychological Journal, vol. i. p. 586.
:

p. 380.

:

;
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some important event, or of some high destiny, as an
inspiration from heaven, or as a warning from Pro-

Many great men have believed in the existence of their star, or their guardian spirit, and hence
they have not been unprepared to witness the appearThe distinctive
ance of miraculous apparitions.
character of these hallucinations is that they do not
prejudice the conduct, and the individual may mainvidence.

tain in the world a high reputation for virtue, ability,

and wisdom often, indeed, we believe they have
served as an additional stimulus to the individual in
carrying out the projects he had previously conceived.
;

Many instances of this kind have occurred, the
truth of which is guaranteed by the high position
of the persons themselves, and by the undoubted
veracity of those who were present.
Example 13. In 1806 General Eapp, on his return
from the siege of Dantzic, having occasion to speak
to the Emperor, entered his cabinet without being
announced.
He found him in such profound meditation

that

his

entrance

was not

Doticed.

was

The

he
might be indisposed, and purposely made a noise.
Napoleon immediately turned round, and seizing Eapp
by the arm, pointed to the heavens, saying, " Do you
see that ?" The general made no reply being interrogated a second time, he answered that he perceived
nothing.
"What!" responded the emperor, "you
general, seeing that he did not move,

afraid

;

did not discover it ? It is my star, it is immediately
in front of you, most brilliant ;" and, becoming gradually more excited, he exclaimed, " It has never

me

I behold it on all great occasions
to advance, and that to me is a
sure sign of success."
M. Passy, who had this
anecdote from Eapp himself, related it at the meeting

abandoned
it

;

commands me

of the Academie des Sciences Morale et Politique, on
the 4th of April, 1846.
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14.

" It is

now more than
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thirty-five

years ago," says Dr. Winslow, " that the following
singular circumstance occurred to the Marquis of

Londonderry

:

—He was on

a visit to a gentleman in

The mansion was such a one as
spectres are fabled to inhabit.
The apartment, also,
which was appropriated to his lordship was calculated
the north of Ireland.

to foster such a tone of feeliug from its antique cha-

from the dark and richly-carved panels of its
wainscot from its yawning chimney, looking like the
entrance to a tomb from the portraits of grim men
and women arrayed in orderly procession along the
walls, and scowling a contemptuous enmity against
the degenerate invader of their gloomy bowers and
venerable halls and from the vast, dusky, ponderous,
and complicated draperies that concealed the windows,
and hung with the gloomy grandeur of funeral trappings about the hearse-like piece of furniture that was
destined for his bed.
Lord Londonderry examined
his chamber
he made himself acquainted with the
forms and faces of the ancient possessors of the
mansion as they sat upright in their ebony frames to
receive his salutation and then, after dismissing his
valet, he retired to bed. His candle had not long been
extinguished when he perceived a light gleaming ou
the draperies of the lofty canopy over his head.
Conscious that there was no fire in his grate that the
curtains were closed that the chamber had been in
perfect darkness but a few minutes previously, he
supposed that some intruder must have entered into
his apartment
and, turning round hastily to the side
from whence the light proceeded, he, to his infinite
astonishment, saw, not the form of any human visitor,
but the figure of a fair boy surrounded by a halo of
glory.
The spirit stood at some distance from his
bed.
Certain that his own faculties were not deceiving him, but suspecting he might be imposed on by
racter

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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the ingenuity of some of the numerous guests who
were then inmates of the castle, Lord Londonderry

advanced towards the figure it retreated before him
as he advanced, the apparition retired, until it
entered the gloomy end of the capacious chimney, and
then sunk into the earth.
Lord Londonderry returned to his bed, but not to rest
his mind was
;

;

harassed by the consideration of the extraordinary
event which had occurred to him. Was it real, or the
effect of an excited imagination ?
The mystery was

not so easily solved.

He resolved in the morning to make no allusion
what had occurred the previous night, until he had
watched carefully the faces of all the family, to discover whether any deception had been practised.
"

to

When

the guests assembled at breakfast his lordship
searched in vain for those latent smiles, those conscious

parties,

that silent communication between
by which the authors and abettors of such

looks,

domestic conspiracies are generally betrayed. Everything apparently proceeded in its ordinary course
the conversation was animated and uninterrupted,
and no indication was given that any one present had
been engaged in the trick. At last, the hero of the
tale found himself compelled to narrate the singular
event of the preceding night.
He related every particular connected with the appearance of the spectre.
It excited much interest among the auditors, and
At last, the
various were the explanations offered.
gentleman who owned the castle interrupted the
various surmises by observing, that the circumstance
which had just been recounted must naturally appear
very extraordinary to those who have not been inmates long at the castle, and are not conversant with
the legends of his family ;' then, turning to Lord Londonderry, he said, You have seen the 'Radiant Boy.'
Ee content, it is an omen of prosperous fortunes. I
;

'

'

—
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would rather that this subject should not again bementioned.'
" On another occasion, when in the House of
Commons, Lord Castlereagh fancied he saw the same
Radiant Boy.' It is well known that this nobleman
It
destroyed himself by cutting the carotid artery.
is possible that when impelled to suicide he laboured
under some mental delusion."*
Example 15. The following curious circumstances
are related in a biography of Charles Jean Bernadotte,
'

published in a journal at Pau, the town in which the
late King of Sweden was born:
"

There are certain destinies which have

The astonishing

singular mysteries attached to them.

success of Bernadotte

is

said to have

been foretold to

him by the same celebrated

fortune-teller

dicted that of Bonaparte, and

who

who

pre-

so fully possessed

the superstitious confidence of the Empress Josephine.
" Like all men who feel within themselves a power
which urges them on to fortune, or which impels them
to extract the means of it out of favourable events,
Bernadotte believed in his special and independent
destiny,

safed to

and in a kind of tutelar divinity, who vouchhim a special protection. An ancient chro-

contained the
of
his ancestors, that an illustrious king should spring
from her race. In olden times every family in these
parts possessed its guardian genius, who watched over
its safety. Bernadotte never forgot the legend which
had charmed his early days, and possibly it was not
without its influence over the glorious destiny of this
great man."
There is an event which shows how greatly the
supernatural had preserved its influence over the mind
nicle

of his family

is

said

prediction of a certain fairy,

* Forbes Winslow
1840.

London

:

:

to have

who had married one

Anatomy of Suicide.

One

vol. 8vo, p. 242.
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King of Sweden.

Wishing to overcome the
he encountered in Norway by means of
the sword, he proposed to dispatch his son Oscar
at the head of an army, for the purpose of reducing
the rebels, a proceeding which was strongly opposed
by the Council of State. One day, after an animated
discussion on the subject, he mounted his horse and
galloped some way from the capital having gone a
considerable distance he arrived at the outskirts of a
dark forest.
Suddenly he beheld an old woman,
strangely clad, and with her hair in disorder. " What
do you want?" asked the king, sharply. To which
the apparition replied, " If Oscar goes to the war
you meditate, he will not give, but receive, the first
blow."
Bernadotte, struck with the apparition and
The next day,
its words, returned to his palace.
bearing in his countenance the traces of a sleepless
night, and in a state of great agitation, he presented
" I have changed my mind,"
himself at the council.
he said " we will negotiate for peace but I must
have honourable terms." What was the cause of the
Had those who knew the weak
sudden change ?
point in the character of the great man endeavoured
of the

difficulties

;

;

;

to avail themselves of

Or

it

in favour of justice, reason,

not more probable that the
mind, and, as constantly
happens in dreams, and even in the waking state, had
assumed a visible form, and the mental operation was
mistaken for an actual occurrence ? This explanation
seems to us much more reasonable than that an old
woman should have been able to place herself in the
exact locality whither the caprice of the king had led

and humanity

r

is it

idea which occupied his

him.*

Example

M.

de Chateaubriand relates, in his
day this celebrated man
was walking in the avenue of his chateau of Veretz,
Life of

M.

16.

JRance, that one

* Presse

du 14 Mai, 1844.

J

t
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when he thought he saw

a great fire which issued
from some buildings in the outer court. He ran
towards it, but in proportion as he approached the
fire

At

diminished.

a certain distance the conflagra-

tion disappeared, and was converted into a lake of
in the midst of which was the half-length figure
of a female devoured by the flames.
Greatly alarmed, he retraced his steps, aud took
When he arrived
the pathway leading to the house.
there he was completely exhausted, and fell fainting
on his bed. He was so beside himself that those
fire,

around could not obtain a single word from him.*
It would be easy to mention many examples of
illustrious men who have been subject to hallucinations of this kind, without their having in any way
influenced their conduct.

Thus, Malbranche declared he heard the voice of
distinctly within him. Descartes, after long con-

God

finement, was followed by an invisible person, calling

upon him
Byron

pursue the search of truth.
he was visited by a
spectre, which he confesses was but the effect of an
to

occasionally fancied

over-stimulated brain.
The celebrated Dr. Johnson

said that he distinctly heard his mother's voice call " Samuel." This
at a time when she was residing a long way off.
Pope, who suffered much from intestinal disease,
one day asked his medical man what the arm was
which seemed to come out of the wall.
Goethe positively asserts that he one day saw the
exact counterpart of himself coming towards him
(CEuvres Completes, t. xxvi. p. 83). The German psychologists give the name of Deuteroscopia to this

was

species of illusion.

The

silence

and horror of a dungeon serve to ex-

*

f

Vie de Ranee, par Chateaubriand.
Forbes Winslow
Opus cit. p. 123.
:

Paris

:

1844.

J Idem,

p. 126.

a
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some persons
remarkable for their genius and their talents. As, in
the preceding cases, the false sensations were taken
for realities, but without the reason being affected
result which seems to have depended upon the opinions
plain the occurrence of hallucinations in

—

and religious belief of the times, and upon these errors
not injuriously affecting the habits of the persons who
were liable to them.
Example 17. Benvenuto Cellini, who was imprisoned at Eome by order of the Pope, has given an
interesting account of his sufferings in the memoirs
which he has left of his life. " As soon," he says, " as
the light failed me, I felt all the misery of my confinement, and grew so impatient, that I several times
was going to lay violent hands upon myself; however,
as I was not allowed a knife, I had not the means of

my

carrying

design into execution.

I once, notwith-

wood
manner that,

standing, contrived to place a thick plank of

over
if it

my

head, and dropped

had

crushed

fallen

me

upon me,

to death

;

but,

it
it

in such a

would instantly have
I had put the whole

when

and was just going to loosen the
upon my head, I was seized by
invisible, pushed four cubits from the place,
and terrified to such a degree that I was become
pile in readiness,

plank and
something

let it fall

almost insensible.
" Having afterwards reflected within myself what it
could be that prevented me from carrying my design
into execution, I took it for granted that it was some
divine power, or, in other words, my guardian angel.
There afterwards in the night appeared to me in a
dream a wonderful being, which in form resembled a
beautiful youth, and said to me in a reprimanding
Do you know who gave you that body which
tone,
you would have destroyed before the time of its dissolution ?' My imagination was impressed as if I had
answered, that I acknowledged to have received it
'
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from the great God of Nature.
plied he,

'Do you, then,' reyou attempt to deface
Trust in his providence, and

despise his gifts, that

'

and destroy them ?
never give way to despair whilst his divine assistance
is at hand ;' with many more admirable exhortations,
of which I cannot now recollect the thousandth part."
His sufferings were increased, and "At this juncture
the invisible being that had prevented my laying
violent hands upon myself came to me, still invisible,
but spoke with an audible voice, shook me, made me
rise up,

and

said

'
:

Benvenuto

time, raise your heart to

and cry

to

!

God

Benvenuto

!

lose

no

in fervent devotion,

him with the utmost vehemence

seized with sudden consternation, I fell

Being
upon my

!'

knees, and said several prayers, together with the

whole psalm,
'He that dwelleth

in the secret place of the

Most High,' &c.

it were, spoke with God for awhile, and in
an instant the same voice, altogether clear and audible,
Take your repose, and now fear nothing.'
said to me,
" The strongest, and almost only desire which animated my breast, was an earnest longing to see the
So continuing to pray,
sun, the golden orb of day
with the same earnestness and fervour of devotion to
Jesus Christ, I thus delivered myself: O thou true
Son of God I beseech thee, by thy birth, by thy
death upon the cross, and by thy glorious resurrection, that thou wouldst deem me worthy to see the
sun, in my dreams at least, if it cannot be otherwise
but, if thou thinkest me worthy of seeing it with these
mortal eyes, I promise to visit thee at thy holy
These vows did I make, and these prayers
sepulchre
did I put up to God, on the 2nd of October, 1539. When
the next morning came I awoke at daybreak, almost
an hour before sunrise, and, having quitted my
wretched couch, I put on a waistcoat, as it began to be

I then, as

'

!

'

!

!

!'

;
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and prayed with greater devotion than ever I
had done before I earnestly entreated Christ that
he would be graciously pleased to favour me with a
divine iDspiration, to let me know for what offence I
and, since his divine
was so severely punished
majesty did not think me fit to behold the sun even
in a dream, I besought him by his power and goodness, that he would at least deem me worthy of
knowing the cause of such rigorous chastisement.
"When I had uttered these words my invisible guide
hurried me away like a whirlwind to an apartment,
where he unveiled himself to me in a human form,
having the figure of a youth with the first down upon
his cheeks, and of a most beautiful countenance, on
which a particular gravity was conspicuous he then
showed me innumerable figures upon the walls of the
apartment, and said to me, All those men whom you
eoolish,

:

;

;

'

see thus represented are such as have here finished
I then asked him why he
their mortal career.'

brought

me

thither

?

To

this

he answered,

'

Come

I hapforward, and you will soon know the reason.'
pened to have in my hand a little dagger, and on my
back a coat of mail so he led me through that spacious
apartment, and showing me those who travelled several
ways to the distance of an infinite number of miles,
he conducted me forward, went out at a little door
into a place which appeared like a narrow street, and
pulled me after him upon coming out of the spacious
apartment into this street I found myself unarmed,
and in a white shirt, without anything on my head,
;

:

"When I
standing at the right of my companion.
saw myself in this situation I was in great astonishment, because I did not know what street I was in
so, lifting up my eyes, I saw a high wall on which
I then said, O,
the sun darted his refulgent rays.
my friend, how shall I contrive to raise myself so as
He thereto be able to see the sphere of the sun ?'
'
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upon showed me

were upon

several steps which

right hand, and bade
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my

me

ascend them.
Having gone
to a little distance from him, I mounted several of
those steps backwards, and began by little to see the
approaching sun. I ascended as fast as I could, in
the manner above mentioned, so that I at last discovered the whole solar orb and because its powerful
rays dazzled me, I, upon perceiving the cause of it,
opened my eyes, and looking steadfastly on the great
luminary, exclaimed : O brilliant sun whom I have
so long wished to behold ; I from henceforward
desire to behold no other object, though the fierce
lustre of thy beams quite overpowers and blinds me.'
In this manner I stood with my eyes fixed on the
sun ; and after I had continued thus wrapped up for
some time, I saw the whole force of his rays united
fall on the left side of his orb, and the rays being removed, I, with great delight and equal astonishment,
contemplated the body of the glorious luminary, and
could not but consider the concentrating of its beams
upon the left as a most extraordinary phenomenon.
I meditated profoundly on the divine grace which had
manifested itself to me this morning, and thus raised
my voice O wonderful power
glorious influence
divine! how much more beauteous art thou to me
than I expected !' The sun divested of his rays appeared a ball of purest melted gold. Whilst I gazed
on this noble phenomenon, I saw the centre of the
sun swell and bulge out, and in a moment there appeared a Christ upon the Cross, formed of the selfsame matter as the sun; and so gracious and pleasing
was his aspect, that no human imagination could ever
form so much as a faint idea of such beauty. As I
was contemplating this glorious apparition, I cried
miracle
out aloud, '
a miracle
O G-od
clemency divine
goodness iufinite What mercies
;

'

I

:

'

!

A

!

!

!

dost thou lavish on

!

!

me

this

morning

1'

At

the very
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time that I thus meditated and tittered these words,
the figure of Christ began to move towards the side
where the rajs were concentrated, and the middle of
the sun swelled and bulged out as at first.
The protuberance having increased considerably, was at last
converted into the figure of a beautiful Virgin Mary,
who appeared to sit, with her son in her arms, in a
graceful attitude, and even to smile.
She stood be-

tween two angels of

so divine a beauty, that imagina-

tion could not even form an idea of such perfection.

I likewise saw in the same sun a figure

dressed in

turned its back to me,
and looked towards the blessed Virgin holding Christ
All these things I clearly and plainly
in her arms.
saw, and with a loud voice continued to return thanks
This wonderful phenomenon havto the Almighty.
ing appeared before me about eight minutes, vanished
from my sight, and I was instantly conveyed back to
sacerdotal robes

my

;

this figure

couch." *

In the two examples which follow, the apparitions
may be partially explained by the sympathies which
exist between members of the same family, and in

whom we

have often noticed a

common

psychological

between the husband and wife,
producing not only the same expression of countenance, but even the same tone of thought.
Such
character, especially

persons will frequently interchange their thoughts
without any direct communication with each other,
but, as it were, by a kind of divination.
Example 18. " One morning, in 1652, Philip, the
second Earl of Chesterfield, saw a thing in white,
like a standing sheet, within a yard of his bedside.
He attempted to catch it, but it slid to the foot of
the bed, and he saw it no more. His thoughts turned
to his lady, who was then at JNetworth, with her
•

* Tlie Life of Benvenuto Cellini.
by Thomas Nugent, LL.D., F.S.A.

Translated from the original
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Northumberland.
On his arrival
footman met him on the stairs with a
packet directed to him from his wife, whom he found
He
with Lady Essex, her sister, and Mrs. Eamsay.
was asked why he returned so suddenly. He told his
motive and on perusing the letters in the packet, he
found that his lady had written to him, requesting
his return, for she had seen a thing in white, with a
These apparitions were
black face, by her bedside.
seen by the Earl and Countess at the same moment,
when they were forty miles asunder."*
Example 19. A youth of eighteen, having no tendency to enthusiasm or romance, and with an entire
absence of superstition, was residing at Eamsgate for
In a ramble to one of the
the benefit of his health.
neighbouring villages, he happened to go into a
church towards the close of day, and was struck
aghast by the spectre of his mother, who had died
some months before of a painful and lingering disease, an object of great compassion and commiseraThe figure stood between him and the wall,
tion.
and remained for a considerable time without motion.
Almost fainting, he hastened home and the same
spectre appearing to him in his own room for several
successive evenings, he felt quite ill from the agitation, and hastened off to Paris to join his father, who
was living there. At the same time he determined to
say nothing of the vision, lest he should add to the
distress already weighing him down, from the loss of
a tender and affectionate wife, the object of his unfather, the Earl of

at Networth, a

;

;

bounded love.
" Being compelled to sleep in the same room with
his father, he was surprised to observe that a light
was kept burning all the night, and for which there
had always been previously a great dislike. After
*

Dendy

:

Opus

cit.

p. 27.

From a

Earl of Chesterfield.

r 2

letter of Philip, the second
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several hours of watchfulness from the effect of the

son ventured out of bed to extinguish it.
His father soon after woke up in great agitation, and
commanded him to re-light it, which he did, much
wondering at the anger displayed and the marks of
terror on his father's countenance.
On asking the
reason of the alarm, he was put off by some vague
excuse, and told that at some future time he would
be informed of it.
" A week or more had elapsed, when, finding his
own rest so very much disturbed by the light, he once
more, when his father appeared in a sound sleep,
light, the

ventured to extinguish it but the father almost immediately j umped out of bed in the greatest trepidation, remonstrated with him on his disobedience,
re-lighted the lamp, and told him that whenever he
was left in the dark the spectre of his deceased wife
appeared to him, and remained immovable till he
could again obtain a light, when it disappeared.
" This made a strong impression on the boy's
mind; and fearing to aggravate his father's grief
should he relate the Ramsgate adventure, he soon
after left Paris, and went to an inland town about
;

sixty miles

off,

to visit his brother,

who was

at school

whom

he had not communicated what
had occurred to himself, for fear of ridicule. He had
scarcely entered the house and exchanged the usual
salutations, when the son of the schoolmaster said to
him, 'Has your brother ever shown any signs of
insanity? for he has behaved very strangely lately.
He came down-stairs the other night in his shirt, in
the greatest alarm, declared he had seen his mother's
ghost, and dared not go into his room again, and then
"
there,

and to

fainted away from excess of terror.'
" Had there been a coincidence in point of time,"

adds Dr. Wigan,

"how would

this

have seemed to

corroborate the superstitious belief that the spirits of

—
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This argument does
the dead return to the earth?"
not seem to us so irresistible as to Dr. Wigan for in
the case of the Earl of Chesterfield, the vision did
"With respect to the vision
occur at the same time.
appearing to three different people, it may be explained by the strong affection which they had for
the deceased, by her dying under the most distressing
circumstances, and from the fact that " each of the
family had the power of forming a voluntary image of
any object at will on shutting the eyes, and that each
could draw from memory a representation of it, more
;

or less accurate."*

Example
entitled

De

The celebrated Bodin, in his work
Demonomanie des Sorciers, relates the

20.
la

following history
" I have heard," he says, " of a person
:

who had

now

living

a spirit which always waited on him, and

whom

he had known for more than thirty years.
Every morning, at three or four o'clock, the spirit
knocked at his door, and that getting up, he would
sometimes open the door, but saw no one
The
spirit always accompanied him, and gave him a sensible sign, such as touching him on his right ear, if he
did anything that was wrong, and on his left ear, if
he did what was right. If any one came for the
purpose of deceiving him, or to take him off his
guard, then he suddenly perceived the signal on his
right ear but if he was an honest man, and intended
him good, he perceived the signal on his left ear.
If any evil thought entered into his mind, and he
dwelt upon it, he soon felt the signal to desist
Lastly, by a kind of inspiration, he was able to divine
the meaning of his dreams, as well as of similar
reveries, which came to him in ill health or when his
mind was disturbed. So that, during all this time,
;

.

*

Wigan: Opws

cit. p.

167.

.

.
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nothing has occurred to him but what he has been

warned of beforehand.
" One day, being in great danger of his life, and
having prayed to God with all his heart that it might
please Him to preserve him, at daybreak, being
between sleeping and waking, he perceived on his bed a
young child clothed in a white robe, whose countenance
was of marvellous beauty. This reassured him."*
This case has a peculiar interest attached to it, as
an example of those hallucinations to which M. Michea
has given the name of hallucinations dedoublees, or
those which occur on only one side of the body.
Let us briefly consider the conclusions to which
this chapter leads, the illustrations of which we have
Many of the cases refer to
purposely multiplied.
persons who are well known, and we have selected
them because no one has ever thought of charging these
Some of them have correctly
persons with insanity.
regarded their hallucinations as the offspring of the
imagination, or as arising from an unhealthy state of
Others, led by their belief in the superthe body.

natural,

by their vanity, by the opinions of the period,

or by superstitious feelings, have privately explained
them in accordance with their own wishes but their
conversation and their actions have given no evidence
;

of a disordered intellect in some they may even have
been the source of their great deeds. Frequently,
however, the hallucination of the sound mind may be
;

seen to glide into the hallucination of insanity, without its being possible always to point out the boun-*
.dary which separates the one condition from the other^
so difficult is it at all times to establish precise limits.
In concluding this chapter, we are glad to support
* J. Bodin Augevin De la Demonomanie cles Sorciers, p. 11,
Grand in-8vo: Paris, 1587. At Rouen there is an edition
in 8vo, published at Aubers in 1593..
:

et suiv.
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of a critic well-

" It is certain,"
says this writer, " that a wide distinction should be

made between those

cerebral derangements

which
and those which affect
the understanding.
There are persons who, haunted
by yoiees or images, are fully aware that they are
exclusively affect the senses,

the dupes of their imagination.
What then occurs
cases?
certain operation takes place
spontaneously in the brain, an operation which usually
results from a physical sensation.
But it goes no
further, and the remainder of the brain continues to
perform its functions in a normal manner.
If there
is insanity in this it is altogether a partial insanity,
and the mind, properly so called, is unaffected. It
might be termed insanity of the sensations. The
other individuals do not judge correctly of their hallucinations they believe in the reality of the sensations they perceive, at the same time they explain
them by referring them to supernatural causes, to the
intervention of a superior power, &c.
In other
respects their conduct is perfectly sensible.
In our
opinion these persons are no more insane than the
first.
Considering such matters from a different
point of view, they judge differently of the sensations
they have experienced they draw other conclusions
from them, but the disturbance has not passed beyond
the sphere of their sensational faculties.
In order
that the derangement should be real and coufirmed,
that it should deserve the name of insanity, so as to
accord with the etymology of the word, the intellect
must be more or less defective, and the individual no
longer master of his judgment or his will."*

A

in these

;

;

* A. de

Chambre Analyse de VOuvrage de M. Szafhowshi
Hallucinations, an 'point du vue de la Psychologie, de
VHistoire, et de la Medecine legale.
Gazette Medicate, 6 Avril,
1850.
sur

les

:

—

—
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III.

HALLUCINATIONS INVOLVING INSANITY.
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Section I. The hallucinations simple and isolated.
In the cases we have hitherto considered the mind
remained unaffected, but in those which follow there
The reason, abandoning the reins it has
is insanity.
long held with a firm hand, is replaced by error,
whose caprices and decrees now pass unquestioned.
In the same proportion as the one invests the conduct
with prudence and circumspection, so does the other
bestow upon it the characters of obstinacy and precipitation.

It must not, however, be supposed that this change
Frequently, when the
always takes place at once.
unhappy man feels that he is beginning to yield to
the influence of the hallucination, he struggles against
it
and even when the delusion becomes more confirmed, and his torments greater, he endeavours to
hide his sufferings from those about him, but he
becomes silent, sorrowful, and morose. Moreover,
when the disease has taken full possession of him, he
still strives against it, convinced that he is the victim
It may even happen that his actions
of an illusion.
are not controlled by the hallucination but in general
it carries with it a profound impression, which holds
the patient in complete subjection, and to all its
promptings he pays implicit obedience.
Sometimes the halluciHallucinations of hearing.
nated hears a voice whispering in his ears strange
It is
words or the most extravagant commands.
mostly during the silence of the night, early in the
;

;

—
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morning, upon waking up, or in obscure and gloomy

Do we

places, that these invisible voices are beard.

not perceive in this an exaggeration of a physiological

phenomenon common amongst mankind

?

Is

it

not,

in fact, at these hours that those vague feelings of
fear are experienced, against which

always be on

its

guard

common,

are the most

to form two-thirds of

their
all

reason

cannot

Hallucinations of hearing

?

number being estimated

that occur.

Dr. Baillarger

attributes the occurrence of hallucinations at these

periods to a diminution in the attention, but the case
of Blake

not favourable to this opinion.
IN".,
aged fifty-one, was the governor, in 1812, of a large town in Grermany, which
rose against the Trench army during its retreat. The
disturbances which followed these events unsettled
the mind of the governor he believed he»was accused
of high treason, and was therefore dishonoured.
Under these circumstances, he cut his throat with a
razor when he recovered his senses, he heard voices
accusing him.
Cured of his wound, the voices still
pursued him he imagined he was surrounded by spies
and denounced by his enemies. The voices repeated
to him, day and night, that he had betrayed his trust,
that he was dishonoured, and that he had no alternative but to destroy himself.
They successively
addressed him in all the European languages with
which he was acquainted: one was heard less distinctly than the rest, because it made use of Russian,
which M. N. spoke with less facility than the other
languages.
In the midst of these different voices the
(p.

Example

83)

21.

is

M.

:

;

;

who bade
him take courage, and have confidence.
M. JN". would often retire into privacy to converse
more readily with the voices he would question and
answer them, he would use words of defiance, and
become enraged in addressing the persons he believed
invalid readily distinguished that of a lady,

;
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was conversing with he was convinced that his
enemies, by various means, could divine his most
secret thoughts, convey to him reproaches, menaces,
and evil counsels, with which they overwhelmed him.

lie

;

On all other points his
for his intellect

reasoning was perfectly correct,

was sound.

M. JN". passed the summer of 1812 at his chateau,
where he kept open house.
If the conversation
interested him he no longer heard the voices, but if it
slackened, he perceived them imperfectly, and would
then leave the company, in order to listen to the
voices.
He now became anxious and disturbed. In
the following autumn he came to Paris. The same
symptoms beset him during the journey, and tormented him after his arrival. The voices continually
repeated, " Kill yourself you cannot survive your
honour." " ^No, no !" replied the sufferer, "I will
terminate my existence when I have been justified I
will not bequeath a dishonoured name to my daughter."
" Placed in my charge," says Esquirol, "the invalid
kept his room, but did not communicate his secret to
me. At the end of two months he seemed anxious

—

:

;

I should prolong my visits.
I advised him to call
the voices which tormented him babblers.
This
word succeeded, and, when they came, he made use
of it to designate their horrible importunity.
I
ventured to speak to him of his disease and the object
of his residence at Paris. He then detailed to me all
he had suffered he listened more attentively to my
arguments, discussed my objections, and disputed my
opinion as to the cause of the voices he reminded
me that at that time they were exhibiting in Paris
the so-called invisible woman, who, when spoken to,
has
Science,' he said,
replied from a distance.
made such progress, that, by means of machines, they
can transmit the voice to a great distance.
" You have posted one hundred leagues over a
;

;

'

'

'

;
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common road the noise of your carriage ought to
have hindered your babblers from being heard.'
" Certainly
but by means of their contrivances,
I hear them very distinctly.'
" The political news of the approach of the foreign
armies upon Paris he regarded as so many tales
invented for the purpose of betraying him into an
expression of his opinions.
Some time after the
:

'

;

had taken place, the patient was satisfied
was no battle, but only a review. He believed
that newspapers had been printed expressly to deceive
him.
On the 15th of April he suddenly said to me,
Let us go out.' It so happened that, at the time
we reached the Jardin des Plantes, there was a large
siege of Paris

that

it

'

number

of soldiers wearing the various uniforms of

"We had scarcely gone a
seized me sharply by the
arm, saying, Let us return I have seen enough
you have not deceived me. I have been ill, but I
their

different

hundred

steps,

nations.

when M. N.

'

am

—

cured.'

From that moment the babblers were silent, or
only heard in the morning, soon after waking.
convalescent amused himself with short conversations,
with reading and walking.
He now took the same
view of his symptoms as I did. He regarded them
as a nervous phenomenon, and expressed his surprise
that he should have been the dupe of them so long.
He consented to the application of some leeches, to
use foot-baths, and to take a course of purgative
mineral waters.
In the month of May he resided in
"

My

the country, where he enjoyed perfect health, in spite
of various troubles he had met with, and although he
had the misfortune to lose his only daughter. M. JN".
returned to his own country in 1815, where he held
office in

the Government.

" This case offers the

most simple example of a

hallucination of the organ of hearing that I have

met

—
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The hallucination was the only evidence of
and was the sole cause of all the
annoyances, threats, and fears which had tormented
the patient for more than two months, and that notwithstanding he had entirely recovered his hearing.

with.

cerebral disease,

"Was habit the cause of this continuance ?"*

Example 22.^ The patient

in this case

was em-

ployed in one of the Government offices in Paris,
where he had shown considerable capacity but, tormented by one fixed idea, he began to fail in the
discharge of his duties, and was compelled to leave
his situation.
His reason was perfectly sound when
he spoke of matters having no connexion with his
hallucination but on that subject he was immovable,
and even made use of some very specious arguments
As a specimen of his insanity, we
in its favour.
shall transcribe a letter which he addressed to one of
;

;

his superiors

" Sir,

:

—I

had the honour of writing to you last
year concerning a robbery which had been committed
on me. Prom that time, and even before, certain
persons produced, both at my own house and at my
office, a deafening noise in my ears, which was quite
insupportable, and at the same time they offered me

They called out to me concernthe grossest insults.
ing individuals and various matters at all hours of the
day and night. I was worn out with these infernal
annoyances. They caused, and still cause me, at certain
times, such distractions, that, with all my resolution,
I

am
"

unable to combat them successfully.

To complete these

ridiculous and annoying pro-

me

in the asylum of Dr.
torment me. I intend
addressing the magistrates, whom I am told ought to
be informed of these proceedings against my liberty.
I trust that they will interfere, so that the law may

ceedings, they have placed

Boismont, where they

* Esquirol

:

still

Des Maladies Mentales,

vol.

i.

p.

160

:

1838.
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and that I may be freed from a conmy interests. I have begged
of them to write, and ask me any questions they may
take

its course,

dition so prejudicial to

think proper, so that they may satisfy themselves, in
the absence of the medical men, not only that my
reason is perfectly sound at the present time, but
This I hope will induce
that it always has been so.
them to take proceedings against the persons who
have deprived me of my liberty.
" Tour kindness has led me to think that you
would procure a favourable termination to this affair,
and that in a few days I shall be free to return to
my own house, and allowed to act as I think proper."
Persons who are subject to hallucinations of a
melancholy character make every effort to convince
others of the reality of their sensations, and accumulate all kinds of proof in favour of their stateSometimes their pretended griefs are so
ments.
cunningly represented, that careful and repeated
observation is necessary to detect their disease.
Even the loss of a sense does not prevent its being
This fact, which
the subject of a hallucination.
appears to us the best mark of distinction between a
hallucination and an illusion, proves that images and
sensations which have once been impressed on the
brain may be preserved for a long time.
Example 23.
clergyman, who had lost his hearing, was in the habit of composing Trench and Latin

A

poems, discourses, letters, and sermons in various
languages. He imagined that he wrote under the dictation of the Archangel St. Michael, declaring that he
could not otherwise produce such beautiful and numerous compositions.* Mrs. M., aged eighty-two, who
was almost perfectly deaf, imagined that her husband,
who had been dead many years, walked on the roof
* Calmeil
vol.

:

art.

Deuxieme

Hallucination, p. 51

edition.

9.

Dictionnaire, en 30
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of the house.
She was continually calling to him
and conversing with him.
"Ah, my Grod !" she
would exclaim, " he says he is naked. Quick bring
him some clothes. He complains that he has had nothing to eat why don't you give him some soup and
!

;

a glass of wine ?"

She would then groan, cry out,
weep, and tear her hair.
These invisible voices may be either external or
internal
they may come from the clouds, from
neighbouring houses, from the ground, from the
corners of rooms, from chimneys, from cupboards,
&c. but they may also come from the head, the
stomach, or some other important organ. " Sir," said
a lunatic to me, pointing to his stomach, " strange
things take place there I continually hear a voice
He would incline
which threatens and insults me."
his head the whole day in the attitude of listening.
Should noises in the ears, as many persons think,
be classed with hallucinations of the organ of hearing?
;

;

;

"We are of opinion that

this

and similar symptoms

belong to illusions for, in most of these cases, there
exists the beating of an artery, or some other
organic change, which the insane person transforms
;

into a real sensation.

Hallucinations of hearing may exist alone, or combined with those of sight, and of the other senses.
Hallucinations of sight. These hallucinations have
at all times played an important part in the history

—

of mankind; and to these more particularly is applied
the term vision, while visionary is used to designate
In ancient
the persons that are affected by them.
times, and during the Middle Ages, the belief in
Castles and graveyards were
visions was universal.
haunted by spirits, while there was scarcely a person
who had not met with an apparition. In our own
times, the northern nations of Europe, some parts of

our own provinces, and entire countries

still

believe

—
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The works of authors are filled with
marvellous histories, which the ignorant scepticism
of the eighteenth century rejected as a parcel of old
women's tales. In the present day, science, more
enlightened, explains them by means of natural laws.
Their numbers, and the frequency of their occur-

in visions.

rence, give to hallucinations of sight the second rank

in these singular aberrations of the

Example

24.

M.

human mind.

N., aged forty, had experienced

domestic troubles, which he endeavoured to forget by
Several months before his illness
the use of wine.

he had become restless and odd in his manner. The
without having indulged more
30th of April, 184
freely than usual, he was seized with a feverish
delirium, which was treated by bleeding and other
These means produced a temposuitable remedies.
rary amendment, but symptoms of excitement soon
returned he heard the sound of persons threatening
him, he uttered cries of terror, and he constantly
asked for his knife to kill the wretches. It was in
a paroxysm of this kind that he was brought to my

—

,

;

house.

On

was struck with his bewildered
His manner expressed fear and rage he was
constantly moving about, uttering threats, or crying
out, convinced that there were persons concealed in
his room. Every moment he demanded, "Where are
The next day he was put in a bath, where,
they ?"
according to a plan that has been adopted for some
years at my establishment, he remained eight hours,
receiving the douche d' irrigation, the patient being
confined as in an apparatus for fractures.*
He continually inquired what was the meaning of such
his entrance I

looks.

;

* De VEmploi des Bains prolonges et des Irrigations continues
dans le Traitement des Formes aigues de la Folie, et en parti culicr
de la Manic: par A.Brierre de Boismont. Memoirc de VAcademie
de Medecine,

t. xiii.

4to,

1848.

—
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treatment, called for the commissary of police, and
Observing that he
requested to be set at liberty.
was violently excited by the sight of the attendants,

Eor six days he was alterI left him quite alone.
nately bathed, purged, nauseated, and allowed only
At the end of this time
a limited supply of food.
he seemed more calm, and requested particularly
to speak with me.
On my presenting myself, he spoke as follows
" Sir, I was brought to your establishment, and with
reason for at the time I was in a state of great
I said and did the most extravagant
excitement
things my statements agaiust my wife were wanting
in common sense I know that I have nothing to
But if my mind has been disreproach her with.
tracted, it is not less true that it was caused by a
scene which I witnessed, and which I will relate
:

;

:

;

;

to you.
" I

was in the bath, which the medical man had

me in consequence of my feverish excitement,
I saw, as plainly as I see you now, a man
clothed in black enter my apartment, who looked at

ordered

when

made

me

attentively,

to

torment me.

faces at me, and endeavoured
Indignant at such unpardonable
conduct, I showed him by my manner how much I
was displeased. He then approached the chimney of
the stove, laid hold of it, and disappeared through the
I had scarcely recovered from this singular
opening.
spectacle, when I saw three men come from under
my bed; they advanced towards me, making the same
Overcome with
gestures and grimaces as the first.
passion, I shouted for my knife, that I might kill
them, when they also passed up the chimney, and
Although I had never seen them bedisappeared.
fore, yet their features are so impressed on my mind,
that I should know them anywhere. Before leaving,
they covered my bed with all kinds of disgusting
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moment I was

beside

Certainly, at that

animals.

myself; but as regards the truth of these facts, I
would attest it with my blood."

The calm,
•''his

collected

history to

manner in which M. N.

me was

at least as

related

astonishing as

I made no reply, as I knew by experiwould only serve to irritate him. Some days
after, when the conversation was renewed, I thought
it was time to speak to him plainly about his halluci" Well," he said, " admitting that it was all
nation.
'
imaginary, am I not sufficiently recovered for you to
allow me to return home, where my presence is abso-

([his tale.

ence

it

,

-

lutely necessary ?"

At the end of a month M. N. had completely
recovered his reason. He was aware he had been the
dupe of a delusion, and promised to avoid the causes
which had led to his illness. He requested to be
allowed to remain another month, when he would be
able to go direct into the country.
I saw him at the
end of two years, when he was perfectly well.
Hallucinations of sight vary in every conceivable
manner

and, inasmuch as they are generally merely
highly coloured pictures of the daily thoughts, they
;

may assume
Example

as

many forms

as there are individuals.

Harrington, author of Oceana, "was
observed to discourse of most things as rationally as
any man except his own distemper, fancying strange
things in the operation of his animal spirits, which he
thought to transpire from him in the shape of birds,
of flies, of bees, or the like and those about him
reported that he talked much of good and evil
spirits, which made them have frightful apprehensions.
He used sometimes to argue so strenuously that this
was no depraved imagination, that his doctor was
often put to his shifts for an answer.
He would on
such occasions compare himself to Democritus, who,
for his admirable discoveries in anatomy, was reckoned
25.

;

G
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distracted by his fellow-citizens, till Hippocrates
cured them of their mistake."*
One of the strongest arguments against the images
in hallucinations being external to the individual is
when there is weakness or loss of sight. Esquirol
and M. Lelut have quoted several examples of this.
It is, of course, undeniable that in total blindness the
hallucinations must be seated in the brain.
Example 26. An old man, who died at more than
eighty years of age, never sat down to table during
the latter part of his life without fancying himself
surrounded by a number of boon companions whom
he had known fifty years previously. This octogeDarian
had only very feeble sight with one eye, over which
Every now and then he
also he wore a green shade.
saw his own image in front of him, which seemed to
be reflected by the green shade.
Dr. Dewar, of Stirling, related to Dr. Abercrombie
a very remarkable instance of this kind of hallucina" It occurred in a lady who was quite blind,
tion.
her eyes being also disorganized and sunk. She never
walked out without seeing a little old woman with a
red cloak and crutch, who seemed to walk before her.
She had no illusions when within doors. "t
In the asylum in the Faubourg St. Antoine there
was an old lady, eighty years of age, who had been blind
for many years. Every morning she had the door and
windows of her apartment set wide open, to allow a
number of persons to pass out who filled the room,
and whose dresses and ornaments she could perfectly
distinguish.

Example

27.

A lunatic

was in the habit of seeing,

to the right of him, near the wall of his

with insults,

cell,

whom

a

number

he would sometimes address
sometimes with compliments. This man

of beautiful women,

* British Biography, vol.

f Abercrombie

:

Opus

405.
379.

v. p.

cit. p.

—
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was blind, and after his death M. Calmeil found there
was atrophy of both the optic nerves.*
In the history of the Inquisition by Lorente, it is
stated that persons who were possessed saw devils in
their bodies, where they hid themselves under various
forms.

We

have frequently known lunatics pretend

what was passing in their brain, their stomach,
their intestines, and in the most delicate tissues of
their bodies but, on questioning them, their explanations were confused or absurd, just in proportion
to see

;

to their ignorance of the parts.
Do not these cases
bear a certain resemblance to those of the animal
magnetist, who, in many instances, merely gives his
reminiscences, or makes vague revelations.
Hallucinations of hearing and of sight are often
combined, as in the following case, which occurred in

Bedlam.

Example
hospital at

28. Some years back there was in the
Bedlam a lunatic of the name of Blake,

called the Seer. This man firmly believed in
the reality of his visions he would converse with the
angel Michael, chat with Moses, and dine with Semi-

who was

:

There was nothing of the impostor about him
he seemed to be thoroughly in earnest.
The dark
portals of the past were opened to him, and the world
of spirits crowded around him. All that had belonged
ramis.

;

to the great, the wonderful,

and the celebrated came

into the presence of Blake.

This man constituted himself the painter of spirits.
the table before him were pencils and brushes
ready for his use, that he might depict the countenances and attitudes of his heroes, whom he said he
did not summon before him, but who came of their
own accord, and entreated him to take their portraits.
Visitors might examine large volumes filled with these

On

* Calmiel

:

art.

Medecine, seconde

Hallucination,
6d.iti.on, vol.

xiv.

G 2

p.

526.-

Dictionnaire

de

;:
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drawings

amongst others were the portraits of the

:

" When I entered his cell,"
says the author of this notice, " he was drawing the

and

devil

his mother.

likeness of a girl

whose spectre he pretended had ap-

peared to him.
" Edward III. was one of his most constant visitors,
and in acknowledgment of the monarch's condescension, Blake had drawn his portrait in oils in three
sittings.
I put such questions as were likely to
but he answered them in
have embarrassed him
the most unaffected manner, and without any hesi;

tation.

" Do these persons have themselves announced, or
No but I recognise
do they send in their cards ?'
I did not expect to see
them when they appear.
Marc Antony last night, but I knew the Roman the
At what hour
moment he set foot in my house.'
At one o'clock
do these illustrious dead visit you ?'
sometimes their visits are long, sometimes short. The
day before yesterday I saw the unfortunate Job, but
he would not stay more than two minutes I had
hardly time to make a sketch of him, which I afterbut silence
Here is Richard
wards engraved
Opposite to
Where do you see him ?'
III. !'
'

—

'

;

—
—

'

'

;

—
—
the
his
you, on the other side of
— How do you know his table
name — My
— AVhat
recognises him, but I cannot
— Stern, but handsomeyou how.'
present I only
he
!

'

'

it

:

visit/

?'

'

spirit

'

tell

like

is

first

is

?'

'

'

:

at

now I have the three-quarter face
turns to me, he is terrible to behold.'
Certainly.
Could you ask him any questions ?'
If he pre"What would you like me to ask him ?'
tends to justify the murders he committed during his
Your question is already known to him.
life ?'
converse mind to mind by intuition and by magWhat is his
have no need of words.'
netism.
This only it is somewhat longer
Majesty's reply ?'
see his profile

ah

—

!

;

now he

—
—

'

'

'

—

We

'

We

—

—

'

'

;
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than lie gave it to me, for you would not understand
He says, what you call
the language of spirits.
murder and carnage is all nothing that in slaughtering fifteen or twenty thousand men you do no wrong
for what is immortal of them is not only preserved,
but passes into a better world, and the man who
reproaches his assassin is guilty of ingratitude, for it
is by his means he enters into a happier and more
perfect state of existence.
But do not interrupt me
he is now in a very good position, and if you say anything more, he will go.'
" Blake is a tall man, pale, speaks well, and sometimes eloquently
he is not deficient in talent as an
engraver and artist/' #
;

;

;

:

Spinello, when he painted the fallen angels, represented Lucifer with such a terrible appearance that
he was frightened by his own production, and had the
figure of the devil perpetually before him, who reproached him for the hideous form which he had
given him in the picture.
Example 29. "
gentleman, about thirty-five years

A

of age, of active habits and good constitution, living
in the neighbourhood of London, had complained for

He was feverish,
and negligent of his
family.
He had been cupped and had taken some
purgative medicine, when he was visited by Dr.
about

five

weeks of

slight headache.

inattentive to his occupations,

Arnould, of Camberwell, who has favoured me with
the following history.
By that gentleman's advice he
was sent to a private asylum, where he remained
His delusions very gradually subabout two years.
sided, and he was afterwards restored to his family."
" The account which he gave of himself was almost
verbatim as follows
One afternoon, in the month
of May, feeling himself a little unsettled and not
inclined to business, he thought he would take a walk
:

—

* Revue Britannique, p. 184.

Juillet, 1823.
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into the City to

amuse

his

mind

;

and having

strolled

into St. Paul's Churchyard, he stopped at the shop-

window

of Carrington and Bowles, and looked at the

among which was one of the cathedral. He
had not been long there before a short, grave-looking,
elderly gentleman, dressed in dark-brown clothes,
came up and began to examine the prints, and occa-

pictures,

sionally casting a glance at him, very soon entered

into conversation with him, and, praising the view of
St. Paul's which was exhibited at the window, told
him many anecdotes of Sir Christopher Wren, the
architect, and asked him at the same time if he had

ever ascended to the top of the dome.
He replied
The stranger then inquired if he

in the negative.

had dined, and proposed that they should go to an
eating-house in the neighbourhood, and said that after
dinner he would accompany him up St. Paul's it
was a glorious afternoon for a view, and he was so
familiar with the place that he could point out every
The kindness of the
object worthy of attention.
old gentleman's manner induced him to comply with
the invitation, and they went to a tavern in some
dark alley, the name of which he did not know. They
dined and very soon left the table, and ascended to
the ball just below the cross, which they entered
alone. They had not been there many minutes, when,
while he was gazing on the extensive prospect, and
delighted with the splendid view below him, the grave
old gentleman pulled out from an inside coat-pocket
something like a compass, having round the edges
some curious figures then having muttered some
unintelligible words, he placed it in the centre of the
ball.
He felt a great trembling and a sort of horror
come over him} which was increased by his companion asking him if he should like to see any friend
at a distance, and to know what he was at that
moment doing, for if so, the latter could show him
;

;

;
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any such person. It happened that his father had
been for a long time in bad health, and for some
weeks past he had not visited him. A sudden thought
came into his mind so powerful that it overcame his
terror, that he should like to see his father.
He had
no sooner expressed the wish than the exact person
of his father was immediately presented to his sight
on the mirror, reclining in his arm-chair, and taking
his afternoon sleep.

Not having

fully believed in the

power of the stranger to make good his offer, he
became overwhelmed with terror at the clearness and
truth of the vision presented to him and entreated
his mysterious companion that they might immediately descend, as he felt himself very ill.
The
request was complied with and on parting under
;

;

the portico of the northern entrance, the stranger
said to him, 'Bemember, you are the slave of the
man of the mirror !' He returned in the evening to
his house, he does not know exactly at what hour
he felt himself unquiet, depressed, gloomy, apprehensive, and haunted with thoughts of the stranger.
For the last three months he has been conscious of
the power of the latter over him." Dr. Arnould adds,
" I inquired in

what way this power was exercised ?
on me a look of suspicion mingled with confidence, took my arm, and after leading me through
two or three rooms, and then into the garden, exclaimed, It is of no use there is no concealment
from him, for all places are alike open to him he
sees us and he hears us nowP
I asked him where
the man was that heard us ? He replied, in a voice
of deep agitation, Have I not told you that he lives
in the ball below the cross on the top of St. Paul's,
and that he only comes down to take a walk in the
churchyard, and get his dinner in the house in the
dark alley?
Since that fatal interview with the
necromancer,' he continued, for such I believe him

He

cast

—

'

—

'

'
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continually dragging me before him on
and he not only sees me every moment of
the day, but he reads all my thoughts, and I have a
dreadful consciousness that no action of my life is
free from his inspection, and no place can afford me
security from his power.'
On my replying that the
darkness of the night would afford him protection
from these machinations, he said, I know what you
mean, but you are quite mistaken. I have only told
you of the mirror, but in some part of the building
which he passed in coming away, he showed me what
be called a great bell, and I heard sounds which
came from it, and which went to it sounds of
laughter, and of anger, and of pain; there was a
dreadful confusion of sounds, and as I listened with
wonder and affright, he said, This is my organ of
hearing
this great bell is in communication with
all other bells within the circle of hieroglyphics, by
which every word spoken by those under my control

to be,

lie

is

his mirror,

'

;

'

;

is

made

audible to me.'

him, he said,

'

Seeing

me

look surprised at

you all for he
by hieroglyphics on walls and

I have not yet told

practises his spells

;

houses, and wields his power, like a detestable tyrant

he is, over the minds of those whom he has
enchanted, and who are the objects of his constant
I
spite, within the circle of the hieroglyphics.'
asked him what these hieroglyphics were, and how
he perceived them ? He replied, Signs and symbols which you, in your ignorance of their true
meaning, have taken for letters and words, and reading as you have thought, Day and Martin and
Warren's Blacking ! Oh, that is all nonsense they
are only the mysterious characters which he traces to
mark the boundary of his dominion, and by which he
prevents all escape from his tremendous power. How
have I toiled and laboured to get beyond the limits
as

'

!
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and
by
fatigue, and dropped asleep
but on waking I saw
the dreadful signs before my eyes, and I felt myself
as completely under his infernal spells at the end as
of his influence
nights,

till

I

!

fell

for three days

wall exhausted

;

at the beginning of

my journey.'

"*

There cannot be an instance of a hallucination

more completely followed out in

detail,

or better

adapted to produce a conviction in the minds of
persons not acquainted with these singular phenomena, than the one which is here related by
Prichard.
In the Middle Ages this person would
have been considered as possessed, and would doubtless have been subjected to the ceremonies of exorcism.
I am convinced that, even in the present
day, a similar tale would find many believers.
It
removes all doubt as to the authenticity of the statements which have been made by persons who are
worthy of credit, and who declare that they have had
apparitions, which have given them extraordinary
information.
The minute details into which they
enter, and the air of truthfulness which attaches to
their narratives, are sufficient to remove all feelings

of mistrust.
It is highly probable that this person had formerly

become insane, his
mixed up
in a very extravagant manner. As they grew more and
more vivid, they became depicted by the imagination
in a manner which caused the eye to mistake them
visited St.

Paul's, but, having

recollections of previous occurrences were

for realities.

Hallucinations of touch.

—It

is

said

that

these

cases are difficult to investigate, because they are apt
to be confounded with neuralgic affections
*

A

Treatise on Insanity,

Mind, by James

and visceral

and

other Disorders affecting the
Cowles Prichard, p. 455. London
1835.
:
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there can, however, be no question that
there are some hallucinated persons quite capable of
illusions

;

judging correctly of their sensations who will declare
that they have been pinched or beaten, or have
received electric discharges on different parts of their
bodies.
We lately examined, with MM. Foville,
Michon, and Seguir, a young man who maintained
that the magnetizers were continually operating on
his breast, his back, his legs, and that he distinctly
perceived the contact of the magnetic fluid with his
body.
He had not any neuralgic affection.
Example 30. Mathews, of whose case Haslam has
given a curious report, believed that in some apartment near London Wall there was a gang of villains
profoundly skilled in pneumatic chemistry, who as-

him by means of what he termed an air-loom.
gave a very absurd account of the seven persons
who composed the gang, and even invented names for
the torments he imagined they inflicted upon him.
Amongst other things they would constrict the fibre
of his tongue laterally, by which the readiness of
speech was hindered they would spread a magnetic
warp beneath his brain, so that the sentiments of the
heart could have no communication with the operations of the intellect.
Mathews believed they could
at pleasure produce a precipitation in the .bladder of
any person, and form a calculus that they could
make the organ of hearing appear to be seated in the
thigh that by means of the air-loom and magnetic
impregnations they could introduce into the brain
some particular idea that they could violently force
fluids into the head, elongate the brain, and many
Mathews even made
other things equally absurd.
a plan of the room where he believed these persons
resided, and drew the whole of the apparatus which
sailed

He

;

;

;

;

he imagined they used in their various operations.

—
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had several of their machines in
and that many other persons were

said that they

different

places,

subject to their influence besides himself.*

M. Calmeil relates the case of an old soldier who
every night felt himself nailed down in a coffin, and
then carried on men's shoulders, by a subterranean
passage, from Charenton to Vincennes, where a mass
for the dead was chanted over him in the chapel of
The same invisible persons carried him
the castle.
back, and deposited him in his bed.
"We attended an Englishman who believed that
he was taken up in the night and transported to distant countries, to the East, to the city of Cairo, or
London. He complained of the ill-treatment which
he received at the hands of the persons charged with
this mission
they lacerated his arms and neck, and
This idea rendered
covered his body with bruises.
him extremely miserable.
The sensation of flying is by no means uncommon.
;

Very often when dreaming we

feel

we

are

carried

along with the greatest rapidity, bounding over long
intervals, or skimming over the surface of the ground.
St. Jerome relates that in his dreams he often felt as
if he was flying over the earth, over mountains and
seas.f

Madame Arnim,

the friend

of Goethe, speaking

of this sensation, said, " I felt certain that I was
flying and soaring in the air.
The slightest touch

with the point of

my

foot,

and I bounded upwards.

I hovered silently and delighted, at the distance of two
or three feet from the ground I descended again I
;

rose

;

;

I flew from side to side, and then I recovered

* Illustrations of Madness, exhibiting a singular Case of
Insanity, by John Haslam.
London 1813.
+ Saint-Jerome Polemique c. Rufin, liv. i. Pantheon Lit'
:

:

teraire.

f

;
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A

myself.

few days after I was attacked

with,

fever."*

The extraordinary

affections of the sense of

that have been observed in
in our opinion,

more nearly

many

touch

of the insane are,

allied to the illusions of

the hypochondriac.

Amongst the remarkable instances of hallucination
of the sense of touch is the case of Berbiguier,
who believed that goblins were continually running
over his body, resting themselves upon him in order
and compel him to sit down. These
enemies wandered over him day and night
their weight was so great that sometimes he was
afraid of being suffocated.
To defend himself against
their attacks, he conceived the idea of dexterously
catching them beneath his linen, and then pinning
to fatigue him,

invisible

them

to his mattress, or enclosing them in bottles.
These show themselves
Hallucinations of smell.
at the commencement of every form of insanity,

—

and especially in cases of partial insanity. Writers
have remarked that the presence of saints spread a
sweet perfume through an apartment, while devils
infect
taste,

it.

Hallucinations of smell, like

those

of

seldom occur by themselves, but combined with

They are far less
those of hearing, sight, or touch.
frequent than the others.
Lunatics who experience hallucinations of smell
complain that they are surrounded by fetid and disagreeable odours, or imagine they are breathing the
most delicious scents, although no odorous bodies
some of them before their illness
are near them
have even been deprived of the sense of smell.
;

A

lunatic

declared

there

were

cellars

beneath

the

* Correspondance de Goethe et de Bettina, trad. M. Sebast.
Albin, vol. i. p. 68.
ou tous les Demons ne sont pas de I 'autre
f" Lei Farfadets,
Monde, par Babiguier de Terre-Neuve du Thym, 3 vols. in-8vo.
Paris
1821.
:

;;
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men and women, and
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slaughtered a

that every day she

perceived a most horrible smell from the putrifying
had in our establishment a lady who,
after attempting to suffocate herself, complained that
everything was tainted with the smell of charcoal
she stuffed her nostrils, smelt vinegar, but still the
same odour accompanied her everywhere. M. Esquirol
has reported a similar case.
Hallucinations of taste.
These are not more combodies.*

We

—

mon

The

than the preceding.

invalids,

especially

those who are in the first stage of dementia .with
general paralysis, will express their satisfaction at the
excellent repast they have made, praise the flavour of
the dishes, the aroma of the wine, yet all the time
they have eaten nothing.
One lady, who has been
remarkable for her intelligence, passes her days in
tasting imaginary dishes.
Sometimes these impres-

One will believe
eating raw flesh, biting arsenic, or devouring

sions are of a distressing nature.

he

is

earth

;

and flames

sulphur

whilst another imagines he

is

surround his mouth
swallowing nectar and

ambrosia.f
Hallucinations not complicated with one or other
of the principal forms of insanity are rare, and when
they do occur they have many points of resemblance
with pure monomania.
There is generally observed
some derangement of the intellectual faculties, of the
affections, of the tastes, &c.
Take, for example, three
of the cases recorded by Esquirol, as simple halluciOne of the hallucinated spoke with revenations.
rence and in appropriate terms concerning religion
and its miracles yet during this serious conversation
he was engaged in drawing a number of ridiculous
objects.
Another, who was only affected with hallu;

* Lelut

+ Esquirol

:

JJes

Opus cit.
Maladies Ment., vol.
:

i.

p. 196, &c.

—
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cinations of the organ of hearing, erred with respect
to his position, and judged incorrectly of persons,

A

things, and events.

pages

full

third, after writing several

of enthusiasm and well arranged, suddenly

declared that Jesus Christ was about to appear.

Experience has proved beyond a doubt that hallumay show themselves in persons who have
never been insane, but they are one of the elements of
insanity most constantly met with in mental diseases.
They occur in some nervous complaints, in many inflammatory affections, and in some severe fevers.
Section II. General Hallucinations. Hallucinations of all the senses simultaneously do not appear
to be common; for it has often 'happened that the
hallucinations of hearing and of sight have been confounded with illusions of touch, of taste, and of smell.
Nevertheless, analogy and reason concur to show that
they may co-exist, and observation has proved that it
is sometimes the case.
It is also probable that, by questioning patients
with care and perseverance, it will be found that hallucinations of all the senses are more common than is
generally supposed.
From amongst the curious cases of this kind we
cinations

—

select the following

—

:

aged forty, highly
Example 31. Mademoiselle
nervous, and therefore very sensitive, has always been
extremely changeable. In her youth she would never
,

settle to

any serious studies

mended her parents

:

the medical

men recom-

to allow her in preference to

She has an ample
attend to gymnastic exercises.
fortune, her parents are healthy and their intellects
perfectly sound,; but she has a brother whose state is
Her appearance is healthy.
very similar to her own.
Ten years ago she experienced the first symptoms
She saw persons with most
of her present disorder.
extraordinary forms but these visual aberrations did
;

i
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not hinder her from following her usual occupations.
Her general health was out of order, and the uterine
Six months ago the hallucinafunctions deranged.

which had hitherto been bearable and at a disnow came close to her the sight was no longer
the only sense implicated, and ultimately all the others
became involved. The sense of hearing was the one
most disordered every moment she heard voices which
seemed to be placed in her stomach. These voices were
a perpetual torment, and regulated all her actions
they told her what was passing within her, instructed
tions,

tance,

;

:

;

her in regard to disease, enabling her to prescribe
what seemed to her to be suitable remedies. At times
she expressed herself eloquently; a power she owed to
the voices, for when she spoke from her own impulse
she used much simpler language.
Frequently the
voices led her into a high order of subjects
their
discourses included geography, grammar, and elocution they reproved her when she expressed herself
badly, and corrected the faults she had committed.
One day the voices persuaded her she was possessed, and she went to a clergyman that he might
exorcise her.
From that time her ideas concerning
eternity were most distressing, and threw her into
the deepest despair. Once the voices revealed to her
that she should be queen, and play an important part
in history
she kept this to herself for many months,
waiting for the fulfilment of the promise but this not
being realized, she perceived that the voices had deceived her.
They constantly held the most singular
and extravagant conversations with her: she was wholly
unable to resist them unless they said something
comical that made her laugh.
She would hear them
mocking her then they would assail her more violently than ever, perverting all she said and did.
If
she drank a glass of sugared water, they would tell
her it was poisoned and for many hours she would
:

;

:

;

;

;
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be in a state of great alarm.
The voices continually
urged her to drown herself; but to this she felt an
internal repugnance which prevented her, yet she was
afraid lest she should yield even to this temptation.
"When she walked out, if a well-dressed person
passed by her, tbe voices would cry out that the
woman was scented with musk, and at that moment
she would recognise its perfume, of which she had a
great horror.
If it was a man, she would immediately
smell tobacco, yet she was fully aware that these
pretended odours existed only in her imagination.
She often had singular visions her apartment was
long processions would pass before
filled with people
her, or she would see only portions of an individual,
as the half of him, or she would see him in profile,
or with only one eye the figures would be large, or
small, or deformed, and assume the most extraordinary shapes. At other times she would see the eye
that the individual had lost, while he would fly before
her as if to avoid her.
:

;

;

All the food she ate had a disagreeable taste, and
She would seem to be
lost its natural flavour.

had

swallowing vinegar or Gruyere cheese, to which she
If she offered to partake of a
dislike.
dish, the voices would often give it one of these
flavours to hinder her from tasting it.
When she moves about, she feels herself deluged
with water, the cold striking to her body. At such
times she endeavours to dry her clothes with her
hands.
This lady says she is well aware that these voices
arise from a nervous affection but they are stronger
than her reason, they overcome her and govern her.
Their power is so great that they compel her to go
where they choose they told her some months back
to come to Paris in order to obtain the best advice.
She resisted for some time, because she thought the

had a great

;

:
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;

at length she

who recommended
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came to M. Bouquier,

blistering, &c.

— remedies, she

said,

which could only do her harm, for what she required
were warm and cold baths, and particularly pure
Bordeaux wine. Yesterday the voices told her to go
to Bercy to get it, and when she reached this locality,
the voices immediately declared the wine was good for
nothing.

The voices had persuaded her to take a bath, promising to be quiet but she had scarcely entered
when they made such a horrible disturbance that she
The voices are unwilling
could not remain in it.
she should talk, they have therefore confused her
In
ideas, and she cannot express herself clearly.
fact, she splutters, repeats the same words, and has
to think of what she wishes to say at the same
In order to
time she is conscious of her condition.
;

;

counteract the influence of the voices, she looks
directly at the persons she is addressing, that they
may understand from her eyes what she cannot
express clearly.

She perceives that the voices make her do most
unreasonable things she wishes to oppose them, but
is unable, and is compelled to obey them, for they
possess an irresistible influence.
This lady, who was recommended to us by M.
Bouquier, wishes to enter our establishment that she
may be watched, and her body examined after her
death. She says she knows it contains air her brain
Bor fifteen years her spinal
also is filled with it.
cord has been dried up and destroyed. After speaking
;

;

add, " I know this is a real monomania, but the voices are stronger than my will. I
am convinced it will all end badly. I am truly desirous
of submitting to treatment, but it is impossible for

like this, she will

me to remain in
What curious

one place."
reflections arise

from the considera-
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tion of this

extraordinary case.

First, there is the

derangement of all the senses, and then there is the
derangement of the individual herself; the struggle
of the intellect against the revolted senses a momentary consciousness of the illusion, followed imme;

diately by their triumph over the reason and, lastly,
the entire subjection of the will, struggling in vain
It is a subject
against the power which governs it.
worthy of the deepest consideration of the philosopher.
The woman knows she is the dupe of her senses, the
sport of chimeras, yet she cannot escape from their
influence.
She has been deceived a hundred times,
and feels it always will be so yet, in spite of this,
There
she does whatever the voices command her.
is one psychological fact, which will not escape the
notice of the observer, and that is, this fresh manifestation of a double principle
a duality, by means
of which this invalid, overwhelmed by jibes and jokes,
by menaces and horrible suggestions, and ready to
give way to despair, suddenly finds herself supported
One
by words of kindness and encouragement.
might say there were two spirits one evil, one good,
For ten years,
each drawing her towards itself.
during which this pathological condition has lasted,
the invalid still continued to direct her own affairs,
attend to the management of her property, and fulfil
yet for six years these false
all her duties to society
sensations have never left her a moment's repose.
There is no change in her habits, only she feels
intuitively that her reason will ultimately desert
her, and she seeks, in advice which she cannot follow,
some mitigation of her sufferings.
The case of this lady is equally interesting in a
Thus the hallucination
medico-legal point of view.
which possessed her, and whose unreal nature she
generally recognised, but which, nevertheless, she was
compelled to obey, led her to undertake long journeys,
;

;

—

—

;
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It frequently

suggested the idea of suicide, and might easily have
filled her mind with other ideas, which she must
equally have obeyed in spite of herself.
This is an
entirely new feature in the psychological history of
man, and is the key to a number of singular and
unaccountable acts, which cannot be explained, either
by the character, the manners, or the habits of the
individual.
The longer one has been in practice, the
more one feels convinced that there are in the world
a number of insane persons, who from various causes
have never sought the assistance of a medical man,
and whose insanity has not been noticed by those
with whom he associates.
Such persons are quarrelsome, engage in duels, injure, beat, and assassinate
their fellow-men, or destroy themselves in obedience
to voices, commands, and impulses which they find it
impossible to resist.
Amongst many cases of this kind that I have
collected, the following presents several points of
interest.

Example

32.

A man,

who was supposed to be rich,
own house but his style of

resided by himself in his

;

was not in accordance with his circumstances
he neglected his person he was parsimonious in his
food and no one was permitted to enter his house.
Humours arose that his resources were exhausted, and
that his house was heavily mortgaged.
Ultimately,
the latter was sold.
The cause of his ruin remained
living

:

;

;

a mystery.
The circumstance had been forgotten, when one
morning the unhappy man, pale and haggard, presented himself before the owner of the house. " Sir,"
he said, "the gold I possessed, the fortune I have
lost, I know where they are
a voice forewarned me
that a calamity would happen which would deprive
;

me

of everything, and reduce

h2

me

to want,

and that
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to avoid this misfortune I

followed this advice

:

must hide riy

riches.

I

property, furniture, house,

all

were converted into gold, and this gold I hid in a
place unknown to any one.
After this the voice
ceased to make itself heard.
My head became bewildered, and my ideas were confused, only from time to
time I had an imperfect glimmering of the truth, until
this morning, when the voice again became audible,
and said to me, You have forgotten where your gold
is, and no one knows.
I am about to tell you.
According to my advice, you threw it into the well.'
Sir, I entreat you, let it be searched
all my wealth
is there."
The gentleman endeavoured to console
the man, and promised him that his wishes should be
attended to, but that such an investigation would
necessarily occupy some time.
He left, and after
some days returned to know the result of the search.
They told him they had found nothing
He groaned,
and uttered some incoherent words. In a few days
madness set in, and banished his vain regrets.
'

—

!

The question naturally

arises

to be allowed his liberty,

— Ought such a person

and permitted to make a

The answer cannot be quite conclusive but,
provided his conduct is correct, that he does not hate
his friends without any just cause, and that he is
will ?

prudent in managing his
reason for taking away his

;

affairs,

we

civil rights.

see

no

valid
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Nothing

more common amongst the insane, and
amongst maniacs, than to mistake one
person for another, or an object for something difSuch mistakes are perpetuallyferent to what it is.
occurring and thus the transformation of the windis

especially

;

mills into giants, in the history of

idea which will belong to

all

Don

ages.

Quixote, is an
These errors of

the senses occur in persons of the soundest intellect
as well as in the insane; but, in the former, the false
ideas are corrected by the experience and the judgIt was the existence of illusions which, in
ment.
the eighteenth century, established in the different
schools of philosophy the doctrine that the senses
deceived us, and could give us no reliable information.
Yet a little reflection will satisfy us that the senses
do report correctly concerning the objects which
Their duty is to inform us if there
affect them.
exists in such a body, or in such an agent, a property
or properties which produce in us such and such a
sensation; but it is not their province to make us
acquainted with the nature of this cause or quality.
Thus, the special objects of the sense of sight are
space and colour.
When we judge of the distance
and form of an object, we simply make a conjecture,
which no more depends upon the evidence afforded
by the sense of sight, than the opinion which we
form of the nature and the distance of a sonorous
body does upon the evidence of the ear from the
vibrations which reach it. So that, correctly speak-
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never deceive us, but we deceive ourby the judgments which we form upon the

ing, the senses

selves

true evidence of the senses.

When

Esquirol published his Mernoire sur

les Illu-

he established certain distinctive characters
which separate them from hallucinations. The one
which appears to us the most characteristic is the
absence, in a hallucination of any external object,

sions,

while the presence of a material object
to lay the foundation of an illusion.

that your figure

is

A

is

necessary

man

affirms

that of a cat, of Napoleon, or a

well-known orator he sees armies fightiDg in the
clouds, angels sounding trumpets. This man labours
under an illusion. But if, in the stillness of the
night, he hears voices speaking to him if, in profound darkness, he perceives persons that no one
else can discover, he then labours under a hallucination.
The absence of the senses of sight and hearing
would not prevent the hallucination, while it would
form a complete obstacle to the occurrence of the
;

;

illusion.

Illusions are frequently observed in a state

of health, and are easily corrected by the reason.
is

It

needless to refer to examples which have been so

often quoted; such as the square tower which appears
round, or the apparent movement in the bank of a
these cases have long been understood but
river
there are other illusions which the progress of science
has only recently explained; such as the Giant of the
Brocken, the Fata Morgana, or the Castles of the
Fairy Morgana, and the mirage.
At certain times a giant shows himself on the
summit of the Brocken (the loftiest of the Hartz
Mountains), to the astonishment of the inhabitants
and of travellers. This prodigy had been for many
years the source of the most marvellous tales, when M.
Haue, who was desirous of examining into the matter,

—

was fortunate enough to witness

:

it.

While he was
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looking at the giant, his hat was almost carried away
by a violent gust of wind he suddenly raised his
hand to his head to protect his hat, and the colossal
figure did the same
he immediately made another
movement by bending his body, an action which was
repeated by the spectral figure. M. Haue then called
the landlord of the inn to participate in his discovery,
when they jointly repeated his experiments, with the
;

;

same results. The wonder was thus solved, and was
found to be an optical phenomenon. When the rising
sun (and, according to analogy, the case will be the
same at the setting sun) throws his rays over the
Brocken upon the body of a man standing opposite to
fine light clouds, floating around or hovering past him,
he needs only to fix his eyes steadfastly upon them, and,
in all probability, he will see the singular spectacle of
his own shadow extending to the length of five or six
hundred feet, at the distance of about two miles before him.*

Brewster, in the work already referred to, has related
phenomena as occurring in Westmoreland and
other mountainous countries.
Troops of cavaliers,
armies marching backwards and forwards, have been
seen in the air, arising from the reflection of horses
and peaceful travellers who were placed on the opposite mountains.
great number of very different circumstances
may give rise to illusions. Ignorance is the chief
condition and the more knowledge there is, the less
we hear of the subject. Some countries (many of
the provinces in France, and other country places)
are filled with traditions due solely to illusions of
similar

A

;

sight.

A

strong impression, the recollection of any startmay, by the association of the ideas,

ling event,

produce an

illusion.

* Philosophical

Magazine,

vol. vi. p.

234.

London, 1798.
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" It was in Paris," says Dendy, " at the soiree of

M.

Bellart, and a few days after the death of
Marshal Ney, the servant, ushering in the Marechal
Aine, announced M. le Marechal Ney.
We were

startled

;

my

may I confess
Moskwa was for

and,

the Prince of

to you, the eidolon of
a

momeut

as perfect to

sight as reality." *

Pear, remorse, and darkness are all favourable to
To these different causes
the production of illusions.
must be referred those apparitions which depend
on the presence of any particular object such as the
arrangement of a piece of drapery or tapestry, or the
position of a piece of furniture, seen by a pale and
uncertain light.
"When the mind is thus prepared, the most familiar
objects may become transformed into phantoms. Ellis
relates an anecdote of this kind, which he had from
an eye-witness, the captain of a vessel at Newcastle;

upon-Tyne.

Example

His cook, he said, chanced to die on
homewards. This honest fellow, having

33.

their passage

had one of his legs a little shorter than the other,
used to walk in that way which our vulgar idiom
calls " an up and down." A few nights after his body
had been committed to the deep, our captain was
alarmed by his mate with an account that the cook
was walking before the ship, and that all hands were
on deck to see him. The captain, after an oath or
two for having been disturbed, ordered them to let
him alone, and try which (the ship or he) should get
But, turning out, on further imfirst to Newcastle.
portunity, he honestly confessed that he had like to
have caught the contagion for on seeing something
move in a way so similar to that which an old friend
used, and withal having a cap on so like that which
he was wont to wear, he verily thought there was
;

*

Dendy

:

Opus

cit.

p. 56.
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more in the report than he was

A

general panic diffused

at first willing to believe.

itself.

He

ordered the ship

to be steered towards the object, but not a

move the helm

Compelled to do

!
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,

man would

this himself,

he

found, on a nearer approach, that the ridiculous cause
of all their terror was part of a maintop, the remains

of some wreck floating before them.
Unless he had
ventured to make this near approach to the supposed
ghost, the tale of the walking cook had long been in
the mouths, and excited the fears of many honest and
very brave fellows in the Wapping of Newcastle-uponTyne.*
Instances of this kind are numerous, and serve to
explain a number of statements which are met with
in different writers.

King Theodoric, blinded by jealousy, and

yielding

to the evil suggestions of his courtesans, ordered the

Lymmachus, one of the most virtuous men
of his time, to be put to death.
Scarcely was this

senator

cruel order executed, when the king was seized with
remorse, and perpetually reproached himself with his
crime.
One day a new kind of fish was placed upon
his table,

when he suddenly

uttered a cry of alarm,

appeared to him like that of
the unfortunate Lymmachus.
This vision plunged
him into a deep melancholy, which lasted for the
remainder of his life.f
Bessus, surrounded by his guests, and giving himfor the

self

head of the

fish

up to the pleasures of the

attention to his flatterers.

He

feast,

ceased to pay

listened attentively

to a conversation that no one else heard,

when

sud-

denly, in a transport of rage, he rushed from his couch,
seized his sword, and running to the nest of some
swallows, he struck the poor birds, and killed them.
* Hibbert

:

Opus

cit.

p. 16.

Ellis's edition of

Antiquities.

f

Procopius

:

Be

Bello Italico.

Brand's Popular
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" Imagine," he said, " the insolence of those birds,
which dared to reproach me with the murder of my

father

!"

Surprised at this sight, the parasites slunk
after it was known that Bessus
was really guilty, and that this action arose from the
reproaches of his conscience.*
History has recorded numerous instances in which
illusions of sight and hearing have occurred in the
form of an epidemic. One of the most familiar
examples of this is where clouds are converted into
armies and various kinds of figures.
Religious
opinions, optical phenomena, physical laws
at the
time unknown severe fevers, pestilences, or disorders
of the brain, may each, at times, afford a natural
explanation of these occurrences.
At the battle of Plataea the air resounded with a
fearful cry, which the Athenians attributed to the
god Pan. The Persians were so alarmed at it that
they fled.
The word panic is said to be derived from
this circumstance.
Pliny says that, during the war of the Romans
against the Cimbri, they were alarmed by the noise
of arms and the sound of trumpets, which seemed to
come from the heavens.
Plutarch states that Coriolanus, during his battle

away.

Some time

—

—

with Tarquin, saw Castor and Pollux, mounted on
white horses, fighting valiantly in the foremost ranks,
and that they instantly carried the news of the victory
to

Rome.

A

few days after the feast of the Passover, says
Plavius Josephus, on the 27th of May, a certain proI
digious and incredible phenomenon appeared.
suppose the account of it would seem to be a fable,
were it not related by those that saw it, and were
not the events that followed it of so considerable a
nature as to deserve such signals
* Plutarchus

:

De

;

for,

before sun-

Sera numinus vindicata.
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and troops of soldiers in their armour
were seen running about among the clouds, and surrounding cities. Moreover, at the feast which we
call Pentecost, as the priests were going by night
into the inner court of the Temple, as their custom
was, to perform their several ministrations, they said
that, in the first place, they felt a quaking, and heard
a great noise, and after that they heard a sound
as of a great multitude, saying, "Let us remove
setting, chariots

hence."*
History abounds in similar accounts. In the time
of Charlemagne the hands of sorcerers were seen
At a later period unstruggling in the heavens.
earthly beings howled in the temples, and lonely
voices were heard, as in the first ages of the world, f
At different times during the reign of Charles VI.
mimic battles were seen in the clouds armed knights
encountered each other, and the heavens had the
;

colour of blood. J

The period of the Crusades was remarkable for the
The Christians of that
of these apparitions.

number

time persuaded themselves that the miracles of the
Bible and of the New Testament were repeated for
them and this belief seemed the more reasonable, as
it referred to an enterprise undertaken in the country
;

where the miracles

We

originally occurred.

shall revert to this subject

when speaking

of

hallucinations in connexion with history.

"Even in the field of battle," says Walter Scott,
and amid the mortal tug of combat itself, strong
belief has wrought the same wonder which we have
hitherto mentioned as occurring in solitude and amid
and those who were themselves on the
darkness
"

;

* Whiston's Josephus

Wars of the Jews, bk. vi. chap. v. par. 3.
Ferdinand Denis Le Monde Enchante.
t Chroniquedu Religieux de Saint Denis: Collection desMemoires
relatifs a l'Histoire de France.

+

:

:
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verge of the world of spirits, or employed in dispatching others to these gloomy regions, conceived
they beheld the apparition of those beings whom
their national mythology associated with snch scenes.
In such moments of undecided battle, amid the violence, hurry, and confusion of ideas incident to the
situation, the ancients supposed that they saw their
deities."*
And in the same way, in aftertimes, the
Christian warrior beheld an image of his tutelar
saint.

It may be asked how a multitude of persons could
be the dupes of the same illusion. Besides the reasons
we have already given, and amongst which ignorance,
fear, superstition, and disease are conspicuous, the
contagious influence of example must not be forgotten; a single cry suffices to alarm a multitude.
An individual, who believes he has seen a supernatural appearance, speedily communicates his conviction to others not more enlightened than himself.
How often has the story been cited of the man who
contemplated the statue, and cried out that it bent
its head, while those around positively affirmed that
Another motive has been the
they saw it move
utility which governments have found in promoting
these opinions so that there is no doubt they have
In examining the
frequently resulted from artifice.
ruins of Hadrian's Villa, in the neighbourhood of
!

;

we observed in the Temple of Canopus the
remains of long tubes, which served to convey the
answers of the oracle.
Illusions of hearing have produced a number of
The murmuring of the wind has
popular delusions.
been converted into the plaintive voices of the dead
imploring the prayers of the living tombs, caves, and
grottoes have been regarded as the abiding places of
departed spirits and persons who have traversed a
Tivoli,

;

;

* "Walter Scott

:

Opus

cit. p.

11.
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have heard the groans of the warriors

who

died in the strife.
"We have dwelt at some length

upon

illusions, in

dhTerence which there is
between them and hallucinations but, while fully
admitting the distinction, we have considered it
necessary, in the first instance, to give a general
description of illusions, in consequence of the two
For the same
affections being so frequently united.
reason, when speaking of the etiology of hallucinations, we shall often be compelled to include that of
order to

point

out the

;

illusions.

Sometimes an

illusion first

shows

itself,

and

is

afterwards replaced by a hallucination, which may
complicate or succeed it.
Example 34. Dr. Martin, physician to the Hospital
for the Aged, communicated the following case to M.

A

man, aged fifty, of a plethoric habit, after
Bollex.
noticing an alteration in his sight, which caused
objects to appear sometimes double, sometimes reversed,

was suddenly seized with

all

the symptoms of

cerebral congestion, threatening apoplexy.

Three

full

bleedings from the arm, and the application of leeches
but he then experienced a
relieved the congestion
;

singular hallucination, accompanied by squinting.

At

longer or shorter intervals his eyelids contracted, and
the globes of his eyes were alternately turned to the
right and to the left at these times his imagination
presented to him objects and persons, whom he described, and whom he pretended to follow with his
eyes as far as the dining-room or the kitchen, both
of which were quite separate from the room where he
was in bed. The patient, who was thoroughly con;

vinced of the reality of these false perceptions, ultimately died from another attack of apoplexy.
This case shows an illusion passing into a hallucination.
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Like hallucinations,

illusions

which

at first

are

regarded as false, when the disease increases, may
come to be considered as real.
Example 35. Towards the end of 1835, Madame
N., a laundress, who was afflicted with violent rheumatic pains, exchanged her occupation for that of a
sempstress.
Kot being expert at this kind of work,
she was obliged to sit up late at night in order to
In spite of her exertions, she fell
obtain her living.
into want, and was attacked with a violent inflammation of the eyes, which afterwards became chronic. As
she continued sewing, she would see four hands at
she had double
once, four needles, and four seams
vision in both eyes, in consequence of a slight diverMadame N. at first undergence in the visual axes.
stood the nature of these phenomena but at the end
of some days, her indigence having in the meantime
increased, they had produced such an impression on
her mind, that she believed she really did accomplish
four seams at once, and that Grod, pitying her misfortunes, had performed a miracle in her favour.*
Example 36. Cardan relates that, when staying in
Paris, happening to look at his hands, he was greatly
alarmed at perceiving a red spot on the index finger
In the evening he received a
of the right hand.
letter from his son-in-law, informing him of his son's
imprisonment, who urgently desired him to come to
The mark continued
Milan, where he was detained.
to increase for fifty-three days, when it had reached
the end of the finger it was then as red as blood.
His son having been executed, the mark speedily
diminished the day after his death it had nearly disappeared, and in two days there was no trace of it.f
:

;

;

:

* Hoffbauer
Medecine legale relative aux A lienes et aux
Sourds-muets ; trad, de l'Alleniand, par Chambeyron, avec des
Paris, 1821.
notes de MM. Esquirol et Itard, p. 38. 1 vol. en 8vo.
f Cardanus De Vita prqficia.
:

:
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The illusions present an almost endless variety.
The transformation of persons and things is not uncommon. Miss D. regarded all the persons in the
house as Irish each played a distinct part in this
general transformation. One was her enemy, another
one of her friends all had their particular character
This
and standing, and each acted accordingly.
:

;

Mrs. M. believed she saw
her brother, who had been dead for many years, in
Sauvages, under the
the person of several invalids.
name of tentoin vertigineux, mentions a peculiar affection of the hearing which consists in the person
hearing to the right of him the words which have
been uttered to the left, and vice versa.
Illusions of hearing are very frequent amongst the
insane a kind word addressed to another person, or
a simple movement of the lips, is construed into jeers,
illusion lasted a long time.

;

curses, or blessings.
Illusions, like hallucinations,

have often terminated

in quarrels, duels, suicides, and murders.

Example

M. C, who had been

deranged, recompletely
The next day he went into the cellar,
recovered.
where his wife followed him and his sister-in-law,
finding they did not return, did the same. Their prolonged absence alarmed the servant, who went to
ascertain the cause, and hastily returned, uttering
Her broken
cries of terror, and fled from the house.
sentences and expression of alarm showed that some

turned

to

37.

his

family

before

he was

;

terrible

catastrophe had

occurred.

The

police,

on

going to the spot, found the two women dead upon
the ground, and weltering in their blood.
C. was
seated on a cask, and a razor covered with blood at
his feet.
On being questioned, all the reply he made
was that he had seen the devil, and had defended
himself against him.
This man was again placed in
confinement at Charenton, and in 1825 was removed
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where I saw him for about a
His reason having returned, he claimed his
liberty, which he obtained, against the advice of MM.
Esquirol and Marc.
Some years after he attacked
the female with whom he was living, taking her for
a devil who reproached him with his crimes
she
saved her life by jumping out of the window. Twelve
days after, C. died in the asylum of M. Pressat,
to a private asylum,

year.

:

in a transport of rage, believing himself surrounded

by phantoms and

Some
believing

devils.*

invalids accumulate sand

them to be precious

and small pebbles,
M. V. passes

stones.

the day in examining with his glass these pretended
He returns home sinking beneath the weight
Illusions of the sense of touch will
of his riches.
frequently lead the insane person to think he has
been struck. Madame D. suffers from an eruption of
the skin, which she regards as the marks of blows
that have been given her during the night.
It is
certain that rheumatic, neuralgic, and internal pains
give rise to illusions of touch in many of the insane.
associate with illusions all those false sensations
which arise from disease of the internal organs, as
the stomach, intestines, &c. all those of the hypochondriac which have been spoken of as internal

jewels.

We

;

hallucinations.

Most of these illusions are associated with the
previous occupations, ideas, habits, and passions of
young lady told me that she was
the invalid.

A

unable to rest, because all the persons around her
wore masks, and she was in the midst of a perpetual
This illusion, like many others, remained
carnival.
quite inexplicable, until she had been with me some
time, when I learnt that it originated in a visit she
had paid to a bal masque at the opera.
* A. Brierre de Boismont

Monomanie homocide.

:

Paris,

Observations medico-legales sur la
1827.
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and taste are exceedingly com"We have hereafter related the case of a patient

Illusions of smell

mon.

who
them
cially

licked the walls

of his

apartment,

mistaking

Nothing is more common, espein monomania accompanied by melancholy,

for oranges.

than to hear the person complain his food has a
poisonous taste an idea which leads him to attempt
suicide by starvation.
Each sense may be the seat of an illusion, and all
of them may be aiFected simultaneously.
;

Illusions

may last

for a long time. Gruislain has re-

lated the case of a poor

when her son joined

woman who became deranged
One day an idiot,

the army.

having been brought to the same asylum as the one
she was in, she mistook him for the son she had so
lamented. During many years she continued to bestow
the most tender solicitude upon the idiot boy.

'
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CHAPTEE

V.

HALLUCINATIONS IN MONOMANIA, STUPIDITY, MANIA,
DEMENTIA, AND GENEEAL PARALYSIS.

Although hallucinations may exist by themselves
without any complication, it is far more common to
find them combined with some form of insanity.
According to Esquirol, out of every hundred lunatics
eighty are more or less affected by hallucinations.
Eecent observations have shown that this number is
too high.
"In 145 cases at the Bicetre," says M.
Baudry, " 56 had hallucinations."— These, 1833," p. 14.
In our own establishment, out of 66 lunatics, 38 had
hallucinations.

Hallucinations are most frequent in monomania.
This arises partly from the nature of the insanity
itself, and partly from these phenomena being more
This is not, however,
easily observed in such cases.
for in melancholia some indiinvariably the case
viduals will maintain an obstinate silence for many
years, and the secret hallucination is only revealed
It may, however, be stated generally,
by chance.
that the more extravagant and singular the actions
of the individuals, the more reason there is to suppose that they are the result of hallucinations or
;

illusions.

Example 38. "I have seen," says Marc, "in the
asylum of Dr. Pressat, a man advanced in years, and
affected with melancholy from reverse of fortune.
For many years he had never spoken a word. His
sole occupation consisted in smelling and licking the
walls of his apartment, and the sill of his door he
:
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would continue this for hours together, without our
being able to explain the reason of such a singular
and laborious act, whose frequency and duration had
made several deep impressions on the plaster of the
During my visits I had often questioned him,
room.
but in vain, as to his motives for such conduct, when
one day, pretending not to notice him, I asked the
attendant how all these dirty spots had come upon
the wall.
To our great surprise, the invalid broke
through his long silence, and said, Do you call those
'

and excavations
do you not perceive
they are oranges from Japan ?
What delicious fruit
they are what a colour, what a perfume, what an
dirty spots

;

;

excellent flavour they have

!'

And

lie

continued to

them with increased eagerness. Thus,
then, all was exp]ained, and the poor hallucinated
whom I had hitherto pitied as the most unfortunate
of mankind, on the contrary, was happy, since the
most agreeable hullucinations of the senses, of sight,
of smell, and of taste provided him with perpetual
smell and lick

pleasure."*

Esquirol has reported a case of melancholia where
the individual passed the whole day perfectly motionless, and seemed lost to all that was around him.
He was kept in this condition through fear of a
voice, which threatened him with death if he made
the slightest movement.

MM. Aubanel and Thore, in their statistics of
the Bicetre, state that in 87 cases of monomania
which they had registered in one year, 45 had hallucinations.

Out of 18 cases of monomania in our establishment, 12 had hallucinations.
Several had also illuLypemania (melancholy) was the form which
sions.
predominated and all who were attacked by it had
;

* Marc: Be la Folie dans ses Rapports, avec les Questions
Medico-judiciaires.
2 vols, in- 8.
Vol. i. p. 191.
Paris, 1840.
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hallucinations of hearing

and of

sight, either

com-

bined or separate.

Example 39. On the 3rd December, 1839, M. D.
was received into my establishment, coming from the
Eicetre, where he had been placed two months preThe son of a very
viously for an act of insanity.
rich merchant, and having himself enjoyed all the
luxuries of wealth, he had seen his fortune gradually
dissipated through an uninterrupted series of misCompelled to become a teacher, often refortunes.
duced to the merest necessaries of life, the deprivations
which he experienced exercised a depressing influence
over his thoughts, which ultimately ended in insanity.
When I saw him, I found him with a bewildered
look, timid, and alarmed at the slightest question.

—

He

complained of a general feeling of cold a very
in lypemania but what tormented
him more than anything else, was the sound of unfriendly voices, which issued from the walls, and the
presence of invisible agents, who placed articles of

common symptom

;

value within his pillow, or in the inside of his bed, in

order that he might be taken for a thief and become
This idea never left him a moment's
dishonoured.
It was impossible to convince him of the
repose.
groundlessness of his fears kindness had no effect
upon him he was insensible to every consolation.
At length, to diminish his anxiety, I had his pillow
;

;

unsewed, which he pretended was

filled

with diamonds

by the malice of his enemies. Having carefully examined its contents, he was tranquil for the rest of
the day but on the next the old idea returned, and
;

when we

desired again to convince him, he told me,
with the deepest despondency, that the invisible
agents had taken care to remove the diamonds before
hand.
This unhappy man was worse in the night than
during the day. At that time he was in the habit of
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man

seeing a

enter his

room who removed his
them with precious

for the purpose of filling

At

clothes
stones.

other times his persecutors, coming in greater

numbers, would put him in a bath and ill-treat him
they would take him up, and transport him to
different towns in France, Africa, and America. His
plate, the walls, the curtains, seemed to him filled
with people, or with sailors, who had come to take
him away. "When his meals were served, he would
not take the portion intended for him, but that of
some other person, for he now thought it was intended
His drinks caused him terrible
to poison him.
anguish he would never empty his glass, thinking
He had a great
that the poison was at the bottom.
dread of being left alone in a room where there was
money, fearing he should be accused of having stolen
Yet\this man would converse with remarkable
it.
ability when his attention was fixed upon any subject
which might happen to come up.
M. D., who for some time had eaten but very little,
began to feel that pieces of copper and sponge were
placed in his throat and stomach. He did not conceal
from us that he believed my wife, my children, and
He asked
myself plotted together to poison him.
our pardons for this idea, feeling that it must seem
very strange, and admitted that, if any one else had
said such a thing, he would justly be regarded as
insane; still, he said, what he had told us was the truth.
;

;

The

life

moment he

man is a series of contradictions in a
passes from one extreme to another, and

of

;

The
the acts of to-day belie those of yesterday.
conduct of the lunatic is only an exaggeration of these
eccentricities.

who trembles

Thus,

we

see an

unhappy

creature,

at the thought of being poisoned, con-

demning himself

to all the horrors of famine, submitting to real suffering to avoid imaginary torments,

and who

fears death, yet brings it

on himself.

It is
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in vain that others partake of the

same food or drink

of the same wine, nothing can tranquillize his fears.
At the end of four months the extreme emaciation
of M. D. showed the injury which his system had
In spite of his
received from his long abstinence.
utter prostration and his speedily-approaching end,
the unhappy man persisted in his idea he was convinced that sponges, keys, and many other strange
To prevent
substances were put into his stomach.
;

his food touching the plates,

he would endeavour to

hold it suspended in the air, and when it fell, his
On the very day of
anguish was horrible to behold.
his death he declared that I had poisoned him that
his pillows were full of diamonds, and that he should
be accused of having stolen them. He died, saying
that the morsel which he had eaten was poisoned.
The hallucinations of the lypemaniac correspond to
the cause and nature of their disease, to the character
of their thoughts and passions, and to the nature of
Those who have been
their previous occupations.
engaged in chemistry, in medicines, or in any of the
sciences, believe themselves haunted by physicians,
electricity, or magnetism. Those who have been rich,
who have been engaged in business, or who have lost
money, imagine they wish to steal, or that the police
are in search of them.
Ascetic insanity is attended with most melancholy
results. When the unfortunate person who is attacked
by it is surrounded by hallucinations, he thinks he is
yielding to the influence of the devil, who governs all
;

his actions.

The fear of the devil, the dread of future punishment, had formerly an immense influence over the
mind.
This demonomania, which was considerably
diminished during the eighteenth century, has reappeared with the restoration of religious feelings, as
though

evil

was the

inevitable

shadow of good.

In

:
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the space of six years we have had as many as fifteen
cases in our establishment.
Dr. Macario is of opinion that this form of madness
is frequently met with in the provincial asylums for
the insane, owing, as he thinks, to the circumstance
that materialism has not taken such deep root in
France as might have been expected.* He considers

these

lunatics

have

numerous

and

hallucinations

illusions.

Some demonomaniacs are carried up into the air,
transported to hell, or seized with horror and alarm
Others
they witness the torments of the damned.
believe themselves transformed into animals, trees, or
fruits
or they are reduced to ashes, and then, like a
new phoenix, pretend that they are resuscitated and
renewed. Many are surrounded by hideous reptiles
or dead bodies.
Some declare they have sold their
souls to the devil, that they have signed the compact
;

with their blood, and are doomed to eternal damnation.
There are some who believe they shall never
die, and that at the end of the world they will be left
Some are more happy the
alone upon the earth.
devil has taken them under his protection, has taught
;

them the

secret of

making

gold, tells

them what

is

to

happen, displays to them the mysteries of hell, and
hence,
grants them the power of working miracles
at their command, the lightning flashes, toe thunder
rolls, the rain descends, the earth opens, and the dead
return to life.
:

Example

40.

Madame C,

of foreign extraction,

aged 48, has always been animated, sensitive, and
Brought up in the midst of superstitious
romantic.
customs, and without education, she has had for the
last six years a kind of intermittent melancholy,
* Macario:
et suiv.

—

Etudes Cliniques sur la Demonomanie Annates
Mai, 1843.
Vol. i. l re serie, pp. 440

Medico-psycliologiques.
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which, after several attacks, presented itself in a new
This lady, who for a long time had neglected
form.
her religions duties, became uneasy in her conscience,

and believed she should be eternally lost. Haunted
by this idea, she abstained for several days from
"When she was brought to
taking any nourishment.
my house she had constant fits of raving. Quiet at
first,

she afterwards burst

into

tears,

complaining

that she saw devils, and that she was surrounded by
" I am damned, my children are damned,
flames.
save me," she cried, and at the same time accompanying the words with the most fearful shrieks, she
struck her head against the wall, broke the windows,
and tore her clothes. She was constantly calling for
drink, as though she was burnt up by an internal fire.
For three days she was tranquil but at the end of
that time the same ideas returned, her hair seemed
to stand on end, her eyes were wild, and, with her
prolonged howlings, gave her the appearance of one
possessed.
A thick saliva flowed from her mouth,
which every now and then she spat at the attendants.
The terror and despair which were depicted in her
countenance but too truly indicated the effects of her
;

frightful visions.

During the last month of her illness her cries
were perpetual, so that she was obliged to be placed
in a room by herself. There, always crouching down,
her body disfigured by the blows she continually
inflicted on herself; her eyes fixed, sunk in their
her skin cadaverous, jaunsockets, and blood-shot
diced, and wrinkled her appearance threatening her
voice hoarse with constantly crying out that she was
lost and damned, that the devil was in her body and
tormented her with constant apparitions she was
the picture of the most fearful despair, and perpetually besought the attendants to save her and deliver
her from her fate.
;

;

;

—
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This fearful frenzy disturbed all the functions of
her body. From an early period of the illness she had
refused to take her food.
Towards the end of her
existence she was fifteen days without eating, only
drinking from time to time a cup of coffee, frequently
refusing even that, saying that it burnt her, and that
it had a horrible taste.
This arose from the state of
her breath, the smell of which was most offensive.
Her eyes and nostrils now became filled with a
purulent mucus, announcing the approach of death.
During the latter days of her life a circumstance
occurred which shows the extraordinary influence that
nervous diseases exercise over the physical organization. Wasted to the last degree, and having taken no
food for a considerable time, this patient had so
twisted her limbs together, and had rolled herself up
with such power, that no efforts which could be made
would restore her to her natural position. She died
in the same state of rigidity, a prey to the same hallucinations, and declaring she would not die.
In women these demoniacal apparitions are often
associated with derangement of the sexual feelings,
and explain the hysterical symptoms, the erotomania and the nymphomania which are so common
in this sex. Instances of this kind are exceedingly

numerous.

Example 41. An unhappy woman at Nantes was
tormented by a demon, who presented himself to her
in a most beautiful form.
He addressed her in most
endearing language, but concealed his criminal intentions, and then gained her affections.
When he had
obtained her assent to his suit, he extended his
arms, and taking her feet in one hand, with the other
he touched the crown of her head, thus signing the
compact between them.
She had for her husband a
brave soldier, who was entirely ignorant of this
abominable alliance.
The invisible adulterer even
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visited her in the

bed where her husband was sleeping

beside her.

For

six years

the

woman

concealed her terrible

misfortune, not daring to confess so horrible a crime.
In the seventh year, tortured by the reproaches of her
felt terrified, as much by her long
course of infamy as by the fear of her Saviour, at the
thought of whom she trembled, lest his judgment
should come suddenly upon her, and she should be
damned. She, therefore, hastened to confess her sin
to the priest.
She visited the sacred places, and implored the assistance of the saints but no confession,

conscience, she

;

no prayer, no almsgiving could procure her consolation.
Every day the demon subjected her to his passion, even more furiously than before.
At length
her disgrace became public, and her husband, hearing
of it, looked upon her with horror.
At this time St.
Bernard arrived with his attendants. When the unhappy woman learnt this, she hastened trembling to
throw herself at his feet told him, in a flood of tears,
;

her horrible sufferings, the insults of the demon to
whom she was a prey, and how useless all that the
she added, that her
priests had directed had been
tormentor had informed her of the arrival of the holy
man, and had forbidden her, with dreadful threats, to
visit him, saying, that such a proceeding would not
avail her, for, as soon as the abbe was gone, he, who
had hitherto been her lover, would become her most
The man of Grod, hearing these
cruel persecutor.
things, comforted the woman with words of mercy,
and promised her the assistance of Heaven; but, as
night was approaching, he directed her to come to him
the next day, and to trust in her Saviour. Accordingly she visited him in the morning, and reported to
him the blasphemies and threats of the incubus.
" Have no fear of his threats," said Saint Bernard,
" but take my staff and place it in your bed, in case
:

;
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he should try to annoy you." The woman did as she
was ordered and when she went to rest, protected
her bed with the sign of the cross, and placed
The incubus soon came,
the staff beside her.
but dared not attempt his usual proceedings, nor
;

even to approach her bed, but furiously threatened
woman that, so soon as the man of
God was gone, he would return and punish her. The
next Sunday the holy abbot ordered that the people
should be summoned to church by proclamation of
the bishop.
The consequence was, that on this day
a large concourse of people assembled in the church,
when St. Bernard, followed by the two bishops,
Geoffrey of Chartres and Brieton of Nantes, entered
the rood-loft, and said, that he wished to speak.
Having directed that all the attendants should hold
the unfortunate

lighted tapers in their hands, himself, the bishops,

and the clergy doing the same, he publicly exposed
the wicked and unheard-of attempts of the demon
then, assisted by the priests and all the faithful present, he anathematized this adulterous spirit, and forbade him in the name of Christ to approach this or
any other woman.
When the sacred tapers were
burnt out, the power of the demon became extinguished at the same time. The unfortunate possessed
having been confessed, took the sacrament and from
;

that time her

enemy never dared

to appear, but fled

from her, never to return.*
In the present day the intercourse with demons is
far more rare than formerly
out of the hundreds of
lunatics who have come under our notice, we have
not met with a single well-established instance.
Hallucinations of this kind now generally assume the
;

—

* Vie de Saint Bernard
Collection des Memoir es relatifs a
VHistoire de France.
Traduite par M. Guizot.
At this period
religion was the only remedy for evils against which science was

powerless.
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form of angels, or of men gifted with all the charms
which the imagination can bestow upon them. They
frequently refer to the head of the asylum.
Example 42. Madame B. is persuaded she is about
to be married to a man of birth and influence, who
has

her sympathies.

Possessed with this idea, she
Every night, she
tells me, she receives a visit from the angel Raphael,
a beautiful, fair young man, with a pale complexion,
clothed in black, and who speaks to her in the most
gracious manner.
is

all

oblivious of her real husband.

Example 43. Mademoiselle Z., aged seventeen,
was brought to our establishment on account of a
mental derangement caused by love.
The first
symptoms had shown themselves three days previously.
Her countenance expressed a joyous excitement. Her lover never quits her he follows her everywhere, and calls her by the most endearing names.
When he goes away she throws herself on her knees,
asks his pardon, and entreats him not to reduce her
to despair.
She sees him in the clouds, crowned
with roses, and from whence he regards her with
;

looks of tenderness.

One

of the most interesting

we

ever witnessed was her singing to her lover
the ballad of La Folle.
Such was the attraction, that

scenes

who had been in our house for more than ten
would gather round her, and listen to her with

lunatics
years,

marked delight.
To show his affection,

this ideal lover brought her
bouquets of flowers, and surrounded her with delicious
" See these roses," she would say, "what
perfumes.
a delicious perfume they give the room is fiiled
with it."
The thoughts of Mademoiselle Z. were
so concentrated on one object, that it was scarcely
possible to obtain even a few words from her.
Her excitement rapidly diminished: she still heard
the voice of her lover
but her reason was soon
;

;
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and at the end of eight days all her
symptoms disappeared.
The Monomania of Nostalgia home sickness is
seldom observed in the asylums for the insane. Under
the influence of their insanity, these unhappy perrestored,

—

sons see

and

—

home, their parents,
on their lips and joy in

their country, their

their friends with smiles

they converse with invisible
countenances
beings and speak of the pleasure which the sight
attended a case of dementia acaffords them.
companied with paralysis, where the patient's words
were scarcely audible, and, while in his own house, he
their

:

We

was subject to paroxysms of rage. JNTo sooner was
he separated from his family, than he refused all
nourishment, would allow no one to approach him,
Eight days were passed
and uttered frightful cries.
in the most rigid abstinence satisfied that his return home was the only thing that could save him,
we immediately wrote to his wife. As soon as he saw
her he consented to take some broth, and this man,
who seemed almost dying, was able to enter a car;

riage with the assistance of only a single person.

Hallucinations and illusions almost always accompany Calenture a febrile disease peculiar to sailors.
The irresistible desire felt by these persons to throw

—

themselves into the sea, arises from their mistaking
it for verdant fields, enamelled with flowers
they
long to traverse these fertile plains, fresh with moisture, and to which their imagination imparts the presence of cooling shades and the sweetest perfume of
At other times, it is for the purpose of
the flowers.
escaping from their vessel, and to be freed from their
miserable thoughts, or from the presence of a phantom.
Vampirism and Lycanthropy, which existed some
centuries ago as epidemics, were accompanied by
;

hallucinations and illusions.

The other

varieties of

monomania may

also be ac-

—
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companied by hallucinations but those we have
dwelt upon are the kinds which present themselves
most frequently. "What we have said with regard to
;

these, renders

it

unnecessary to enter into further

details.

Stupidity.

There are lunatics who resemble statues: they seem
all which passes around
them their eyes are fixed, their mouths wide open,
and they look like idiots. Greorget gave the name of
stupidite to this particular kind of insanity
Esguirol
considers it as a variety of dementia demence aigue ;
and M. Baillarger, as the highest degree of a peculiar form of melancholia.
According to this writer,*
everything around these lunatics is changed.
They
are a prey to all kinds of hallucinations and illusions
they will believe that they are in a desert, in a house
of bad repute, in a foreign country
that they have
Some will
been sent to the galleys, or are in prison.
take the bath-room for hell, the baths for boats, the
to be perfectly unconscious of
;

;

;

;

scar of a blister for the

mark of the

men risen from

lunatics for

galleys, the other

their graves, for prisoners,

women, for soldiers in disguise or, on the other
Others see
hand, they will mistake women for men.
hideous and threatening phantoms, or everybody
around them appears to be drunk.
Others hear frightful voices, which insult them, and
threaten to kill or burn them. Their beds are filled
with the noise of clocks and tambourines the explofor

;

;

them their relations
enemies, and implore their

sions of fire-arms rattle around

are struggling with their

;

assistance their bodies are pierced with bullets, their
blood streams upon the ground, or they have the
sensation of some one suffocating them by pressing
;

on

their chests.

* Baillarger De VEtat designe chez les Alienes sous le Norn de
Stupidite—A nnales Med. -Psychol., Nos. 1 et 2. Paris, 3 843.
:
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is impossible not to recognise in this description
highest degree of melancholy monomania.
In
nine cases recorded by M. Baillarger all had either

It

the

hallucinations or illusions.

Example

44.

M.

B.,

aged twenty-five, at the head

Government offices, was brought to
Charenton, August 12th, 1833.
On two occasions he
had attacks of insanity. The symptoms, at the commencement of the last attack, seemed to have been
those of acute delirium.
At his entrance M. B. was
of one of the

countenance had lost all exand denoted the most profound idiotcy. He
would remain the whole day in the same place, perfectly silent, and without paying the slightest attention to what was passing around him.
His memory
seemed completely gone. The stupor into which he
had fallen was so profound, that it was necessary to
feed him, and instead of the usual dress he was propale, his eyes fixed, his

pression,

vided with a sort of long blouse.
blister applied to the neck produced some improvement, and towards the end of December he was

A

perfectly cured.

The state in which M. B. has been for three months
cannot be better described than as a long dream.
Everything around him, he said, seemed transformed
he had the impression of there having been a general
annihilation. The earth trembled and opened beneath
his feet, and he felt as though he should be engulfed
in a deep abyss.
When he laid hold of the persons
who were near him, it was to prevent them falling
over precipices which resembled the craters of volcanoes.
M. B. mistook the bath-room of Charenton
for hell (he had refused to enter it), and the baths
for boats.
He thought that all who were with him
drowned themselves. It appeared to him afterwards
that he had been wounded, and that his blood continued to trickle on to the ground.
The blister he
:
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had had on his neck was the mark of the galleys, and
he thought he was dishonoured for ever by this brand
of infamy.
He could not at all understand who were
the strange-looking persons around him he at last
regarded them as persons who had risen from the
dead.
He saw his brother in the midst of torments,
and constantly heard the cries of his relatives, who
were being murdered, imploring his assistance. He
was surrounded by the noise of fire-arms balls
traversed his body without wounding him, and killed
other people. Everything was confused and disordered
in his mind
he no longer distinguished night from
day the months seemed to him like years. He believed he had brought all these evils upon himself, and
for that reason made several attempts to commit suicide.
In the article Stupidite, in the Supplement au Dic;

;

:

;

des Dictionnaires de JMedecine, we have
observed that this disease may, like sleep, present
two different conditions, one of which is characterized
by a complete suspension of the faculties, and the
other by the existence of dreams.

tionnaire

Mania.
The rapidity with which the thoughts, the recollecand images pass through the mind of the maniac,

tions,

the difficulty which he has in forming comparisons, the
impossibility he finds in fixing his attention, all concur

to favour the production of hallucinations and illusions.

This complication is therefore very common in the
MM. Aubanel and Thore have stated that
maniac.
in one hundred and eighty-one maniacs they had
observed fifty-six instances of hallucinations.
Kone of these cases presented hallucinations of all
the senses.
These physicians have justly remarked
that this number would be considerably higher, but
that many hallucinations escape our notice in the
midst of the agitation and other troubles which afflict
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In seven maniacs who were in our
the maniac.
establishment at the time of our last returns, all had
either illusions or hallucinations.

aged thirty-nine, a man of
but with great confidence in his abilities, had conducted the business of
a large commercial house in Paris for twenty years,

Example

intelligence

45.

M.

P.,

and a good

linguist,

when the entire management was left in his hands.
Every one supposed that M. P. had now attained his
utmost wishes, when it was perceived his conduct
was no longer the same. He embarked large sums
of money in speculations quite distinct from those
which had been carried on previously, nor were these
transactions conducted with the ability he had hitherto
shown.
In spite of a promise he had given his
partner to the contrary, he continued to speculate on
his

own

account.

A remark of considerable importance here
itself.

It frequently happens that a

suggests

man who up

to

a certain time has conducted himself with the greatest
integrity, commits a breach of trust, embezzles money,
or in some way robs his employer, people are astonished and indignant, and the act receives its apThere is no doubt that many
pointed punishment.
unfortunate persons have expiated in prison, as a
crime, an act which was the result of disease.
Circumstances of this kind have come under our notice
a sufficient number of times to induce us specially to
call the attention of magistrates to this species of
mental aberration. An invalid was sent to us by
Dr. Ollivier, of Angers, to ascertain whether the
patient was really insane, for, on examining his
accounts, there was found a deficiency of more than
Greatly concerned, his family were
10,000 francs.
earnestly endeavouring to buy off the persons whom
he had robbed. Two months' observation left no
doubt in our mind that it was a case of dementia
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with paralysis. These embezzlements had taken place
during the time that the disease was being engendered.
C, who was employed in a banking-house,
had had a violent fall upon his head, but, after a
time, he was able to return to his employment.
An
examination of his accounts proved there was a deficiency of several thousand francs the strict integrity
and attention to business which he had previously
shown prevented his being prosecuted, and his employers were contented with dismissing him. Shortly
afterwards he was sent to my house.
I immediately
perceived there was general paralysis, without any
other disturbance of the mental faculties than a loss
of memory.
His constant anxiety was to return to
his situation, where he imagined he was wanted.
As
in the preceding case, all that had passed during the
time that the disease was being developed was a
blank.
The man was still upright, but his mind was
;

irrevocably destroyed.

When, therefore, a person, whose conduct has
always been irreproachable, becomes unsettled, and
acts in an eccentric, strange, or reprehensible manner,
he should be carefully watched, and frequently at the
end of a few months, sooner or later, insanity will
begin to show itself, and in the majority of cases
will assume the form of dementia with general
paralysis.

The conduct of M. P. was soon afterwards
plained

;

ex-

he was seized with a violent attack of mania,

which lasted fifteen days. His recovery was rapid
and seemed to be complete but it was observed he
had no longer the same decision of character that he
had previously, while his self-esteem had greatly in;

creased.

Having returned to his usual occupations, M. P.
could not resist again entering into hazardous speculations, which, more than once, must have caused

—

;;
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him bitter regret. About the end of September he
had a second attack, more violent than the first. The
following

is

the description which his relative gave us

of this seizure
" I was," he said, " alone with
:

when the

attack

came on

;

M.

P. and his wife

the house stood by

itself,

from any other habitation. For some hours he
had done nothing bnt violently open and shut the
doors
we saw that every moment his excitement
was increasing. All at once he cried out that he was
Down on your knees,' he added, with a terrific
God.
voice, and with rage depicted on his countenance.

far

;

'

*

I obey,' I replied,

commands.'

'

'

because I

Now

It is well.

know
rise,

it

is

God who

place yourself on

the bed, that I may perform an operation.' He then
passed his hands over all parts of my body, tickling
the soles of my feet if I removed them, he would
say, you have no patience, the operation is marred
I must begin again. I was particularly careful to
;

show no signs of fear, and to repeat, after each of his
commands, I obey, because I know it is God who
'

commands.'
" This frightful scene lasted
flight

was impossible,

to fasten the doors

stopped

must

me by

kill

you

!'

;

force.

he

more than four hours
he had taken the precaution
besides which, he would have
;

for

At

last the crisis

came

cried, in a voice of fury it is

I
im'

:

Conciliation was at an end it
was useless to hesitate. I threw myself upon him
the struggle was terrific I was speedily covered with
bites, and the blood streamed from me.
He called
me Satan, and actually roared with rage. I felt 'my
strength failing me, and that I was about to be at
the mercy of a furious maniac, when a thought struck
me.
My friend,' I said, God commands me, and
I obey you but I must surround you with bands to
render the honours that are due to you.'

possible to describe.

;

;

'

'

;

k2
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" Scarcely had I said these words when he loosened
became calm, and himself assisted in executing the idea which had suggested itself so opporAssisted by his wife, whom he had no more
tunely.
spared than myself, I surrounded him with cords,
towels, and curtains. In this state he wished to rise
but, finding that he was bound, his transports of rage
were so violent, that, if some men had not come to
our assistance, a dreadful catastrophe must have
his grasp,

;

ensued."
I received M. P. into my establishment, he
I had him
bore traces of his recent struggle.
placed in the bath, where he remained eight hours,
receiving a continued stream of water on his head a
mode of treatment which I have employed with great
At times he was very
success in cases of this kind.
calm then he would declare that he was Grod, Jesus
Christ, the emperor, and that we were all devils. He
saw before him heaps of gold and precious stones,
which he bestowed on all around him.
During the night he had a paroxysm of rage, and
endeavoured to destroy the walls of his apartment.
Five days after he struck one of the attendants with
an iron bar he had taken from his window he afterwards assigned, as the reason for his doing this, that a
voice had told him that he had the power of restoring
the dead to life, and he was desirous of killing the
attendant, in order to cut off his head, and then
He constantly saw lions, leopards,
resuscitate him.
giraffes, and cameleons, all of which he described most

When

still

;

;

;

admirably.

As

he expressed himself less
monologues were in English.

his disease increased,

in French, and

all

his

It has been long observed that the insane, in their
delirium, almost always return to the use of their

own

language,

familiar with

it

although they are sometimes less
than that of the country they inhabit.
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M. P. often imitated the noise of trumpets at
those times he was hunting lions and leopards at
other times the walls of his apartment were decorated
The persons present
with gold and precious stones.
seemed changed into others, and supposing the change,
;

;

he then spoke to them correctly concerning matters
Sometimes he
with which they were acquainted.
imagined he was growing so tall he should touch the
ceiling, and to avoid this he would double himself up.
These hallucinations and illusions continued uninterruptedly for two months his appetite was good, and
but
there was no alteration in his appearance
changes of structure were going on his legs became
dropsical, and it was evident he was sinking from the
;

;

;

At the end of three months
effects of his disease.
there was a defect and hesitation in his speech all
the symptoms of cerebral congestion rapidly set in,
;

and two days

How

did

it

after he died in a state of coma.

happen that such a powerful organiza-

tion should have fallen a prey to insanity

!

This

"We were
question subsequently received an answer
informed that M. P. had married against the advice
of his relations and friends, and that this had been a

The
constant source of vexation and mortification.
murder of one of his relations at Rome by the mob,
had also been a source of great grief to him for in
men of his temperament, the impossibility of revenging themselves becomes the cause of torment, such as
cannot even be comprehended by other persons.
Hallucinations may show themselves in the maniac
at the commencement of his disease they may pre;

;

cede it, complicate it, terminate at the same time,
or continue when it has ceased.
It sometimes happens that the illusion becomes

A

converted into a hallucination, and vice versa.
maniac mistakes the persons that are present for
frightful animals afterwards, by a natural process of
;
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the mind, he detaches the image from the idea, and
places it before his eyes then, terrified by his own
creation, with shrieks and cries he engages in a
furious contest with the imaginary animal. At other
times, the maniac, having mistaken a stranger for
some one he was acquainted with, afterwards sees
this person before him, and enters into conversation
These changes are also noticed in other
with him.
;

forms of insanity.
In puerperal mania, or the insanity of child-bed,
the most extravagant hallucinations of sight and
hearing throw the patients into a state of violent
agitation they are tormented by the fear of death
or of being poisoned, and undergo all the agonies of
;

despair.

In an article * we have published on this disorder
we have recorded the presence of hallucinations. Those

common. The patients hear voices
some cases urging them to
commit suicide. Out of one hundred and eleven
cases of puerperal mania recorded at Bethlem, thirtytwo had a tendency to suicide.
The hallucinations and illusions often explain the
He attacks you,
acts and resolutions of the maniac.
because the illusion has converted you into the person of his enemy, or he imagines you mock and
Another throws himself out of the
insult him.
of hearing are very

sounding in their

ears, in

window, because he thinks the street is level with
the floor of his apartment, or he mistakes it for a
flower garden.
Many lunatics, on their first admission, refuse their
Some contemplate the
food, thinking it is poisoned.
heavens in a kind of ecstasy, for to their eyes the
clouds are of pure gold, and in the midst of them
are gorgeous palaces and mounted horsemen.
* Folie des Femmes en Couche.—Bibliotkeque des Medecines
Praticiens, vol. ix. p. 472.

—

;
:
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In consequence of the agitation of the patient,
irritability, and the impossibility of obtaining
replies from him, it is often very difficult to trace
his

these eccentric or dangerous acts to their true causes
but they are none the less the result of hallucinations

and

illusions.

Dementia.
Sect.

I.

Hallucinations

in

Dementia.

— If

the

meaning of the word dementia had always been
restricted to the definition which is generally given
of it in the present day, then the cases of insanity
included under that head would rarely present the
phenomena of hallucinations and illusions.
The different degrees which exist between the
first weakening of the intellect and its complete
There are lunatics who
obliteration are numberless.
have only a momentary incoherence, and then resume
a conversation as if there was no defect whatever in
their intellect.
The symptoms of dementia only
show themselves in these persons at longer or
What has most attracted our
shorter intervals.
attention is that dementia presents itself under two
types the maniacal and the monomaniacal.
This
enables us to establish the following classification
monomaniacal dementia, maniacal dementia, and com-

—

to which

it is

necessary to add, senile

Regarding dementia in

this

new light,

plete dementia

;

dementia.
surprising that our results

should

it is

scarcely

differ materially

from those of MM. Aubanel and Thore thus, while
these gentlemen state that they have only observed
one instance of hallucination in forty-five cases of dementia, iD only twenty-one cases we have found hallucinations and illusions in no less than sixteen of them.
Example 46. Mademoiselle C, aged seventy-two,
never showed any symptoms of derangement until
;
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Instead of leading a sedenher seventy-first year.
tary life, according to her nsual habits, she was continually changing her residence and travelling about.
Her family could not persuade her to remain in one
place, and she was therefore placed under my charge.
This lady believed that some dishonest person had
possessed himself of her papers, and had committed
forgeries in order to obtain possession of her proShe likewise accused three other persons of
perty.
Her conversation was
being in league with him.
unconnected, and her memory defective but frequently she would converse in a rational manner,
;

and these lucid

On

intervals

would

last for days.

we learned

questioning this lady,

that for

some

months, during the night, she had seen persons in
her bedroom, who conversed in a way she could not
" When I reunderstand, and disturbed her rest.
sided in the country," she said, " I was accompanied
by persons of importance sometimes they disappeared, then again they would be riding in cabriolets. Very often I met an attendant belonging to the
chateau, who made his appearance as soon as I
stepped into the street, and whose duty it was to
protect me."
During her examination she spoke rationally, and the
magistrates would have been exceedingly puzzled, if
When they
she had not alluded to the forgeries.
were gone, she assured me it was a plot, for they were
persons in disguise whom she had recognised.
Some days this lady, who still remembered the
events of her past life, and gave reasonable answers
to the questions which were put to her, became completely deranged she believed the king had granted
her a pension, and insisted she was only imprisoned
in my house for the purpose of depriving her of
;

;

her property. During the night she would often
sometimes she
converse with imaginary persons
;
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answered them in a respectful or friendly manner,
One
while at other times she would insult them.
morning she assured me that an inmate, Madame D.,
had come to her in the middle of the night (each
person is fastened in a separate apartment)
to sayshe was the Goddess of Insanity, and that she had
proclaimed this throughout the country.
She then
changed the subject, and pretended she was drawing a
likeness of Destiny, that she was Madame Georges,
that I ought to allow her to go out to counteract the
All these communications were made in a
forgeries.
low and confidential tone of voice, lest the imaginary
persons should overhear them.
The state of Mademoiselle C. remained the same
she always believed she was the
for two years
Nearly every day she asked me
victim of others.
to allow her to go out to attend her church
but her
intention was to escape.
This lady died at eighty

—

—

;

;

years of age, retaining considerable firmness of character,

but subject to the same hallucinations without

the dementia having increased.
There are some cases of dementia in which the
patients are only slightly affected by external im-

they have lost the power of associating
and their memory is defective, but they
are still capable of holding a conversation for a few
minutes at a time.
lady who was in this state was
troubled with hallucinations.
She imagined that her
brother, who had been dead for many years, lived in
an adjoining room she heard him groan and complain.
She was convinced that he knocked at the walls, that
he was dying she would become greatly excited, run
wildly about, calling to him, and uttering cries of
lamentation.
During the night she saw and disputed with people who struck her in consequence of
this, she never undressed.
This lady complained that
she was surrounded by disagreeable odours, and that
pressions

;

their ideas,

A

;

;

;

;
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her food was poisoned

she would therefore only eat
and would drink nothing but water.
The monomamaeal form, of the hallucination may
continue to a very advanced stage of the disease.
Madame M., aged eighty-one, whose case is related
;

'dry bread,

at page 77, has entirely lost her

memory

she does
past and present,
is a blank. During four years that she has been in my
establishment the same hallucination has continued

not know her children, and her

;

life,

to torment her.

Dementia frequently presents itself under the
maniacal type, and it is sometimes very difficult to
distinguish between the two.
One lunatic will seem
to be a maniac who is already on the verge of dementia while another will seem to be in a state of
dementia who is still a maniac. When the disease
increases, the diagnosis soon becomes clear
but the
intermediate state may continue a long time, and
give rise to considerable embarrassment.
Example 47. M. B., an artist of considerable
celebrity, was attacked, fifteen years ago, with maniacal insanity, which has since passed into dementia.
He has been several times restored to liberty, but
when any political disturbance took place, his excitement always returned. At those times he had hallucinations of the senses of smell and taste he imagined he was compelled to breathe an infected atmosphere, that persons wished to injure or poison him
he became suspicious, and shut himself up in his
He would pace round it, with his sword,
room.
threatening to kill twelve or fifteen hundred people.
During his lucid intervals he would speak and
write concerning his art in an agreeable manner, and
in a way which gave no indication of the disorder of
In his delirium he imagined he was an
his mind.
that he was a landed
elector, and must go and vote
;

;

;

;
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and that he was unjustly confined. He
misfortunes to foreigners, and considered that, but for the preference shown to them,
his works would have procured him the notice of his
His memory began to fail, his conversation
country.
was unconnected, he saw persons and heard voices,
which threatened him and filled him with alarm. By
degrees these symptoms disappeared he became collected he would draw, paint, or play on the violin,
and converse rationally. This state continued for
Latterly he has played music the
eleven years.
whole of the night, and danced with the phantom
company which assembles at his imaginary parties.
His hallucinations remain the same.
Example 48. Madame Z., aged fifty, insane for
more than ten years, believes herself appointed
proprietor,

referred

all his

;

;

inspector-general

;

her conversation

is

generally un-

connected, especially when it is continued for any
This lady holds her head erect,
length of time.

speaks with an air of importance, and expresses herself
From time to time she has fits of rage
because the telegraphs affect her in a way that
degrades her, and surrounds her with fumigations
She complains that
which she wishes to avoid.
people strike her, and every fresh violence increases
her rage, by reminding her of the previous attacks.
in Italian.

.... By means of acoustics her ears are assailed
At times
with indecent and insulting expressions.
Madame Z. dresses herself in the most burlesque
She fancies
manner, and walks in a theatrical style.
she is invested with the most important duties, keeps
a strict watch, and reports everything which comes
under her notice.
During the ten years which she has been an inmate
of my establishment her acts of folly have always
been the same she frequently explains them in a
;
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very plausible manner.
The dementia has increased,
but up to this time the hallucinations and illusions
still continued.
In complete dementia, where the memory is nearly
gone, where the passions and feelings are obliterated,
and the patients pay a child-like obedience to their
attendants, we may still detect the existence of hallucinations and illusions.

Example 49. M. C, aged sixty-three, has always
been of weak intellect, and, at the same time, obstinate.
His children have been obliged to separate
from him. Arrived at the last stage of dementia, in
which he recognises no one, he is brought to my
establishment, because every night, when he goes to
is terrified at the sight of murderers, who are
going to kill him. While this idea occupies his mind,
he continues to call out to the assassins, to shout for
assistance, and to struggle, as if he was defending
himself.
This condition lasted for several months.
Some days before his death the same hallucination
again tormented him.
attended a lady in a state of dementia for ten
years, with whom it was impossible to keep up any
communication, for she fell into a furious state whenever she was approached, and continued to utter all
Every night she disputed with
sorts of absurdities.
persons who contradicted and annoyed her these
quarrels were violent in the extreme, and continued
for hours together.
It was easy to follow the course

bed, he

We

;

of the quarrel by means of the dialogue.
Senile dementia, which is only a variety of the last

sometimes accompanied by hallucinaold lady, eighty -two years of
age, who from time to time was subject to a false

form,

tions.

is

also

We

knew an

sensation of a very singular character.

This lady,

whose room had a large white wall, told us she was
very agreeably entertained by the sight of thousands

—
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of people, who descended the wall for the purpose of
going to &fete.
They carried with them their dresses
The company consisted of men,
for the festival.
women, and children. "We have heard her cry out
with delight at their number, the variety of their
costumes, and the haste with which they descended.
Gradually the number of the promenaders diminished
she only perceived a few solitary groups, and by
degrees they all disappeared.
"We have since met
with two similar cases in very old ladies.
Sect. II. Hallucinations in Dementia with Gene:

—

It may at first seem singular that
the most severe form of insanity should be capable
of being complicated with hallucinations.
How, in

ral Paralysis.

fact, are

we

to believe that a

man who

cannot speak

whose memory is gone, who is blind, his mouth
half open, his lips hanging down, his step tottering
and uncertain, can be excited by anything ? Nevertheless, experience shows that it does occur.
"What
we have said at page 135, regarding the different
degrees and types of dementia, will also apply to
cases of deranged intellect accompanied by paralysis.
"We speak here only of paralysis with insanity, and
not of that of the disease, which has been described
some years back under the title of progressive general
plain,

paralysis without insanity.

Examples of hallucinations in

this

kind of insanity

are far from numerous, but there can be no doubt
that some insane persons, with paralysis and in a

of dementia, have hallucinations of sight and
Out of eight lunatics, paralysed and in a
state of dementia, whom we have had in our establishstate

hearing.

ment, four have been so affected.

Example 50. Madame
aged sixty-five, belonged to a literary family, and has herself been distinguished by her writings.
At the present time
her conversation is unconnected, her speech hesitating,
,
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and her memory gone but in the midst of this total
wreck, the idea that she has been a poetess still
survives.
Every morning she tells me, in a voice full
of emotion, that she has been visited by an angel
During the day
clothed in white, who spoke to her.
she said to me, " My angel spoke to me, and engaged
me to go out and visit my daughter." The angel is
young, beautiful, and fair; it is a recollection of the
past.
At times she imagines she partakes of an
excellent repast, and will describe to me all the dishes
To hear her, you would suppose that
she has tasted.
The meats on the
she still assisted at the banquet.
table are exquisite they give forth the most savoury
smells, and the wines are of the most celebrated
Unless she is speaking of her poems and
growths.
her writings, her conversation wanders perpetually.
In the following case the person had arrived at the
very worst stage of the disease, when he suddenly
emerged from his speechless condition, and uttered
cries and howls which nothing could allay.
Example 51. M. B., who has been insane and
paralytic for nearly four years, seems to have entirely
From time to time he
lost the power of speech.
;

;

this will last for
utters hoarse, inarticulate cries
fifteen days, and after that he will remain silent for
;

a
is

At times he recovers
number of sentences, which

month.

utters a

under the influence of

He

and drive

it

speech, and
show that he

frightful hallucination.

is

away are

forth cries that

all

a shark close at hand, and ready
His efforts to frighten the creature

believes there

to devour him.

a

his

terrible to behold.

may be heard

He

sends

way off, and
of his room his

a long

dashes himself against the walls

;

features are distorted, his eyes are starting from their
It is
sockets, and the sweat pours from his body.
impossible to afford him any relief, and one is com-
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pelled to remain a helpless spectator of a struggle

which

it is

most distressing

to witness.

This hallucination produced very serious results.
One day he imagined that his sister, who anxiously
attended upon him, was the shark he rushed at her
with a razor, and tried to wound her. Fortunately she
was able to avoid his cuts but one of his cousins,
who was present at this frightful scene, was so affected
by it, that she died five days after.
;

;

Hallucinations in Imbecility, Idiotism, and
Cretinism.

For the production of hallucinations it is necessary
that certain faculties, amongst which the imagination
holds an important place, should be able to perform
their functions.

But when the

intellect is destroyed,

where it has never
and cretinism, errors of the

as in the last stage of dementia, or
existed, as in idiotism

senses cannot take place.

A distinction must be made where the imbecile has
some portion of intelligence where, for instance, he
has memory, is capable of being taught, or of observing where he experiences fear and sometimes revenges himself.
It seems to us beyond a doubt
that reprehensible and criminal acts have been committed by imbeciles under the influence of hallucinations and illusions.
The insane imbecile is
unquestionably a credulous being, and this condition
of his mind renders him a docile instrument in the

—

;

hands of designing men
the examination of his
mental faculties proves that he may be governed by
;

hallucinations.

f
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CHAPTER

VI.

HALLUCINATIONS IN DELIKITTM TKEMENS.

The effect of alcoholic liquors on man are too well
known to render it necessary for us to dwell upon
them here we shall therefore confine ourselves to
;

noticing some

particulars concerning

the

insanity

which they give rise to.
In those lunatic asylums which are devoted to the
reception of the middle classes of society, one-tenth
of the inmates, says M. Royer-Collard, # become
insane through the abuse of spirituous liquors or wine.

At Charenton
cause

is

the

number of men insane from this
women. M. Bayle

four times that of the

attributes

same cause one-third of

to the

all

the

mental diseases which have come under his notice.
It is important to remember that in some individuals
this propensity to drink does not show itself until
after the appearance of the mental disease
thus in
some females of most estimable character it makes its
appearance at the change of life.
In the houses for the reception of pauper lunatics
these proportions are still greater.
Out of 1679
insane admitted into the Bicetre from 1808 to 1813,
M. Ramou formerly house-surgeon to the hospital
considered that 126 of these were due to excessive
drinking; while, according to M. Esquirol, out of
264 females at the Salpetriere, 26 were to be attri;

—

—

* H. Royer- Collar d DeV Usage et de VAbus des Boissons ferThese de Concours. Paris, 1838.
mentees et distillees.
f Bayle Traite des Maladies du Ccrveau etde ses Membranes.
Paris, 1826.

—

:

:

—
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butecl solely to the abuse of

wine or

spirits.
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The

functional disorders which are produced in the insane

from excessive drinking manifest themselves under
many different forms but those only will be noticed
here which relate to sensation, and which show themselves by illusions and hallucinations of the senses.
These patients see objects double ; everything around
them is in motion they are haunted by shadows and
spectres they hear the sound of many voices, or of
separate noises they believe their food is poisoned,
and they are annoyed by disagreeable odours.
M. Viardot, translator of the Nouvelles Busses of
M. G-ogol, says that the Zaporogh Cossacks, who
indulge in the immoderate use of spirituous liquors,
are often attacked with delirium tremens, and that
they are then beset with demoniacal visions.
He
mentions the case of one man who saw enormous
scorpions stretching out their claws, endeavouring to
lay hold of him, and who died in convulsions on the
third day, when he thought they had actually seized
him. (Revue des Deux Mondes.)
The existence of these peculiar and distressing
hallucinations has been commented ou by the writers
of every country.
We read in the American Journal
of Insanity, that all kiuds of animals introduce themselves into the room of the sick man they glide into
his bed, or walk over the coverings, or threaten and
torment him with hideous grimaces.*
From the numerous cases of this kind which are
brought in the course of every year to my establishment, mostly from amongst publicans, I have selected
;

;

;

;

;

the following

Example

:

52. M., aged twenty-seven, stout, small,

and of a lymphatic temperament. In consequence of
had been in the habit of drinking

his occupation, he

*j
*

Annul. Med.-Psych.

p. 466.

L

Juillet,

1850.

;
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Three days before his
admission into my house his friends perceived that
he stuttered and was affected with a general trembling.
On the day of his admission his symptoms had
greatly increased the walls were covered with skeletons, phantoms, and devils, who climbed up them and
then disappeared.
Sometimes this appearance was
confined to a space not larger than a sheet of paper.
The objects which were before him became transformed
in a most extraordinary manner.
Thus he brought
his medical man a jug and a woman's cap, which he
declared had assumed the form of certain persons.
In his delirium he imagined he saw his wife committing the most sanguinary outrages.
This illusion
greatty excited him. He fancied he heard the voices
It was under these circumstances he
of the dying.
was brought to my establishment.
"When I questioned him he trembled violently, and
His wife, he
related to me the visions he had seen.
said, had denied their existence, but this was mere
dissimulation on her part.
He pointed them out
with his finger, and asked me if I did not see them.
During the whole night he was stooping down to
seize all kinds of objects, which issued from the floor
Presently he would shriek out,
of the room.
frightened by the horrible aspect of the phantoms
then he would signal others to approach, that they
might mingle together. I have noticed above the
frequency of this symptom, and shown that it mostly
consists of the figures of animals, reptiles, or insects.*
Two baths, each of eight hours' duration, combined
with the irrigation of cold water, was sufficient to
cure this man, upon whom twenty-five drops of opium
had produced no effect.

large quantities of brandy.

;

* BrierredeBoismont DeV Hydropisie chezles AUenes buveurs,
de sa Guerison par V Usage modere du Vin et de V Eau-de-vie
Gazette des Hojritaux, 8 Aout, 1844.
:

et

—
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called upon," says Dr. Alder-

Mr.

visit

,

who

at that

Haying at different times
time kept a dram-shop.
attended, and thence knowing him very well, I was
struck with something singular upon my first entrance.
He went upstairs with me, but evidently hesitated
When he got into his
occasionally as he went.
chamber, he expressed some apprehension lest I
should consider him as insane, and send him to the
asylum at York, whither I had not long ago sent one
"Whence all these apprehenof his pot-companions.
sions ? What is the matter with you ? Why do you
He then sat down, and gave
look so full of terror ?

me

a history of his complaint.

"

About a week or ten days before, after drawing
some liquor in his cellar for a girl, he desired her to
take away the oysters which lay upon the floor, and
which he supposed she had dropped. The girl, thinking him drunk, laughed at him, and went out of the
room.
"
his

He

endeavoured to take them up himself, and, to

great astonishment, could find none.

He

was

then going out of the cellar, when at the door he
saw a soldier, whose looks he did not like, attempting
to enter the room where he then was. He desired to
know what he wanted there and upon receiving no
answer, but, as he thought, a menacing look, he
sprung forward to seize the intruder, and, to his no
small surprise, found it a phantom.
The cold sweat
hung upon his brow he trembled in every limb. It
was the dusk of the evening as he passed along the
passage the phantom flitted before his eyes
he attempted to follow it, resolutely determined to satisfy
himself; but as it vanished there appeared others, and
some of them at a distance, and he exhausted himself
by fruitless attempts to lay hold of them.
He
hastened to his family, with marks of terror and
l 2
;

—

;

;
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though a man of the most undaunted
me that he never had
before felt what it was to be completely terrified.
During the whole of that night he was constantly
tormented with a variety of spectres, sometimes of
people who had been long dead, and at other times of
friends who were living; and harassed himself with
continually getting out of bed, to ascertain whether
Nor could he
the people he saw were real or not.
always tell who were and who were not real customers,
as they came into the rooms in the day-time, so that
his conduct became the subject of observation, and
though it was for a time attributed to private drinking, it was at last suspected to arise from some other
and when I was sent for, the family were
cause
under the full conviction that he was insane, although
confusion

;

for

resolution, he confessed to

;

they confessed that, in everything else, except the
foolish notion of seeing apparitions, he was perfectly
and during the whole of the
rational and steady
time that he was relating his case to me and his
mind was fully occupied he felt the most gratifying
relief, for in all that time he had not seen one apparition and he was elated with pleasure, indeed, when
I told him I should not send him to York, for his
was a complaint I could cure at home. But whilst
I was writing a prescription, and had suffered him to
be at rest, I saw him suddenly get up, and go with a
What did you do that
hurried step to the door.
He looked ashamed and mortified. He had
for ?'
been so well whilst in conversation with me, that he
could not believe that the soldier whom he saw enter
the room was a phantom, and he got up to convince
;

—

—

;

'

himself.
" I need not here detail particularly the medical

treatment adopted; but it may be as well just to state
the circumstances which probably led to the complaint,
and the principle of cure. Some time previously he
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had had a quarrel with a drunken soldier, who attempted, against his inclination, to enter his house
at an unseasonable hour, and in the struggle to
turn him out, the soldier drew his bayonet, and,
having struck him across the temples, divided the
temporal artery in consequence of which he bled a
very large quantity before a surgeon arrived, as there
was no one who knew that, in such a case, simple
compression with the nuger upon the spouting artery
would stop the effusion of blood. He had scarcely
recovered from the effects of this loss of blood, when
he undertook to accompany a friend in his walkingmatch against time, in which he went forty-two miles
Elated with success, he spent the
in nine hours.
whole of the following day in drinking but found
himself, a short time afterwards, so much out of
health, that he came to the resolution of abstaining
It was in the course of the
altogether from liquor.
week following that abstinence from his usual habits
that he had the disease. It kept increasing for several
days, till I saw him, allowing him no time for rest.
Never was he able to get rid of these shadows by
night when in bed, nor by day when in motion,
though he sometimes walked miles with that view,
and at others got into a variety of company. He
told me he suffered even bodily pain, from the severe
lashing of a waggoner with his whip, who came every
night to a particular corner of his bed, but who
always disappeared when he jumped out of bed to
retort, which he did several nights successively. The
whole of this complaint was effectually removed by
After
bleeding with leeches, and active purgatives.
the first employment of these means he saw no more
phantoms in the day-time, and after the second, only
once saw his milkman in his bedroom, between
He has remained perfectly
sleeping and waking.
rational and well ever since, and can go out in the
;

;

—

;
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dark as well as ever, having received a perfect conviction of the nature of ghosts."*

The hallucinations vary greatly

they are, as has

;

been already remarked, the reflection of the character
and habits of the invalid. Sometimes, however, they
originate in an association of ideas, which a matter of
chance has given rise

to.

The hallucinations occasioned by drinking may
produce very serious results. M. R. had experienced
great domestic troubles, which he endeavoured to
forget by plunging into continual drunkenness, a
habit which soon affected his mind. One day he saw
an extraordinary figure, which made him a sign to
follow it he rose, pursued it, and fell into the street
he had, in fact, gone through the window. He wa3
brought to me, completely stunned by his fall he
thought he still saw the phantom, and answered the
questions which were put to him in a confused
few days' confinement and abstinence
manner.
;

;

A

restored his reason.

Writers who have treated of this disease have
recorded many examples of these derangements of
It may, in fact, give rise to a vast
the sensations.
This complication of the
variety of hallucinations.
disorder may show itself at the commencement of the
insanity, and it is important to bear this in mind,
for if one patient falls through a window, thinking
that he is following some strange figure, it is equally
possible for another to attack a person whom he mistakes for an enemy or a monster.
It may be said, Why separate the hallucinations of
drunkenness from those produced by the action of
The reason is this
certain drugs ?
The delirium of drunkenness is a very frequent
:

disease,
*

and shows

itself

accompanied by symptoms

Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal,

1810.

vol. vii. p.

288.
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—

of insanity, of which the primary cause
that is, the
abuse of intoxicating liquors may itself be only a
symptom of insanity. On the other hand, the hallucinations produced by drugs are temporary
we
rarely meet with them in this country, and the eifects
of many of these agents still require to be investigated.
Besides this, their action on the body is very different

—

:

from that of intoxicating liquors, while insanity does
not in reality form a part of their symptoms so that,
until further observations have been made, these hal;

lucinations are best considered in a separate chapter.

152
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CHAPTEE

»

VII.

HALLUCINATIONS IN NERVOUS DISEASES, NOT CONSTITUTING- INSANITY.

Haying now examined

the subject of Hallucinations
in relation to the principal forms of mental disease,

we

pass on to the consideration of them in connexion
with certain nervous affections which, in some respects,
verge upon insanity.
In this series only those
diseases will be noticed which present the phenomena
of hallucinations most frequently, or in which they
present some marked peculiarities.
1.

Catalepsy in relation

to

Hallucinations.

—The

which attends the existence of hallucinations
in catalepsy arises from the changes which the intellectual faculties undergo in this singular state.
In
difficulty

they are generally more or less completely suspended.
Nevertheless, our own experience and that
of others prove that there are some few cataleptics
who have dreams or visioDs concerning objects which
have strongly affected them.
In a case recorded in
the memoirs of the Academie Boyale des Sciences,
the catalepsy was produced by anxiety concerning an
important lawsuit.
During the attack the patient
gave an accurate account of his legal affairs.
Dr.
Hamilton, in one of his essays (Revue Brittanique)
has related the history of a young girl who, when
she was in this state, heard all that was said around
fact,

,

her.

—

2. Epilepsy in relation to Hallucinations.
The
frequent complication of epilepsy with insanity would
lead us to expect the occurrence of hallucinations.

;
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Salpetriere, Esquirol

hundred

epileptic patients,

half were insane.

Many of these patients, before they were entirely
deprived of sensation, had various hallucinations
they imagined they saw luminous bodies, which made
them fearful of being burnt.
They beheld dark
objects, which gradually enlarged, and threatened to
envelope them in total darkness they heard a noise
like thunder, the roll of drums, the clatter of arms,
and the tumult of an engagement they smelt the
:

;

most noxious odours, and complained they were struck
and covered with blows. These hallucinations caused
them the greatest alarm. Perhaps it is this feeling,
adds Esquirol, which gives to the physiognomy of
most epileptics that expression of terror or of indignation which is peculiar to these patients during their
attacks.

These remarks did not escape the notice .of Hibbert
and of Paterson, who have specially called attention
to the existence of hallucinations in epilepsy.

Dr.
Gregory, in his lectures, speaks of a patient who was
" liable to epileptic fits, in whom the paroxysm was
generally preceded by the apparition of an old woman
in a red cloak, who seemed to come up to him and
strike him on the head with her crutch
at that
instant he fell down in the fit."*
Amongst the patients we have attended, we have
met with many in whom the attack was preceded by
an apparition, and others in whom the hallucination
succeeded the attack.
Example 54. M. L. was seized ten years ago with
monomania of a melancholy character, since which he
imagines that he is subject to the persecutions of
relentless enemies.
He often hears them making
;

* Paterson

:

Loc.

cit.

;
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disgusting remarks to him, and they prevent his
sleeping by their wicked proposals.
From his child-

hood

was subject to irregular attacks of
which were often preceded by a hallucination,

this patient

epilepsy,

The moment before

resembling a flash of lightning.

losing his consciousness, he used to see the figure of

him like the shadows of a
he then uttered a loud cry, saying,
the devil!" and fell on the ground.

a demon, which approached

phantasmagoria

"Here

is

;

Sometimes strange figures address the

epileptic

they insult him or command him to do a certain act.
It is highly probable that many of the crimes committed by these unfortunate persons, and for which
some have been severely punished, were the results of
hallucinations of hearing and of sight.
Example 55. Jacques Mounin, of Berne, was liable
to epileptic fits.
At their termination he showed
symptoms of great excitement and after one of these
attacks he rushed like a madman into the country,
;

and successively assassinated three men. He was
followed, secured, and thrown into prison, where he
was interrogated as to the reason for his actions.

Mounin stated that he perfectly recollected killing
the three men, especially one who was his relative,
which he very much regretted. He said that, during
these paroxysms of fury, he saw himself surrounded
by flames, and that the colour of blood delighted
him.*
Several lunatics have told us they were dazzled by
the sight of a large crimson halo, which shone like
In the majority of
lightning previous to the attack.
the cases we have recorded the hallucination preceded
the attack.
M. Bellodf has quoted the case of a young man,
* Brierre de

Observations Medico-leg ales sur la
Paris, 1827.
Annal. Med.-Psych.^. 384. Nov. 1843.

Boismont

Monomanie homicide,

f

:

p. 24.
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who, two or three days before his fits, saw and heard
his mother and his sister, with whom he conversed.
"The paroxysms of epilepsy," says Conolly, "are
and the state of the
often preceded by a spectrum
brain then existing, whatever it be, being present in
other instances without being followed by the paroxysm, has often been the origin of a belief in superI know a gentleman who, in
natural appearances.
a state approaching to fainting, sometimes induced
by cupping, and sometimes by pain, sees the most
lovely landscapes displayed before him." *
Some years ago we had under our care a gentleman from the country he was a powerful, wellformed man, and came to be treated for attacks of
epilepsy, which occurred every month.
He told us
that, during one of these attacks, when travelling in
the country in harvest time, he had seized a scythe,
and that, rushing through the fields with it, he cut
down everything that came in his way, urged on by a
After
voice which told him to act in this manner.
passing through a number of fields, he stopped,
overcome by fatigue, and laid himself down by a wall,
where he fell asleep. What could have prevented
this man from committing some terrible crime ?
M. Brachet, who has given a good description of
eclampsia^ in infants, notices, as precursors of the
attack, the occurrence of frightful dreams, from which
the child starts up with an expression of terror and
;

;

cries of alarm.

In the eclampsia which occurs towards the end of
pregnancy, or during and after delivery, hallucinations
and illusions are very frequent.
There is no nervous
3. Hallucinations in Hysteria.

—

* Conolly

:

Ojms

cit. p.

240.

f Eclampsia is a peculiar convulsive disease of infancy, occurring
sometimes as early as the fifth month. See Dr. Tanner's Diseases
London, 8vo, 1848.
of Infancy and Childhood, p. 271.

—
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affection

which presents a greater variety of phenohysteria.
"When listening to the mono-

mena than

logues of hysterical patients, we may often detect
them speaking or replying to beings whom they see,
or with whom they imagine they are conversing at
other times they complain they are breathing a foetid
;

atmosphere, and that everything has a disagreeable
taste.

The hallucinations which occur in hysteria may be
divided into two series

;

in the one the reason

is

un-

affected, in the other there is insanit}^.

Example

56.

Madame

C. has for

subject to attacks of hysteria.

At

many

years been

the time of their

occurrence she is timid, anxious, and alarmed, and at
length her fears become so extreme that she does
nothing but call out for help.
This excessive terror

caused by the horrible phantoms which show themand who mock, insult, and
threaten to strike her.
Hibbert, in his work on Hallucinations, says, that
when the excitement of hysterical women is at its
height, its effects are similar to those produced by
the nitrous oxide gas, which is considered to have a
This writer speaks
peculiar influence on the blood.
is

selves during the attack,

of a woman, whose case is related by Portius, who #
was always warned of an hysterical attack by the ap-

pearance of her own image, as in a mirror.
Sauvages states that during the paroxysm the
patients are in the habit of seeing frightful spectres.

M. Michea
common in the

that hallucinations were very
epidemic hysteria which attacked the
female proselytes of Elizabeth of Louviers.*
Hysteria may exist with insanity, nor are such cases
uncommon it is, therefore, necessary to ascertain to
which disorder the hallucinations belong. "When they
says,

;

*

Michea

:

Delire des Sensations, p. 298.

Paris,

1846.
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show themselves as precursors of, or during the attack,
and cease with it, then there can be no hesitation in
regarding them as a complication of hysteria.
Example 57. Mademoiselle $., aged 46, believes she
is the cause of all the evil which happens in the w orld.
To hear her, one would suppose she had committed
every possible crime. " God," she says, " has forsaken
her, and given her over unto Satan."
This aberration
of the intellect, which first showed itself in the form
of melancholy, is now characterized by singing of
songs, by recitations, and monologues, spoken with
extreme volubility and at the summit of the voice.
Mademoiselle S. is conscious of the absurdity of this
conduct, and feels that it may justly be regarded as
insanity but she is compelled by an irresistible impulse to utter these things aloud.
These periods of
excitement are succeeded by strong hysterical attacks,
in which she experiences long-continued and violent
convulsions. The spasm commences in the womb. She
asserts that her disease has its seat in the abdomen.
During the attack, the attendants become transformed she sees hideous phantoms, or the devil makes
T

;

;

.

appearance

she fancies she is possessed, utters
piercing shrieks, and prays to be delivered from the
apparitions
she alternately laughs and weeps, and
his

;

;

then, at the end of

some hours, returns

to her usual

state.

In many insane hysterical women who have come
under our notice, the hallucinations were connected
with ideas of love while in others, who had a religious
tendency, they took the form of angels or devils. In
;

*this respect the hallucinations only followed the

laws

by which they are usually governed.
Hysteria, in insanity, often shows itself with erotomania and nymphomania.
It is probable that the
instincts and passions, which have hitherto been controlled by education, now burst forth with the greater
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violence in consequence of the restraint they have so

long undergone.

The hallucinations occur most commonly along with
the premonitory symptoms of the hysteria, but they
may also take place during the attack, when the
mental faculties are partially retained they may also
show themselves at its termination. The hallucinations of hearing and of sight are the most common,
but all the senses may be involved it is the same with
regard to illusions.
4. Hallucinations in Hypochondriasis.
The hypo;

;

—

chondriac, who, from his moral condition, becomes, as

were, the focus of all kinds of diseases, is necespredisposed to hallucinations and illusions.
His constant and uninterrupted contemplation of the
it

sarily

various forms of disease

production.

It

is

a

is

most favourable to their

common

thing for these persons

to complain of explosions, whistlings, musical sounds,
and other extraordinary noises in the head. " They
declare," says
is

M. Dubois

d' Amiens, "

in a state of ebullition, that

it is

that their brain

dried

up and har-

dened, and maintain that they are on the point of
losing their sight and their hearing."

Some imagine they perceive a snake or a fish moving
about their person. A lady, whose case has been reported by M. Falret, said her skin looked as if it was
covered with scales like those of a carp but she corSome
rected this impression by the sense of touch.
complain that they are alternately hot and cold, either
simultaneously or successively, in differents parts of
;

their bodies.

Zimmerman, the celebrated writer and

who

fell

physician,

into a hypochondriacal condition, continually

His
complained of the state of his digestive organs.
is filled with melancholy ideas, which
were increased by the French Eevolution. This state

work on Solitude

of things was followed by wakefulness, optical illusions,
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and the appearance of phantoms during the night.
He had trembling and giddiness, increased by the use
of coffee the least exertion was followed by fainting
there was a want of moral firmness and of confidence
there was a slight confusion in
in his own opinions
his ideas, and a loss of memory, with a timidity and
nervous weakness which strongly contrasted with his
;

;

;

previous character.
In addition to these numerous symptoms arising
from hypochondriasis, he exhibited at an early period
a disposition to melancholy in his extreme love of
This propensity afterwards increased until
solitude.

assumed an exclusive form of insanity, producing a
continual fear of seeing some one enter his house
for the purpose of robbing him.*

it

Example 58. M. L. has been tormented for more
than twenty years with the idea that he has a serious
disease of the stomach and intestines, which, however,
has not deprived him of an excellent appetite for
whatever comes before him. He even perceives a
tumour in the left hypochondrium, which M. Louis
and other medical men are unable to detect. Two
years ago he began to imagine he was surrounded by
enemies, and that everybody regarded him with suspicion, and made grimaces at him. He has frequently
thought he was insulted and threatened, and has consequently annoyed inoffensive persons, who had not
•even looked at him.
Example 59. M. J., aged twenty-two, a teacher of
German, had suffered for some years from pains in
the bowels.
The chief symptom was a kind of obstruction and pain, which he had vainly endeavoured
to get rid of.
This young man, who had received an
education superior to his present position, had met
with all kinds of obstacles to his success in life.
*

Louyer-Yillermay Traite dcs Maladies Nerveuses
VHysterie et de V Hypocondrie, t. i. p. 421.

ticidier de

:

et

en par-
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A combination of physical and moral suffering had
produced a disordered state of the intellect, for which
he was brought to our establishment.
On his entrance he told us that the visceral disease
had undoubtedly produced a state of hypochondriasis,
and that this, as it increased, had at length affected
his brain, and given rise to incoherent ideas and unmeaning acts. His constant idea was, that his friends
had produced his illness, that they had subjected him
to magnetic influences, and that they had at length
He endeavoured
placed a magnetizer in his inside.
to explain to me the operations which the magnetizer
In listening to his narrative,
carried on within him.
it was most interesting to trace the chain of ideas by
which he had gradually arrived at the notion which
now

possessed him.

magnetizer,

whom

He held conversations with the
he could not compel to leave

him.

Two

good living, and a judicious
mind, produced a rapid amendment, which soon enabled us to restore him to his
blisters to the legs,

employment of

family.

his

—

Hallucinations are
5. Hallucinations in Chorea.
very rare in chorea as it occurs in the present day.
It was, however, quite the reverse in the epidemic
During the dance, says
chorea of the Middle Ages.
M. Hecker, these invalids saw apparitions they were
insensible to all external impressions, and their ima;

gination presented to them spirits, whose names they
pronounced, or rather shouted out. At a later period
many of them declared they were plunged in a river
of blood, and that that was the reason they jumped
Others, during their ecstasy, saw the
so high.
heavens open, and beheld the Virgin and the Saviour
on his throne these visions varying in form according to the different impressions which the religious
;

—

f
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creeds of the period had produced on their imagination.*

—

M. Trolliet has mentioned several
6. Hydrophobia.
examples of hallucinations in this class of patients,
who had been under his care in the hospital at Lyons.
One of them expired violently striking his bed, thinking that he was struggling with a rabid wolf. Another
fought with an enraged animal and died in the midst
of the conflict.
* Hecker Memoire sur la Choree du Moyen-age, traduit de
l'Allemand par M. Ferdinand Dubois.
Annul. d'Hyg. et de
Medecine Legale, vol. xii. p. 314. 1834.
Paris, 1820.
Trolliet
Nouveau
Traite
de
la
Rage.
t
:

:
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HALLUCINATIONS IN NIGHTMAEE AND DEEAMS.

Hallucinations in JSightmaee.

Ant

one who has carefully studied nervous diseases,
doubt of the analogy which exists bethe curious facts
tween nightmare and insanity
which we have witnessed leave no doubt in our own
will have little

;

mind upon the question. A distinguished writer,
when attacked with nightmare, imagined he was leap-

We

ing in the air.
have seen him, at these times,
with his hair on end, his countenance filled with
terror, and uttering inarticulate sounds
when he
spoke, he would say, " what a wonderful thing, I fly
like the wind, I am passing over mountains and precipices."
For some moments after he was awake
he still imagined he was sailing through space.
particular species of nightmare, which we have
often observed, consists in the sensation of flying
close to the surface of the ground. The person seems
to be carried along with the greatest rapidity, but the
enemy, or the danger, from which he flies, pursues
him as quickly, and always keeps close to him. The
alarm wakes him up. he feels fatigued, and as if he
;

A

had gone a long distance.
Distressing emotions will produce nightmare in
nervous persons. A young and delicate lady, of a
susceptible temperament, avoided all alarming and
distressing tales, for whenever she heard an anecdote
Toof this kind, her rest was sure to be disturbed.

;
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wards the middle of the night she would become
restless, groan, and utter some unintelligible words
her body would be in a profuse perspiration, and she
would exhibit symptoms of extreme agitation. Her
husband was compelled to awaken her, when she would
cry out with terror, and imagine she saw thieves and
assassins, who were about to destroy her.
In childhood and youth nightmare often assumes
the following form the individual who is attacked,
fancies he is on the edge of the bed, or of a precipice,
and is about to fall. Nothing can save him from his
danger
he sees with horror the opening gulf, an
irresistible force is pushing him into it, and he
awakes from the shock of his fall. Sometimes the
images which surround the child are of a happy
nature, and he laughs with delight.
.-

:

;

At

other times there are robbers in the person's
he wishes to fly, but finds an irresistible

apartment

;

him to the spot. The person who is a
prey to this kind of hallucination, is in a state of
violent agitation he endeavours to call for help, but
his voice is stifled in his throat, and he finds himself
speechless. Tbe most imminent danger, or even death
itself, may form the termination of the crisis
the
person wakes up in a state of alarm, and with his
body bathed in a profuse perspiration
his pulse is
quickened, he feels a sensation of choking and discomfort these feelings pass off in a few seconds.
Amongst the various forms of nightmare we must
not omit that in which the person believes he is condemned to death he sees all the preparations made
for his execution, he mounts the scaffold, his head
falls, and yet he continues to retain his consciousness,
as if nothing had happened.
A peculiarity, which we have not seen noticed
elsewhere, is, that the individual who has had the
nightmare, may be tormented with it for several sucforce binds

;

;

;

;

;

m

2
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same hour and under the same
lady had a feeling of discomfort upon going

cessive nights at the

A

form.

soon after she would see some one pursuing her for the purpose of killing her.
She started
from her sleep with the fright. The same vision
occurred for several successive nights.
She dreaded
goiug to bed her rest was disturbed and, in spite of
herself, she yielded to the influence of the phantom.
By degrees this miserable sensation passed away, and
she returned to her usual state.
young man told
us that for several successive nights men came and
placed themselves at the foot of his bed in order to
remove his bed-clothes a struggle ensued between
them, which terminated by their carrying them
away when he was completely uncovered, he awoke.
In other cases, the hallucinations of nightmare,
to sleep

;

;

;

A

;

:

however distressing they may be, do not show themselves by any external movements.
A medical man,
who was in the habit of reading in bed, has had his
wife tell him, on her waking up, that she had
he had not,
had a long and frightful nightmare
:

however, perceived

her

be

to

disturbed

in

the

slightest degree.

Sometimes the persons are conscious that what
happens to them is not real they reason as though
they were awake, and endeavour to prove that the
sensations are false.
A young lady saw the wall
open, and from the aperture there emerged a death's
head, which placed itself upon a skeleton, and at the
same time advanced towards her. Satisfied that this
apparition was an illusion, she would reason with
herself and endeavour to allay her fears the matter
terminated by her waking up.
Writers have described a variety of nightmare, in
which a cat, or some other animal, or a monster, is
supposed to be placed upon the chest or stomach.
;

:

Under

these circumstances a violent oppression

is
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the sufferer tries to rid himself of
felt in these parts
the imaginary weight, which threatens to stiBe him,
and his countenance expresses the greatest alarm.
In the examples which have hitherto been men;

tioned, the hallucinations produced by nightmare
have ceased when the person has woke up but they
may continue in the waking state, and be mistaken
Lastly, nightmare may be complicated
for realities.
with insanity.
Example 60. In a convent at Auvergne, an apothecary, who was sleepiDg in a room where there
were several other persons, had an attack of nightmare, and in consequence he accused his companions
of having thrown themselves upon him, and endeavoured to strangle him. His companions denied
the charge, and declared he had passed the night
;

without sleeping, and in a state of violent agitation.
To convince him, they placed him in a room by himself, having first given him a good supper, and made
him partake of indigestible food. He had the same
attack but this time he declared it was produced by
There was
a demon, whom he minutely described.
no means of disabusing him of this idea but by subjecting him to a regular course of treatment.*
Epilepsy, hypochondriasis, mania, hysteria, and
somnambulism, have sometimes the nightmare as a
precursory symptom while at other times it accomSensual dreams seem to be associated
panies them.
with nightmare.
;

;

Example 61. An individual, says Jason, lately
came to me, saying " Sir, if you do not assist me,
what is to become of me, I am wasting away, you see
how pale and thin I am I am nothing but skin and
bone, I who had always a good figure and was
:

;

moderately

stout."

— " What

* Schoenckius

:

is

the

Obs. 253.

matter

with
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you ?" I asked
disease?"

—

;

" to

what do you attribute your
you," he replied, "and you

" I will tell

certainly be surprised.

will

female, whose person

is

not

close to me, throws herself

me

JN"early

every night, a

unknown .to me, comes

on

my

chest,

and presses

so violently that I can searcely breathe

;

if

I cry

me, and the more I endeavour to call
am I able to do so. I soon lose all
limbs, and she holds me bound and fixed

out, she stifles
out, the less

my

power in

to the spot."
" There is nothing astonishing," I replied

—

—I knew

immediately that it was nightmare " all this is only
"
a phantom, and the effect of the imagination
" A phantom!" he cried, " an effect of the imagination
I am telling you of what I have seen with my
Frequently, even
eyes, and touched with my hands.
when I am awake, and with all my senses about me,
I have seen her come and throw herself upon me it
fear, anxiety, and
is in vain that I try to repulse her
her strength being greater than mine, throw me
into such a state of languor, that I am quite incapable
I have sought everywhere to
of defending myself.
!

;

;

obtain relief from this miserable condition."
I vainly endeavoured to disabuse this man of his
insane idea but after two or three conversations, he
;

began to be convinced of the nature of his malady,
and to entertain hopes of being cured.*
The hallucinations of nightmare sometimes show
themselves in the form of an epidemic.
Examine 62. " The first battalion of the regiment
of Latour-d'Auvergne, of which," says Dr. Parent, " I
was the surgeon, was quartered at Palmi in Calabria,
it received peremptory orders to march with all
despatch to Tropea, and there oppose the landing of
troops from the enemy's flotilla, which had threatened

when

* Jason
Obs. 253.

:

Be Morbis

Cerebri,

&c,

cap.

xxvi., et Schoenckius

:
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was in the month of June, and the

troops had to traverse nearly forty miles of country.
The battalion started at midnight, and did not arrive at
destination till about seven o'clock in the evening,
haviog scarcely rested, and having suffered much
from the heat. On its arrival its rations and quarters
were ready prepared.
its

"

As

this battalion

had come the

furthest,

it

was

the last to arrive, and consequently had the worst barracks assigned to it, eight hundred men being placed

where usually only half that number would have been
lodged. They were huddled together on straw placed
upon the ground, and as they had no coverings, they
could not undress themselves. It was an old deserted
The inhabitants had previously warned us
abbey.
the battalion would not be able to rest, for that
spirits assembled there every night, and that already
other regiments had failed in the experiment.
"We
merely laughed at their credulity but what was our
surprise, about midnight, to hear the most frightful
cries issue from all parts of the building, and to see
;

the soldiers rushing out in the greatest alarm
I questioned them as to the cause of their fear, and they
that they
all told me the devil dwelt in the abbey
!

;

had seen him enter through an opening of the door
of their chamber in the form of a large black dog
with curly hair, who had bounded upon them, ran
over their chests with the rapidity of lightning, and
disappeared on the side opposite to the one at which
he had entered.
" We ridiculed their fears, and endeavoured to
satisfy them that the event depended upon simple
and natural causes, and was nothing more than the
result of their imagination.
We were quite unable
to convince them, or to induce them to re-enter their
They passed the remainder of the night on
quarters.
the seashore, and scattered about in different parts
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The next day I again questioned the
and corporals, and some of the oldest
soldiers.
They assured me they were not persons to
give way to fear, nor did they believe in spirits or
ghosts, yet they seemed to me to be perfectly convinced that the scene which had taken place in the
abbey was no effect of the imagination, but a real
event.
According to these men, they had scarcely
fallen asleep when the dog entered; they saw him
quite plainly, and were almost suffocated when he
of the town.
Serjeants,

leaped upon their chests.
"
remained the whole of that day at Tropea,
and the town being full of troops, we were obliged
to retain the same quarters we could only persuade
the soldiers to go to rest by promising to pass the
night with them.
I retired at half-past eleven with
the major of the battalion the officers through curiosity were scattered about in the different rooms.
AVe had no expectation that the scene of the preceding night would be renewed.
The soldiers, who
were re-assured by the presence of their officers, who
kept watch, had fallen asleep, when, at one o'clock
in the morning, from all the rooms at the same
time, the same cry came forth, and the men who
had seen the dog jump on to their chests, fearful
of being suffocated, left their quarters, resolved not
to return to them again.
AVe were up, wide awake,
and on the watch to see what would happen but, as
may easily be supposed, nothing made its appearance.
The enemy's flotilla having sailed away, we returned
Since the event which has
the next day to Palmi.
just been recorded, we have traversed the kingdom of
Naples at all periods of the year, our soldiers have
often been crowded together in the same way, but
this phenomenon has never shown itself again."*

We

:

;

;

*

* Grand Dictionnaire des Sciences Medicales, vol. xxxiv., Art.
Incube;' obs. comnmnique'e par M. le docteur Parent.

;
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It is probable that the forced march and the great
heat had combined to affect the respiratory organs,
and had predisposed them to nightmare (incubus,
ephialtes), favoured also by the uncomfortable locality
where they were obliged to sleep with their clothes

on,
its

by the rarefaction of the air, and possibly also by
containing some noxious gas.

Hallucinations in Dreams.
The analogy which exists between the hallucinadreams and of the waking state, have in-

tions of

duced those writers who consider a hallucination as
a pathological phenomenon, to range the two series
An English writer, who has
in the same category.
maintained this theory, says, that in both cases the
horses have run away with the carriage, but, with this
difference, that in insanity the driver is drunk, while
in dreams he

If

this

is

(The Antiquary,

asleep.

vol.

i.

p. 189.)

manner of regarding the question was

it would follow that no person could escape
the charge of insanity, for those whom it spares in
the daytime would be more or less attacked by it
during the night. The absoluteness of the proposition

admitted,

is its

The

best refutation.

great majority of cases,
dition

;

it

is

act of dreaming, in the

a purely physiological con-

presents itself as a continuance of the
To prove this,

operations of the thinking principle.
it is sufficient

to produce examples of mental opera-

actions, which have been conceived
and executed during sleep. Dreams should, therefore be divided into two series, according as they are
tions, places,

and

physiological or pathological.

The condition of sleep necessarily modifies the
In fact, in dreams, man is
nocturnal hallucinations.
no longer master of his will or of his movements
in general the senses are in abeyance he loses the
power of identification he confounds time and space
;

;

;

1V0
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he believes without surprise in the most extravagant
things, both as regards persons and events he has
;

no power of
unbounded

fixing his attention

;

his imagination is

his memory often extraordinary-.
All
these pyschological conditions are met with in dreams,
and establish a difference between them and the
hallucinations of the waking state.
;

Voltaire imagined one day that he had dreamed
the first canto of the Henriade different to what he
had composed it. Struck with this singularity " I
said in a dream," he writes, "things which I could
scarcely have said when awake
I must, therefore,
have had thoughts and reflections in spite of myself,
and without having taken the least part in them.
I
had neither will nor liberty, and yet I associated my
ideas with propriety, and sometimes with genius."
The hallucinations of dreams frequently show
themselves in the state between sleeping and waking.
Purkingie and Gruthuisen have termed them the
elements of dreams.
Cerebral congestion seems
favourable to their production but to make a general
proposition of this statement is contrary to experience, for thousands of persons dream without having
any signs of congestion.

—

;

;

The subject of a dream may be the precise, or
nearly precise, representation of what was the subject
of the hallucination, just as the subject of a hallucination may be the exact reproduction of what formed
a dream.

Abercrombie, in his work On the Intellectual
Powers, is of opinion that dreams and hallucinations
are closely allied.
In support of this doctrine he
has related the following case
" An eminent
medical friend, having sat up late one evening, under
considerable anxiety, about one of his children who
was ill, fell asleep in his chair, and had a frightful
dream, in which the prominent figure was an im:

—
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mense baboon. He awoke with the fright, got up
and walked to a table which was in the
He was then quite awake, and
middle of the room.
quite ..conscious of the articles around him; but,
close by the wall, in the end of the apartment, he
distinctly saw the baboon making the same grimaces
which he had seen in his dream and the spectre
instantly,

;

continued visible for about half a minute." #
The analogy between dreams and hallucinations,
says Walter Scott, are numerous thus " any sudden
noise which the slumberer hears, without being actuany casual touch of his person
ally awakened by it
occurring in the same manner, becomes instantly
adopted in his dream, and accommodated to the tenor
of the current train of thought, whatever that may
happen to be and nothing is more remarkable than
the rapidity with which imagination supplies a complete explanation of the interruption, according to the
previous train of ideas expressed in the dream, even
when scarce a moment of time is allowed for that
In dreaming, for example, of a duel, the
purpose.
external sound becomes, in the twinkling of an
is an
eye, the discharge of the combatants' pistols
orator haranguing in his sleep, the sound becomes the
is the dreamer
applause of his supposed audience
wandering among supposed ruins, the noise is that
In short, an
of the fall of some part of the mass.
explanatory system is adopted during sleep with such
extreme rapidity, that, supposing the intruding alarm
to have been the first call of some person to awaken
the slumberer, the explanation, though requiring
;

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

some process of argument or deduction, is usually
formed and perfect before the second effort of the
speaker has restored the dreamer to the waking
world and its realities.
So rapid and intuitive is the
*

Opus

cit.

p. 381.
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succession of ideas in sleep, as to remind us of the

Mahommed, in which he saw
the whole wonders of heaven and hell, though the
jar of water which fell when his ecstasy commenced,
had not spilled its contents when he returned to
vision of the Prophet

ordinary existence."*

The hallucinations which occur in dreams arise
from the association of ideas, or are the recollection
of things which have previously taken place. Amongst
the

many

curious instances of this kind, the following

some of the most interesting, and show what
singular events and combinations of thought may

are

originate with dreams.
particular friend of mine," says
Example 63. "
Abercrombie, " was connected with one of the prin-

A

bauks in Glasgow, and was at his place at the
table, where money is paid, when a person
entered demanding payment of a sum of six pounds.
There were several people waiting, who were, in turn,
entitled to be attended to before him, but he was
and being,
extremely impatient, and rather noisy
besides, a remarkable stammerer, he became so annoying, that another gentleman requested my friend
He did
to pay him his money and get rid of him.
so accordingly, but with an expression of impatience
at being obliged to attend to him before his turn, and
At the end of
thought no more of the transaction.
the year, which was eight or nine months after, the
books of the bank could not be made to balance, the
cipal

tellers'

;

Several days

deficiency being exactly six pounds.

and nights had been spent in endeavouring to discover the error, but without success when at last
my friend returned home, much fatigued, and went
;

to bed.

bank,

He

dreamt of being

at his

place in the

— and the whole transaction, with the stammerer,
* Opus

cit. p.

25.
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him in all its particuawoke under a full impression that the
dream was to lead him to the discovery of what he
was so anxiously in search of; and, on examination,
as

lars.

detailed, passed before

He

soon discovered that the sum paid to this person in
the manner now mentioned, had been neglected to be
inserted in the book of interests, and that it exactly
accounted for the error in the balance."*

Example

64.

"Mr.

Bowland, a gentleman

E., of

of landed property in the vale of Gala, was prosecuted for a very considerable sum, the accumulated
arrears of teind (or tithe), for which he was said to be
indebted to a noble family, the titulars (lay impropriators of the tithes). Mr. E. was strongly impressed
with the belief that his father had, by a form of process peculiar to the law of Scotland, purchased these
teinds from the titular, and. therefore, that the preBut, after an
sent prosecution was groundless.

among

an inand a careful
inquiry amoug all persons who had transacted law
business for his father, no evidence could be recovered
The period was now near at
to support his defence.
hand when he conceived the loss of his lawsuit to be
inevitable, and he had formed his determination to
ride to Edinburgh next day,, and make the best bargain he could in the way of compromise.
He went
to bed with this resolution, and, with all the circumstances of the case floating in his mind, had a dream
His father, who had been
to the following purpose.
many years dead, appeared to him, he thought, and
In
asked him why he was disturbed in his mind.
dreams men are not surprised at such apparitions.
Mr. E. thought that he informed his father of the
cause of his distress, adding, that the payment of a
industrious search
vestigation

of

the

*

his father's papers,

public

Opus

records,

cit. p.

280.

;
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considerable sum of money was the more unpleasant
to him, because he had a strong consciousness that it

was not due, though he was unable to recover any
evidence in support of his belief.
You are right, my
son,' replied the paternal shade
I did acquire a right
to these teinds, for payment of which you are now
prosecuted.
The papers relating to the transaction
'

'

;

are in the hands of Mr.

who

is

resides

now
at

,

a writer (or attorney),

retired from professional business,

Edinburgh.

Inveresk, near

He

and
was a

person I employed on that occasion for a particular
reason, but who
never on any other occasion
transacted business on my account.
It is very possible,' pursued the vision,
that Mr.
may have
forgotten a matter which is now of a very old date
but you may call it to his recollection by this token,
that, when I came to pay his account, there was difficulty in getting change for a Portugal piece of gold,
and that we were forced to drink out the balance at
a tavern.
" Mr. R. awoke in the morning, with all the
words of the vision imprinted on his mind, and
thought it worth while to ride across the country to
Inveresk, instead of going straight to Edinburgh.
When he came there he waited on the gentleman
mentioned in the dream, a very old man without
saying anything of the vision, he inquired whether
he remembered having conducted such a matter for
The old gentleman could not
his deceased father.
at first bring the circumstance to his recollection,
but, on mention of the Portugal piece of gold, the
whole returned upon his memory. He made an immediate search for the papers, and recovered them,
so
that Mr. R. carried to Edinburgh the documents
necessary to gain the cause which he was on the
There cannot be a doubt that
verge of losing.
this gentleman had heard the circumstances from his
'

;

—
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but had entirely forgotten them, until the
frequent and intense application of his mind to the
subject with which they were connected, at length

father,

gave rise to a train of association which recalled
in the dream."*
There are well authenticated instances of dreams
which have given notice of an event that was occurring
at the time or occurred soon after. " A clergyman had
come to this city (Edinburgh) from a short distance
in the country, and was sleeping at an inn, when he
dreamt of seeing a fire, and one of his children in
the midst of it.
He awoke with the impression, and
instantly left town on his return home.
When he
arrived within sight of his house, he found it on fire,
and got there in time to assist in saving one of his
children, who, in the alarm and confuson, had been
left in a situation of danger."
This case may be explained on simple and natural
principles, without having recourse to the super" Let us suppose that the gentleman had a
natural.
servant who had shown great carelessness in regard
to fire, and had often given rise in his mind to a
strong apprehension that he might set fire to the
house his anxiety might be increased by being from
home, and the same circumstance might make the
servant still more careless.
Perhaps there was on
that day, in the neighbourhood of his house, some fair
or periodical merry-making, from which the servant
was very likely to return home in a state of intoxication.
It was most natural that these impressions
should be embodied into a dream of his house being
on fire, and that the circumstance might lead to the
dream being fulfilled."*
Example 65. The following anecdote of Ben Jonson
is related in the Heads of Conversations, published by

them

;

* Abercrombie

:

Opus

cit. p.

288.

+

lb. p. 291.
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the executors of Druminond of Hawthornden (Drummond's Works, p. 224). Jonson told him, that "when
the king— James the First came to England, about
the time that the plague was in London, he being in
the country at Sir Robert Cotton's house with old
Cambden, he saw in a vision his eldest son, then a
young child and at London, appear unto him with
the mark of a bloody cross on his forehead, as if it
had been cut with a sword at which, amazed, he

—

;

prayed unto God, and in the morning he came unto
Mr. Cambden' s chamber to tell him, who persuaded
him it was but an apprehension, at which he should
not be dejected. In the meantime there came letters
from his wife of the death of that boy in the plague.
He appeared to him," he said, " of a manly shape, and
of that growth he thinks he shall be at the time of
the resurrection."*
Example 66. Antiquity has supplied us with a
celebrated dream, which has since been frequently
published.
Two friends had arrived at Megara, and
Scarcely
took up their abode in different houses.
had one of them fallen asleep, when his companion
appeared before him, stating that his landlord had
formed a plan to assassinate him, and begging his

come to his assistance as quickly as possible.
The other woke up, but feeling satisfied that it was

friend to

only the delusion of a dream, soon returned to sleep.
his friend appeared, and implored him to make
haste, for his murderers were entering his apartment.
second time disturbed, he was astonished at the
continuance of his dream, and felt inclined to go to
his friend, but, being fatigued and reasoning as
For the
before, he again arranged himself to sleep.

Again

A

third time his friend appeared, but

bleeding, and disfigured.
* Ferriar

:

Opus

now he was

"Alas!" he
cit. p.

58.

said,

pale,

"you
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have not come to me when I requested you, and the
deed is done now avenge me. At daybreak you will
meet, at the gate of the town, a cart filled with dung,
stop it, order it to be unloaded, and you will find my
body concealed in the midst provide me with the
rites of burial, and punish my murderers."
This pertinacity and the minuteness of the details
no longer admitted of hesitation the friend got up,
went to the gate that had been named, found the cart,
stopped the driver, who appeared agitated, and soon
discovered the body of his companion.*
Even admitting the truth of this tale, and supposing that it has not become magnified and embellished
in the telling, yet it may be easily explained by
;

;

;

The separation of the two friends
town after the fatigues of the voyage
was sufficient to produce in the mind forebodings of
natural causes.

in a strange

which during the silence of the night fear presented in the form of assassins.
This idea having
once entered the mind, the imagination would complete
evil,

the rest.

seems

it

With regard

to the episode of the cart,

which
nothing opposed
might have been seen in the court-

difficult to explain,

to the idea that

it

there

is

yard of the house, and the principle of the association
of ideas connected it with the events of the dream.
Cicero, Plutarch, and other ancient writers have
preserved the following anecdote Simonides having
on his journey found the dead body of a man who
was unknown to him, had it buried when he was
about to embark the man appeared to him in his
sleep, and warned him not to go in the vessel or he
would perish. This warning made him change his
intentions, and he afterwards learned that the vessel
in which he had intended to sail had been wrecked.*
:

;

* Cicero
De Divin. lib. i. § xxvii.
See Valerius Maximus, bk. i. ch. i. Plutarch
:

+
the

Cicero.

Pythian Oracles.

:

On
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says an illustrious writer, " that
sometimes revealed to us in our dreams,
The
exists amongst all the nations of the world.
greatest men of antiquity have held this faith; amongst
others, Alexander, Caesar, the Scipios, the two Catos,
and Brutus, who were none of them men of feeble
The Old and New Testaments furnish
intellect.
numerous examples of dreams being fulfilled. For
myself I am satisfied with my own experience in the
matter.
I have more than once found that dreams
do forewarn us of things in which we are interested
but if we wish to dispute or defend by arguments
things which are beyond the scope of human reason,
we attempt what is impossible."*

"The

the truth

opinion,"
is

)

;

Lastly, the illustrious Bossuet, in his funeral ora-

Anne

tion on the Princess Palatine,

of Gronzaga, at-

tributes her conversion to a mysterious dream.

"This," he

said,

"was

a marvellous dream; one

of those which Grod Himself produces through the
one in which the images are
ministry of his angels
;

and orderly arranged, and we are permitted to
The princess
obtain a glimpse of celestial things.
fancied she was walking alone in a forest, when she
found a blind man in a small cottage. She approached
him, and asked him if he had been blind from his
He
birth, or whether it was the result of accident.
You are ignorant,
told her that he was born blind.
clearly

'

then,' she said,

'

of the effect of light,

how

beautiful

nor can you conceive the glory and
I have never,' he said, ensplendour of the sun.'
joyed the sight of that beautiful object, nor can I
form any idea of it nevertheless, I believe it to be
The blind man then seemed
surpassingly glorious.'
to change his voice and manner, and assuming a tone
My example,' he continued, should
of authority,

and pleasant

it is

;

'

'

;

'

'

* Bernardin de Saint-Pierre

:

Paul

et

Virginie.

f
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teaoh you that there are excellent things which escape
your notice, and which are not less true or less desirable, although you can neither comprehend or
"
imagine them.'
The study of dreams naturally
Presentiments.
The further we
leads us to speak of presentiments.
advance in the study of the nervous system, the more
we are obliged to recognise, as has been well said by

—

M. Max Simon, " that if the science of statistics is
when applied to size and quantity, it is no longer
so when applied to life and to quality.
Can we

true

measure truth, virtue, justice, health, sensibility, &c. ?
No a thousand times no any more than we can

—

identify

—

them with matter."*

Sensation

is,

in fact, like a set of musical notes, of

which it is impossible to express all the various tones,
and which produce the most astonishing and unexpected results.

I read lately, in the Souvenirs (Tune

Aveugle-nee, of a

up

young

girl

who had been brought

in the country, at the foot of the mountains,

and

who

could distinguish, in the midst of the noise
and confusion by which she was surrounded, distant
sounds that were quite inappreciable by every one
else.
She would be conscious of a distant rumbling:
on the summit of the Pyrenees, and during the night
this would be followed by a violent storm in the

would hear the tramp of a horse's feet
upon the ground, and, to the astonishment of her
neighbours, some hours after, a traveller would
arrive, proving that she had not been deceived by an
illusion, caused by this highly-exalted condition of

valley, or she

her sense of hearing.

The same phenomena may occur with regard
other senses

;

to the

thus, the delicacy of the sense of smell

L Opinion Reine du Monde, Union Medicale, 2 Aoftt, 1851.
t Souvenirs d'une Aveugle-nee, recueillis et ecrits par elle-meme

*

publies par M. Dufau, Directeur des Aveugles, p. 45.

N 2

Paris,
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sometimes so great, that it enables the person to
distinguish substances placed at a considerable distance, and of which those around him are quite unis

conscious.

Some would deny the extraordinary influence of
the atmosphere upon certain organizations, but there
are numerous facts which prove the existence of temperaments so susceptible, that their possessor is
aware of coming atmospheric changes long before
they take place.
The moral character affords an equally curious field
All those who have loved strongly
for observation.
know that the passion bestows on them a kind of
supernatural vision, which reveals the woman whom
they love or hate by unappreciable signs she is not
seen, yet nevertheless they feel conscious of her
;

presence.

To presentiments

are closely allied antipathies

and

Well-authenticated cases show that individuals have experienced a kind of shudder on the
approach of an enemy, or any unknown danger.
Some years ago we had the opportunity of carefully
noticing a lady who possessed an instinctive feeling,
which manifested itself immediately preceding her
The sensation which she
introduction to a stranger
experienced was always confirmed by the result.
Much might be said concerning presentiments, but
we forbear from entering further on the subject.
Unimpressionable and serious minds reject such
In
doctrines, but sensitive persons believe in them.
most instances they are not realized where they are
borne out by the result, they consist either of remiNevertheless,
niscences or of a simple coincidence.
it is quite certain that any unexpected event, any
strong conviction, a constant restlessness, a change
sympathies.

;

in the habits, a sudden feeling of fear,
to presentiments which

it

may

give rise

would be unwise to

reject
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with systematic incredulity. This view of the matter
seems to us in accordance with common sense, and
with what is observed to take place.
Presentiments are therefore explained, in a great
many cases, by natural causes yet, without being
charged with a love of the marvellous, may we not
say that there are occurrences which seem to deviate
from the ordinary course of events, and at least depend
;

—

—

still most imperfectly known
which
between the spiritual and physical nature of
man on an exalted condition of the nervous system
or are connected with that class of phenomena which
are included under magnetism and somnambulism ?
Example 67. Mademoiselle R., who was possessed
of an excellent understanding, and who was religious

upon

relations

exist

;

;

without being bigoted, resided, before her marriage,
with her uncle, a medical man of eminence, and a
member of the Institute. At this time she was at
some distance from her mother, who lived in the
country, and was labouring under a dangerous disease.
One night this young lady dreamed that she beheld
her mother pale, melancholy, about to die, and lamenting that she was not surrounded by her children,
of whom one, the cure of a Parisian parish, had emigrated to Spain, while the other was at Paris.
Presently she heard her mother call her several times by
her Christian name
she saw, in her dream, the
persons who surrounded her mother, and who, thinking that she was asking for her granddaughter of the
same name, go into the next room to fetch her, when
the invalid made signs to them that it was her
daughter who was in Paris, and not her granddaughter, whom she wished to see.
Her look expressed the greatest grief at her absence all at once
her countenance changed it assumed the pallor of
death, and she sank down lifeless on her bed.
The next day Mademoiselle E., seeming very much
;

;

;
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depressed, D. begged her to tell

him the cause of her

She related to him the particulars of her dream,
which weighed so heavily upon her spirits.
D.,
finding her in this state of mind, pressed her to his
heart, and told her that the information was only too
true, for her mother was dead
but he entered into
grief.

;

no further explanations.
Some months after, Mademoiselle

R-., taking advantage of her uncle's absence to put his papers in
order, found a letter which had been laid aside.
"What was her surprise on reading in it all the particulars which had passed in her dream, and which D.
had passed over in silence, being unwilling to cause
her further excitement when her mind was already so

strongly aifected.

This statement was made to us by the lady herself,
whom we place the most perfect confidence.
Great caution is necessary in judging of such
occurrences as the one just recorded the explanation
which has been applied to the clergyman's dream,
mentioned by Abercrombie (p. 175), might be brought
forward in the present case but we must confess
that these explanations do not satisfy us, and that
these events seem rather to belong to some of the
deepest mysteries of our being.
As bearing upon these reflections, we shall relate
the following anecdote, mentioned by Dr. Sigmond,
who received it from the widow of M. Colmache, the
private secretary and friend of M. de Talleyrand.
One day, in the presence of the minister, the conversation had turned upon the subject of those sudden
warnings which have been looked upon as communisome one
cations from the world of spirits to man
observed that it would be difficult to find a man of
any note who had not, in the course of his life, expein

;

;

;

rienced something of the kind.
Example 68. " I remember," said Talleyrand, " upon
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one occasion, having been gifted, for one single
moment, with an unknown and nameless power. I
know not to this moment whence it came it has
never once returned, and yet upon that one occasion
Without that sudden and mysteit saved my life.
rious inspiration I should not have been here to tell
my tale. I had freighted a ship in concert with my
friend Beaumetz.
He was a good fellow, Beaumetz,
with whom I had ever lived on the most intimate
terms and in those stormy times, when it needed
;

;

not only friendship to bind men together, but almost
godlike courage to show that friendship, I could not
but prize most highly all his bold and loyal demonI had
strations of kindness and attachment to me.
On the
not a single reason to doubt his friendship.
contrary, he had given me, on several occasions, most
positive proof of his devotion to my interest and wellbeing.
had fled from France we had arrived at

We

New York

;

together, and

we had

lived in perfect

harmony during our stay there. So, after having
resolved upon improving the little money that was
left

by speculation,

together, that

trusting to

we

all

it

was,

still

in partnership

and

freighted a small vessel for India,

the goodly chances which had be-

and from
more conjointly to brave the
storms and perils of a yet longer and more adventurous voyage.
Everything was embarked for our
departure bills were all paid, and farewells all taken,
and we were waiting for a fair wind with most eager
expectation, being prepared to embark at any hour of

friended us in our escape from danger
death, to venture once

;

the day or night, in obedience to the warning of the
This state of uncertainty seemed to irritate
captain.
the temper of poor Beaumetz to an extraordinary
degree, and, unable to remain quietly at home, he
hurried to and from the city with an eager, restless
activity, which at times excited my astonishment, for

—
:
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he had ever been remarkable for great calmness and
placidity of temper. One day he entered our lodging,
evidently labouring under great excitement, although
commanding himself to appear calm. I was engaged
and
at that moment in writing letters to Europe
looking over my shoulder, he said, with forced gaity,
What need to waste time in penning those letters ?
Come with
they will never reach their destination.
me, and let us take a turn on the Battery perhaps
the wind may be chopping round we may be nearer
The day was very
our departure than we imagine.'
fine, although the wind was blowing hard, and I
Beaumetz, I resuffered myself to be persuaded.
membered afterwards, displayed an unusual officiousness in aiding me to close my desk and put away my
papers, handing me, with hurried eagerness, my hat
and cane, and doing other services to quicken my
departure, which at the time I attributed to the
restless desire for change, the love of activity with
which he seems to have been devoured during the
whole period of our delay. We walked through the
crowded streets to the Battery. He had seized my
arm, and hurried me along, seemingly in eager haste
When we had arrived at the broad
to advance.
esplanade the glory then, as now, of New York
Beaumetz quickened his step still more, until we
;

'

;

;

—

arrived close to the water's edge.

He

talked loud

and quickly, admiring in energetic terms the beauty
of the scenery, the Brooklyn heights, the shady groves
of the island, the ships riding at anchor, and the busy
scene on the peopled wharf, when suddenly he paused
in his mad, incoherent discourse for I had freed my
arm from his grasp, and stood immovable before him.
Staying his wild and rapid steps, I fixed my eye upon
his face.
He turned aside, cowed and dismayed.
Beaumetz,' I shouted, you mean to murder me

—

'

'

;
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to throw me from the height into the sea
Deny it, monster, if you can.' The maniac
but I took especial care
at me for a moment

you intend
below.
stared

;

not to avert my gaze from his countenance, and he
quailed beneath it.
He stammered a few incoherent
words, and strove to pass me, but I barred his passage
with extended arms.
He looked vacantly right and
left, and then flung himself upon my neck, and burst
into tears.

'

'Tis true

thought has haunted
from the lurid fire of

—

true,

'tis

me day and

my

friend

!

The

night, like a flash

hell.
It was for this I brought
you stand within a foot of the
edge of the parapet in another instant the work
would have been done.' The demon had left him
his eye was unsettled, and the white foam stood in
bubbles on his parched lips but he was no longer
tossed by the same mad excitement under which he
had been labouring, for he suffered me to lead him

you

here.

Look

!

:

;

home without

a single word.

A

few days' repose,

bleeding, abstinence, completely restored

him to

his

former self, and, what is most extraordinary, the circumstance was never mentioned between us.
Eate was at work."
It was whilst watching by the bed-side of his
friend that Talleyrand received letters which enabled
him to return to France he did so, and left Beaumetz to prosecute the speculation alone. The Prince
Talleyrand could never speak of the preceding event
without shuddering, and to the latest hour of his
existence believed that " he was for an instant gifted
with an extraordinary light, and during a quick and
vivid flash the possible and the true was revealed to
a strong and powerful mind," and that upon this the
" This species of mowhole of his destiny hinged.
mentary exaltation," says Dr. Sigmond, "which is
not again repeated, but is remembered with the most

My

;
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what is more immediately known
by the name o£ fantasia."* In France it is named

vivid impression, is

presentiment

We

have read, in the Souvenirs de

Crequi, the following statement:

—

Madame

de

Example 69. The Prince Radziwil had adopted
one of his orphan nieces.
She resided at a chateau
in Gallicia.
In the chateau was a large hall, which
separated the apartments of the prince from those of
his children, and through which it was necessary to
pass, in order to get from the one to the other, without going into the open air. The young Agnes, only
five or six years of age, screamed every time she was
taken through the great hall, pointing with an expression of terror to a picture representing the Sibyl
of Cuma, which hung over the door.
For a long

time they endeavoured to overcome this repugnance,
which was looked upon as a childish fancy but the
effects of these attempts were so serious to the child
that at length she was permitted to have her own way,
and for ten or twelve years she continued to traverse
the open court or the garden, exposed to all the inclemencies of the weather, rather than pass through
the doorway which produced such a feeling of alarm.
The time came when the young countess was to be
married, and a large party had assembled at the chateau
In the evening the company profor the occasion.
ceeded to the great hall, where the wedding dance
had always taken place. Animated by the youthful
spirits around her, Agnes entered into all the amuse*
Scarcely, however, had she
ments of her friends.
passed beneath the doorway than she wished to
retreat, and acknowledged the fear which came over
her.
They had made her, as was usual, pass in first,
and her betrothed, her friends, and her uncle, laugh;

* Forbes Winslow's Psychological Journal, vol.

i.

p.

586.
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ing at her fears, closed the door against her.
The
unfortunate girl resisted, and knocking at the panels
of the door, threw down the picture, which fell upon
her. The great mass struck her on the head with one
of its angles, and killed her on the spot.*
"We find, therefore, that in certain instances there
is a peculiar condition of the nervous system which
serves to warn the individual of some coming event
of a dangerous or unusual character. Travellers who
have passed through the vast forests of the New
World, and noticed their savage inhabitants, have
observed a peculiar restlessness in the animals, and a
state of excitement in the human population, immediately preceding some great convulsion of nature,
whilst the European is still speculating on the cause
of their extraordinary agitation.
Without referring
to the action of mind upon matter, we are satisfied
that the imponderable agents, especially electricity,
have relations with man's organization which are still

unknown.

Many

of the preceding observations show that the

mind in dreamiug consist in the
reproduction of former ideas and associations, which
follow each other in an order of succession over which
the will has no control. This, however, is not always
the case, and the operation of thinking sometimes
continues in this state.
.Example 70. One of the most remarkable instances
of this is the famous sonata of Tartini, known as the
Bonate du Diable. This celebrated composer fell asleep
operations of the

after

vainly endeavouring

subject followed

him in

a

to finish

sonata

during
dreamed that he again applied himself to
but felt in a state of despair at finding he
with so little spirit or success all at once
his

sleep,

;

* J. Charpignon
Magnetism, p. 352.

:

Physiologie, Medecine,
Paris, 1848.

et

;

the

which he
his work,

composed
the devil

Metaphysique d

;
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appeared to him, and proposed that he should finish
the sonata for hiin, provided he would give him his
soul. Carried away by the hallucination, he continued
he
his dream and accepted the devil's proposition
then distinctly heard the long-desired sonata executed
in a most charming and effective manner on the violin
after this he awoke in a transport of delight, ran to
his desk, and wrote from memory the ending which
he heard in his dream. This is, perhaps, the most
;

remarkable instance of this kind of hallucination on
record.*

Condorcet related of himself that, when engaged in
some profound and obscure calculations, he was often
obliged to leave them in an incomplete state and retire
to rest and that the remaining steps had more than
;

once presented themselves in his dreams. Dr. Franklin
also informed Cabanis that the bearings and issue of
political events, which had puzzled him when awake,
were not unfrequently unfolded to him in his dreams.
Hernias says it was whilst he slept he heard a voice
dictate to him the work which he has entitled the
Some persons maintain the Divina CornPasteur.
media was suggested by a dream.
Galen became a physician in consequence of a
a dream, in which Apollo appeared to him on two
different occasions, and commanded him immediately
to devote himself to the study of medicine.
It is well known that dreams may present a connected series of events so forcibly represented that,
as the dreamer starts from his sleep with his mind
strongly impressed by what has passed, it requires
some evidence to convince him that the whole has

been the offspring of his imagination. Dreams which
marked may recur on several successive nights. " I remember," says M. A. Maury, in

are thus strongly

* Moreau, de la Sarthe

:

Melanges de Litterature.

—
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his

Memoire

(p. 31),

"to have dreamed eight times,
one month, of a person who
figure and appearance, but of
slightest knowledge, and who,

during the course of
always had the same
whom I had not the
most probably, only

"What was

still

more
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existed

in

my

imagination."

strange, he frequently continued

actions, during a dream,

which he had commenced in

the preceding one.
It often happens that dialogues are carried on in a
dream. These may relate to every variety of subject,
not only occupying, but wearying the mind during
its sleep, by some discussion in which it does not
feel that it has even the advantage of its adversary.
There is the impression of two distinct individuals
holding opposite opinions, one of whom triumphs over
the other, and yet it is one and the same person.

Saint Augustin relates the following case

Example

71.

A

man

of education,

:

who devoted

himself to the study of Plato, stated that one night,
before he had retired to rest, he saw a philosopher,
with whom he was intimate, come to him, and expound

him certain propositions in Plato a thing which
he had hitherto refused to do. The next day, having
asked this philosopher how it was that he had explained these matters to him in another person's
house, when he had refused to do so in his own, the
philosopher replied, " I have done nothing of the
kind, although I did dream that I had."
" Thus," adds Saint Augustin, " the one being perfectly awake, saw and heard by means of a phantom
what the other experienced in a dream."
"For my own part," he further observes, "if the
matter had been related to me by any ordinary person,
I should have rejected it as- unworthy of belief; but
the individual in question was not one who was likely
to have been deceived."*
to

;

,

* Saint Augustin

:

Cite de Dieu, liv. xviii. ch. xviii.
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The hallucinations of dreams

are generally oblite-

rated on waking up, or, if they leave a partial im-

no perceptible influence on the
however, is not the case when they are
the precursors of mental disease, nor when they
occur during sleep in the insane they then become
extremely vivid, and are firmly engraven on the
memory. Pathological dreams have been mentioned
by all observers, and there can be no doubt that at
times they may afford useful indications.
G-alen mentions the case of an invalid who dreamed
one of his legs was made of stone; and soon afterwards
this same leg was struck with paralysis.
The learned Conrad Gresner dreamed one night
that he was bitten on the left side of his chest by a
not long after, a serious disease showed
serpent
itself at this part in the form of a carbuncle, which
terminated his existence in about five days. Nervous,
and especially mental diseases, are often preceded by
extraordinary dreams.
Odier, of Geneva, was consulted in 1778 by a lady
of Lyons, who, the night before she was attacked with
insanity, dreamed that her mother-in-law came to
her with a dagger in her hand for the purpose of
killing her. This impression was so strong, that it was
prolonged into the waking state, and acquired such
an intensity that it ultimately produced a fixed melancholy and all the characters of actual insanity.
tendency to mysticism and a preoccupied state
of the mind may have the same effect.
Example 72. " In the year 1610," says Yan
Helmont^ 't &fter long meditation, by which I was
greatly exhljftisted, and during which I had endeavoured to obtain some knowledge of the nature of
my soul, I fell asleep. Soon after I was carried
beyond the realms of mere human reason, and I
found myself in a large and obscurely-lighted champression, they have

conduct

;

this,

;

;

A

.

:

ETGHTMABE
ber

on

;

upon
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my

right hand I saw a table with a bottle
containing a liquor, which spoke to me as

it,

Do you desire honour and riches ?' I was
astounded at hearing these words. I paced about,
On my
questioning myself what this could mean.
right hand I perceived a window in the wall, through
which there came a light, whose brilliancy made me
forget the words of the liquid, and changed the
current of my thoughts for I was contemplating
things which surpassed all description.
The light
lasted but an instant, and with a feeling of desolation I returned to my bottle, and carried it away
I felt desirous of tasting the contents,
with me.
and, with considerable difficulty, I succeeded in opening it, when, with a feeling of horror, I awoke. This
occurrence left me with a strong desire to know my
soul, a wish which lasted for three-and-twenty years,
that is to say, until 1633, when I had a vision, during
which my very soul manifested itself to my astonished

follows

'

:

;

It consisted of a perfectly homogeneous light,
composed of a crystalline and brilliant spiritual essence.
It was contained in an envelope like a pea in its husk,
and I heard a voice which said to me, Behold what
you saw through the opening in the wall.' This vision
operated on the intellectual part of my nature for
whoever should behold his soul with the eyes of his
body would be blinded."*
The dream may become completely obliterated from
the mind of the person, so that he entirely forgets
that he ever had such a dream.
This circumstance probably explains some of the
presumed instances of second sight.
The sleep of the maniac has always afforded important information.
Esquirol was so convinced of
sight.

'

;

this,
*
p.

that

he has frequently passed the night in

Van Helmont

269.

Ortus Medicince Imago Mentis, &c,
Amsterodami, 1643.
:

vol.

i.

—
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watching them and his perseverance has been rewarded more than once by the patient revealing
;

during his sleep the cause of his insanity.
Leuret, in his Fragmens JPsychologiques, has also
remarked, that there are a certain number of lunatics
who reason during the day, according to the ideas
and perceptions which they have during the night.
They judge correctly of what occurs during the
waking state, and if they did not mix up with their
conversation what happens in their dreams, their
minds would be perfectly sound.

The coincidence which occasionally exists between
the dreams and the insanity has already been pointed
out.
The following case supports this opinion.
maniac, whom Dr. Gregory had attended, and who
had perfectly recovered, was troubled a week afterwards with dreams, in which the same ideas and
violent feelings presented themselves that had agitated
him during his insanity.
Some hallucinations which commence during sleep,

A

and are continued

for several successive nights, are

at length regarded as realities during the day.

widow Schoul

.

.

.

The

heard, for three successive nights,

At first
a voice saying to her Kill thy daughter.
she resisted this, and drove it from her thoughts
when she was awake but the idea ultimately became
Some
fixed, and continued during the waking state.
days after, the unhappy woman sacrificed her child.
;

